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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T. COLEMAN, JR., SECRETARY
OF TRANSPORTATION, BEFORE THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON
INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE REGARDING THE
PRELIMINARY SYSTEM PLAN FOR RESTRUCTURING RAILROADS
IN THE NORTHEAST AND MIDWEST, TUESDAY, MAY 6, 1975.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
It is a pleasure to appear before you today to discuss
the Preliminary System Plan prepared by the United States Railway
Association under the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973.
These hearings are timely and constitute a very useful step in
laying the groundwork for considering the Final System Plan
which Congress will receive on July 26.
of course,

That document will,

provide the blueprint for the restructuring of the

seven bankrupt railroads in the Northeast and Midwest into a
regional rail system and will be a first step in the process of
revitalizing our national system.
At the outset, I would like to observe that the Preliminary
System Plan is an exceptional achievement that was realized only
by dint of the exceptional commitment of the USRA Board and staff.
Few of us appreciated one year ago the magnitude of the task presented
to USRA.

That this task was completed on time and with distinction

is particularly due to the dedicated attention given to the task by all
of the Board members.

There were sixteen Board meetings in the
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eight-month period prior to issuance of the plan, a number of
which were for two days, and the members, representing the
diversity of interests required by the Act, acquitted themselves
in a manner which was consistent with the broader public
responsibility placed upon them.

While the Board provided overall

policy direction, the management and staff of USRA worked
tirelessly during that period to produce this most important document.
I believe that USRA has the most capable railroad planning staff
assembled in the last four decades and feel that all of the people
at USRA deserve public recognition and gratitude for this product
and their continuing effort.
The Preliminary System Plan constitutes a comprehensive
attempt to solve the problems of the region•s rail system.

It

is, therefore, a significant policy-making document which, when
finalized, will have impacts which are far wider than the reorganization
of the region•s bankrupt railroads.

Because of this importance,

the President, through his Economic Policy Board, established a
task force chaired by me and composed of representatives of the
Departments of Justice and Treasury, the Office of Management
and Budget, and the Council of Economic Advisors to review the
major findings and conclusions of the Plan.

That task force 1s analysis
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will be completed in the next couple of weeks, and thus my
observations at this stage can only be tentative inasmuch as they
do not reflect the final product of that group.
One of the most important of the purposes of the Act and
goals of the Plan was the establishment of a rail service system
adequate to meet the needs of the region.

A basic step in the

restructuring process was to determine which lines of the seven
bankrupt railroads would be continued in operation in the reorganized
system.

The result of USRA's analysis in this regard would be

a system which ensures continuation of service for more than 95
percent of the total traffic handled by the bankrupt carriers.
I fully support the manner in which the Association carried
out the analysis on which this system is based.

In particular,

I agree with the operating principle used by USRA that profitable
traffic should not be required to support or cross -subsidize traffic
on light-density or unprofitable lines.

This principle was espoused

in Secretary Brinegar's February 1974 zone report on the region's
rail system, as well as in other reports, and we feel it is one of
the critical factors in establishing a viable rail system.

Indeed,

the Act itself recognizes the principle by providing a program of
subsidies to reduce the impact on state and local communities of
the transition to the restructured system.

We also agree with the
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conclusion reached by USRA that the reduction of service called
for in the Plan does not, taken as a whole, produce a significant
adverse impact on the utilization of fuel resources or on the
environment.

The Rail Services Planning Office also agreed with

that conclusion.
With respect to passenger service, the Plan recommends
establishment of a network of "corridor" services based on
restructuring existing services and adding four new routes.
Substantial additional analysis will have to be done to assess the
costs and benefits of such a system before we can confidently
accept or reject this proposal.

However, I do wish to express

my support for the princi{?le used by USRA that freight operations
should not subsidize passenger service.
principle

Application of this

of course, requires a system for allocating costs between

freight and passenger operations where there is joint use of
facilities.

We are continuing to examine what is the most appropriate

system for such allocation.
The Plan's recommendation to separate most freight and
passenger service on the Northeast Corridor is one in which the
Department fully concurs.

We further agree that freight carriers
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presently operating in the Corridor and their successors should
not be saddled with the responsibility for ownership and maintenance
of the Corridor's passenger system but should, of course, pay their

....
fair porition of the cost of shared facilities.

We are presently

studying the appropriate level of service in the Corridor, the
best means of financing its acquisition and improvement, and the
most appropriate ownership and management structure.

The Final

System Plan should reflect the results of that study.
The Regional Rail Reorganization Act reflects a recognition
that, if rail services are to be improved in the region, there
must be substantial improvement in the system's economic performance.
This improvement can be achieved only by carefully analyzing the
cost of services delivered by the system as compared to the
revenues it produces, and restructuring it so that it is consistent
with the present and projected service needs of the region.

USRA

concentrated its effort in this regard on properties of the bankrupt
carriers.

The Three -System East proposal, which calls for

establishing ConRail and transferring certain properties of the
bankrupt carriers to the Norfolk & Western and/or the Chessie System,
was selected by USRA as the best structure, among those it analyzed,
to balance the objectives of achieving an economically viable system
and preserving a reasonable degree of competition among carriers
within the region.
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The Plan also calls for a variety of projects under which
railroads share facilities through joint use arrangements and are
thereby able to downgrade or eliminate redundant facilities.

..

It

should be noted that, while the proposed list of projects indicates
that the profitable railroads recognize the need for such arrangements
and are taking action to effectuate them, additional projects might
have been accomplished if more time were available.

At the outset

of the planning process, the solvent railroads were slow in expressing
genuine interest in working out these arrangements, and it was
only towards the conclusion of the planning effort that they gave
closer attention to and expressed interest in carrying out these
projects.
Nevertheless, the system designed for ConRail would likely
be more efficient than that presently serving the region.

Moreover,

the Three -System East .,structure will as sure competition in its
major markets, and such competition among balanced carriers should
be a force for achieving greater economies in the future.
One other major goal of the Act was the creation of a
financially self-sustaining rail service system.

The Act provides

up to $1. 5 billion in Federal financial assistance to be used to carry
out its purposes,
ConRail.

of which up to $1 billion is to be available to

Thus, one of the critical questions is,

or was, whether
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ConRail can be financially self-sustaining within this limitation.
The Preliminary System Plan sets forth financial pro formas which
indicate that ConRail will improve the 1973 consolidated loss of
the bankrupt carriers of $221 million to a net loss in 1976 of $94
million, and, by 1985, ConRail is projected to have a net income
of $215 million.

However, this can be achieved only with Federal

assistance of $2. 9 billion in the first 10 years, almost three times
the amount presently available to it under the Act.

All of the figures

I have given you are in inflated dollars.
These financial projections are preliminary and are based
on what is known as the ConRail I system which, in essence, is
the consolidated and restructured bankrupt system.

This structure

was found by USRA to be the most profitable of those analyzed.
We have not yet determined what effect the Three-System East
proposal will have on those financial projections.

It should also

be noted that the Preliminary System Plan's financial projections
do not reflect the impact of the recent economic downturn which
resulted in the worst quarter for the railroad industry in more than
40 years.
One reason for the large amount of Federal funds required
is the cost of rehabilitating the properties ConRail will acquire.
USRA estimates that cost at $2.3 billion, uninflated.

As you may know,
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a group of engineers from the southern and western carriers
who reviewed the properties of the bankrupt carriers reported
to Secretary Brinegar and USRA that $4. 6 billion would be
necessary over eight years to rehabilitate the system.

While

the gap between these two estimates reflects both definitional
and judgmental differences, it does suggest that USRA 's estimate
is probably at the low end of the range.
In considering the level of the Federal assistance necessary

to make ConRail financially viable, it should be noted that such
assistance alone will not ensure ConRail's long-term viability.
That will be realized only if there is also substantial change in
the regulatory and operating constraints which now severely inhibit
self-sustaining operations.

In other words, without adoption and

implementation of legislation along the lines of the Department's
proposed Rail Revitalization Act scheduled to be submitted this week,
the reorganization process carried out under this Act, even with
the $2. 9 billion of Federal assistance, can be considered only an
incomplete remedy.
In considering this projected need for Federal assistance,
some have suggested that the nation might be better off if the
Government were to purchase the track facilities and lease them back
to the railroads.

The Preliminary System Plan describes various
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means whereby the operating railroad, ConRail, can be separated
from the entity--dubbed ConFac--owning the properties and
responsible for maintaining them.

The perceived advantages

of this approach are that it would reduce the Federal involvement
in the operating company and, if ConFac is wholly or partly
government owned, that it would provide greater security and
control of the property receiving Federal assistance.
In my opinion,

a structure such as ConFac is totally

inappropriate as a solution to the problems presented in reorganizing
the bankrupt railroads.

In the first place, ConFac, in and of

itself, is not a solution to any of those problems but rather is
simply a conduit for Federal assistance to ConRail to relieve or
reduce its debt structure and to meet future cash crises.

Second,

such an entity would tend to encourage continuation of existing
uneconomic operations by making a permanent subsidy mechanism
available.

Third, I believe ConFac would greatly alter the competitive

balance between ConRail and the other carriers and would thereby
create irresistable pressure over the long-run for expansion of
ConFac to ownership of the lives of competing carriers, and for
increased Federal assistance.

Finally,

such a structure is totally

unnecessary as a means of protecting the Federal investment or as a
means of reducing or eliminating inappropriate Government involvement
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in the operation of ConRail.

Both of these problems can be

handled either through the financing arrangements or by amending
the Act to change the Government's relationship to ConRail.
We are,

of course, dealing in very short time frames

at this point since the Executive Committee of the USRA Board
is to submit the Final System Plan to the Board on June 26
and the Board is to submit the Plan to Congress on July 26.
The task force I am heading is completing its examination
of the many important issues raised in the Preliminary System
Plan.

At the same time, USRA is continuing to review and

revise its plan in the light of the report of the Rail Services
Planning Office and to refine its financial projections to account
for
o

the impact of the economic downturn;

o

the revised Three -System East structure which
includes properties of the Erie-Lackawanna; and

o

revisions in the various operating assumptions
which underlie the financial projections.

We will be analyzing the results of USRA's work as they become
available to us •
I will be glad to answer any questions you might have.

z

~temaining

Timetable of the Act
Until Conveyance of Properties to ConRail
.

"

June 26, 1975

USRA Executive Committee submits ·
Final System Plan to the Board of .
Directors and to the ICC(§ 207(c)).

July 26, 1975

Approval of Final System Plan by
USRA Board(§ 207(c)).

August 25, 1975

ICC submits evaluation of Final
System Plan to Congress (§ 207(d)).

November 10, 1975

Final System Plan deemed approved
by Congress (60 calendar days of
continuous session after transmittal
to Congress on Ju]y 26, based on
recent Congre~~.,:iooal calendar) (§ 208(a)).

90 Days After
Congressional Approval
(February 8, 1976)

Delivery of Final System Plan to
Special Court and to each Reorganization
Court (§ 209(c)).

100 Days After
Congressional Approval
(February 18, 1976)

Delivery by Conlbil and solvent railroads of compenSilltion to Special Court
(§ 303(a)).

llO Days After
Congressional Approval
(February 28, 1976)

Conveyance of PIIDJlerties by estates to
ConRail and other solvent railroads
(§ 303(b)).

fi
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USRA Preliminary System Plan Summary
:conomic Dzcline of Industry
of the rail plant in the Northeast \·ias constructed to i7leet local needs
rather than to serve regional ar.:l national transportation functions .
Coordination of rail lines was minimal, and as a resul t , the present network is not the most efficient system that could have been designed.
Thrcugh the period of their development and continuing through the end of
~·lorld Har II, railroads \•Jere the vital transportation link in the economic
grm1th of this country. Since that time~ how:~ver, a far different rail
industry has evolved . Although railroads continue to be largest carrier
of intercity freight in terms of ton-miles, they no longer dominate intercity transportation. Efficient competing systems of transportation have
eroded the rail traffic base.
~·1uch

Revenue passenger miles declined 80 percent in the period 1947 through 1973
despite the accelerated grm'lth in national passenger travel. High valued
ccffimodities have been diverted from rail to truck. In 1947 , the railroad5
carried nearly t\•/o-thirds of intercity freight, but by 1973 that share had
dropped to 39 percent.
Sluggish traffic and revenue grm·ith have depressed the ra i1 roads' fi nancia 1
performance. Railroad earnings today are merely 3/4 of th~ir 1947 level,
after adjustment for inflation. For some time~ the cash generated by the
Au ilro ~d industry has not beei1 sufficient ta meet the capital requlrements.
his, coupled with the low return on investment, has not b~en sufficient to
~ n~ble the railroads to finance ca~ital expenditu~es through the issuance of
co~mon stock.
.;

.

~

r·:uch of the discussion surrounding the plight of J1.merica ' s railroads fails to
grJsp the complexity of the issue. There is no single cause and no simple
solution. Underlying all aspects of this problem is tha significant difference in degree of public support enjoyed by the various transportation
systems. The current economic condition of the railroads is attributed to
many complex and interrelated factors , a~ong the ~ore inportant of which are :
l.

The technological advancement of rival forms of transportation
s ince 1920, which resulted in continual change in the competitive position of the rail industry .

2. Hassive public support for truck , barge and airline technologies through provision of public funds for ground faci l ities
and rights-of-way.
3.

Basic ch::lnges i n .underlying market conditions, due to
industrial shifts and changing traffic flows as heavy i ndustry
ilnd ag,riculture evolved to a service oriented , high-technology
ecor.omy.
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4.

The inability of the rail industry to adjust quickly to
changing market conditions, due to the fixed nature of
its facilities and the regulatory climate \·thich
constrains managerial flexibility.

5.

The deferred maintenance and physical deterioration which
has resulted from insufficient internal funds generated
through normal business activities.

Goals and Issues
The numerous statutory objectives of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act
are in many respects inconsistent \·lith one another and range from the
establishment of a privately self-sustaining rail system to the preservation of existing patterns of service. USRA interpreted the essence of
the various stat~tory objectives as the establish~ent (l) of an adequate
rail system and (2) a financially viable rail system. Three issues were
identified by USRA to focus public debate during the development of the
· Final System Plan.
Federal Involvement
The amount cf Federal financing required by ConRail will be substantially
larger than contemplated in the Act. If estimated Federal funding needs
for ConRail are provided, Federal debt \•rill account for r:1ore ·than 50 percent
e outstanding debt fer at least 20 years.
Hence, und~r the provisions of
e Act, a majority of the ConRail Board of Dire:tors ~-i ll be federally
ppointed. In 1973 prices USRA estinates that total Federal finan~ing
requirements by 1985 \·till be $3 billion. In contrast, the Act contemplated
a Federal involvement of roughly $1 billion to assist in the initial
capitalization of ConRail.
Not\'lithstanding the magnitt.ide of the recommended Federal financial involvement, USRA believes that tha necessary Federal funding support can take
place in a manner which does not result in de facto nationalization.
However, USRA does not elaborate on the assertion. A separate torporation
\·thich \•mul d m·m the ri ghts-of-•tlay is offered as one means for prqvi ding
massive Federal assistance while limiting Federal in'lolvement in'the OiJerating entity.
Ne~d

for Balanced Public Policy

USRA asserts an absolute necessity of providing a r.~ore even balance in
public support policies and regulation of the various r.:odes of transportation.
Hm·;ever, several points are made \vhich imply a need for greater financial
support for the rail n:ode. First, shiftinq traffic frow truck to rail \'iOUld
(marginall_y) diminish the Nation•s total energy bill for freight.~"' Second,
there is a large backlog of deferred r:1aintenance in the rail indt!stry.
Third, the effect of inflation on the co~petitive position of rail as
~'1:npared \·lith competing mod~s is uneven.
Fourth, th!!-re is a natural hesitancy
provide gover~ment assistance to railroads becaus~ ~oing so seems to be
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in conflict with the underlying philosophies of our free enterprise system.
Fifth, trans~ortation must be regulated in a balanced manner that adds ta
the strength of each mode.
The cross subsidy of un2conomical but essential p~b1ic services has been
a longstanding practice in the regulation of cc~~on carriers. As a
cor.sequence, a pattern has developed \·;hereby the carriers, short of total
cessation, diminish the level (quality) of service on uneconomical business
in an attem~t to minimize the overall deficit re5ulting from the cross
subsidization. This is not totally satisfactory to either the shipper O:"'
the carrier. This was the pattern for passenger service prior to the ·
establishment of Amtrak. It is currently the pattern of service deterioration associated with uneconomical light density rail freight lines.

In the past~ the burden of cross subsidy has fallen prirr:arily on tNo
groups -- the owners of railroads (through reduced profit margins) and
certain freight shippers (through rates higher than other\'liSc v;ould be
required). Since public policy relied on a flo~ of funds from these sources
that no lo~gcr is sustainable (partly because of other public policies),
the underlying concept is no longer valid. Recently , Government has begun
to assume a portion of the burden through dtrect and indirect subsidy prog~ams.

The issue to be addressed now is how deficits are to be funded in the future.

USRA believes that abandonment of all deficit services is not an alterna-

tive, at least in the near term. The historical role of comh.o~ carriage,
'::ell as progrz.ms such as Amtrak, commuter' service subsidies and funding
1nder Title IV of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973, all suggest
continuation of certain deficit rail services in the public interest.
':\S

The Reg ion a1 Ra i 1

~ys tern

USRA recommends a "Three Carrier System" involving ConRail (consisting
basically of Penn Central} , the Chessie and the i:orfo1k and Heste:n {N&\~}.
Segments of the smaller bankrupts would be transferred to each of those
three carriers.
The recornmended structure maintains competitive service at major points
(i.e., Newark, New York , Philadelphia, Allentown) on the easter@ seaboard
which are pres::ntly served predominantly by bankrupt carriers. 'Furtherm4re it purports to achieve significant rationalization of plant (especially
in the Ne\·/ York State, Ne•,.; Jersey, and eastern Pennsylvania areas). Implementation of the recomm::mdt:!d industry structure is contingent upon the
participation of Chessie and the tlorfolk and ~·/estern.
In arriving at the recommended structure, USRA evaluated four alternative
i.ndustry structures for reorganizing the bankrupt ra i1 roads. They are:
J'·
1. ConRail I -a merger of all bankrupts .
•
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2.

ConRail East and West - ConRail East as l~ ro e ea3tern terminal
district railroad with the V~stern lin2s of-Penn Central as a
ConRail Hast.

3.

ConRa i1 t!orth and South - essentially a bl~ea~up of the Penn
Central along tha linas of tha former Pennsylvania and ~ew York
Central railroads, and

4.

ConRail/ eutral Termin31 Companies -merger of the b3nkrupt lines
while concurrently providing solvent carrier access to th~ major
eastern markets.

USRA concluded that none of the four structures originally considered
demonstrate sufficient hope for financial viability to be offered as
the preliminary system plan. Of the four alternatives, ConRail I offered
the greatest chance for financial viability. However, merger of all
the bankrupts into a single entity \•Ias considered inccnsiste:-~t Hith
othar objectives of the Act relating to inter-railroad competition -from the perspective of both shippers and solvent carriers.
ConRail !/Neutral Terminal Companies, the fourth alternative structure,
seemed to have rr:ore elements of a solution than any other alternative
structure.
Alternatives
Implementation of the Three Carrier System solu:ion depends en the
successful conclusion of complex negotiations with N&H and Chessie.
'!on-participation by one of the t\•/o solvent:; •,·;o~id require rr.cdification of
.he recom~ended structure but would not necessarily prevent iQplementation of the O'te:-all objectives oF the reccrrmend2d structure. Hm·;ever, if
both Chessie and N&W do not participate in the restructuring process on the
eastern seaboard,-the whole concept of competitive railroading in the
region will be affected seriously.
If neither solvent participates, USRA recommends the establish~ent of
consisting of the Si::aller bankrupts in the tlid-Atlantic region
and the Erie Lackawanna (EL) extending west to Chicago , Cincinnati and
St. Louis {the Cincinnati and St. Louis routes will require trackage rights
over ConRail). The MARC-EL alternative would result i n a less ~fficient
region a 1 ra i1 system. Hm·tever, it wou 1d preserve i nter-ra i 1roatl competition.
~~~·!ARC-EL"

Other Structures
Several

oth~r

structures briefly evaluated by

US~A

should be noted.

1. Reduced ConRail System -- This ~·10uld involve reducing the ConRai1
System to roughly 11,000 miles rather than the reco~~~nded
15,000 miles. It \·iould reduce overall capital r~uii~ements \·,ithin
the ten year planning cycle from $3.4 billion to 52.6 billio~.
Ho•,Jever, it v:ould not result in financial s~1f-sufficiency and •:;auld
entail significant disruptions in existing p1tterr.s of service. It
would also result in greater labor dislocation.
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2.

Controlled liq~idation -- This could represent an ettractive
long-tern solution to the region's rai1 viability probl~:1. t!m·;ever, USRA concludzd that becJuse of difficulties involved in ·
implementation, the strategy was unfeasible.

3.

Consolidated Facilities Corporation (COrlFAC) --Three variations
were identified: (a) a privately owned Con~ac, (b) a govern2ant
mmed ConFac, and (c) a mixed 0\mership ConFac. USR:'\ stated that
a n~mber of public policy, lega1, tax and accounting questions
remain to be resolved before any recorr;r.1endation l~egarding this
concept can be offered.

USRA, in its reco~mendations for improving the operati ons of the
restructured rail system, estimated annual cost savings of $79 million
by 1985 compared to 1973 levels. This figure takes into account the
anticipated ConRail increase in volume from 1975 to 1985.
USRA also be1ieve5 another $30 million annually could be saved in the
amount of money the bankrupt carriers spend to use or hold the cars
of other lines. (The calculations are on the same basis as those that
were used for operations)
Li~ht

Densitv lines

USR.~ •,;ith a significant challenge.
The 1974 DOT report dealt with solvent as well as bankrupt ~arriers, but
the Associadon:s plan:1ing is concentra ted on the light density lines of
the "railroads in reorganization." The DOT report found 15,575 rni1es
(approximctely 25%) of the 61,000 miles of track studied as upot2ntially
excess". USRA found 9, 600 miles of track of the bankrupt rail roads as
aporonriate for studies. Of that amount about 3,400 ~iles have been
recommended for ih'c lusion in ConRail Hhich \·tould carry approxi;n3tely
75% of tota1 existing traffic. The remaining 6,200 miles of track
(also about 25% of total miles of track of the bankrupt railroads) are
available for abandonment or subsidy under Title IV of the Act. The
required subsidy level should be esti~ated using a formula developed by
RSPO. USRA evaluated such light density lines in light of its Congressional mar:date to provide "adaquate service" through an "ecor.oi!Jically
viable" rail system. The inclusion of all light density linesfin the
ConRail Syster.1 v:ould require a 11 Cross subsidization 11 of the s2rvice
provided on those lines that do not generate revenues adequate to cover
costs.

The light density line issue presented

It is the Association's judg~ent that the light density lin~s are a
significant part of the total ind~stry prob1e~ in the Region. The overcapacity of the syste~, the overlapping service areas of the bankrupt
carriers, the extremely poor physical condition of the iight density
lines, · the amount of money and r.!aterial needed to upgrarie the t-r,ack, the
op~rat~ng deficits an the light density lines -all r:ade cl ear the
irr:possibility of building a restructured syste::-~ \·lith service continuing
on all branch lines. USRA included lines that could beco~e financially
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self-sustaining with sw1ll revenue increases a~d relat~vely short term
traffic grm·ith and indicated that the other lires \·:ere available for the
rail continuation subsidies authorized by Title IV of the Act.
Ir:~act

on Communities and Shinoers

The Region represents a significant portion of the ~ation's economic
activity, containing approxirr:ately 33 percent of the emplo}'lTI2nt,
55 percent of the p~rsonal inco~e and 48 percent of the population of
the Nation. There could be a significant adverse local, industry~·lid~
or regional impact from reductions in the size of the rail system.
However, four factors serve to diminish the potential 'ltidespread impacts.
First, the planning process is directed tm·Jard the revitalization of the
system .as \•iall as its restructuring, ar.d many users \'ti1l benefit greatly
from improve~ents in rail service. Second, the restructured system will
represent a sizeable portion of the Region's rail syste~. Virtually all
areas of the Region will continue to have access to ri!il servic2.
Th·ird, the ubiquity of highways and the ready availability of private,
contract and co~mon motor carriage serve further to diminish the potential impacts of reductions in th~ size of the r3il syste~ in any given
area. Fourth, the adverse economic effects of abandonments tend to be
minimal except for quite specific local communities and shippers that
are involved directly.
The methodology used by the Association almost automatically includes
those lines in ConRail whose volume of rail tr~ffic is significant.
Any adverse effects of the disco~tinuance of service along certain rail
lines \vill flm•l into the area's economy through the impact on the
specific shippers that use them. The actual magnitude of the impacts
will depend on th~ effect of increased production costs on the firm's
m~rket and profit and on the effectiveness of rr:anagement in its attempts
to minimize potential adverse effects. These factors depend, in turn,
on the relative importance of transportation costs to total costs, the
availability and substitutability of other modes and the firm's abili.ty
to pass cost increases forward through price increases . All these
factors vary from area to area and shipper to shipper.
Analysis of the potential area impacts from a reduction in thetsize of
the rail system indicate that the potential overall impact from the
termination of rail service on all of the potentially excess lines of
the DOT report represents a very small propor-tion of the counties'
existing economic bases. In only 15 of the 451 counties did the e5timated decrease in industrial employment exceed 1 percent and the
potential reduction in county income is less than l percent in 80 percent
of the counties. Finally the results indicate that t!1e potential increase
·i n transportation costs as a percent of inco~e is less than 1 percent in
99 percent of th~ counties studied. In only 32 of tr.e 510 coun~~es
studied do any of the projected i~pacts exceed 2 percent.
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In short, even the most pessimistic estimates of the ad~ers2 ;~pacts on
the Region and areas within the Region indicate thJt the efrect of the
suggest2d reduction in the size of the rail system Hould be r.egl igib1e.
In contrast, the exoected benefits to the users of the remaininq
restructured system'will far out1;eigh anticipat~d adverse i mp~cfs.
Finar.cia1 Analysis
The financial statements presented in the PSP lead to the following wain
conclusions:
1.

ConRail will ultimately be a better operating railroad than any
of the bankrupts and is expected to break even and begin earnir.g
a profit in its third year of operation. During its first year
of operation~ in 1976, ConRail is projected to sho~ a $91 million
net loss, which \•:ould make it $130 million rr.ore orefitable than
the bankrupts, whose consolidated net loss total~d $221 million
in 1973. This decrease in net loss is not a result of operating
i~provernents, but is due primarily to the special accounting
treatment of given ConRail and to decreased interest expense (as
a result of restructuring the bankrupt railroads' indebtedness}.
These b·io factors together account for a $155 mill ion imp-rovement
in. net income in 1975.
By year ten ConR~il earns a profit of $332 million, as:compared
to a net loss of $91 million in its first year.
The $472 r1il1ion improvement in net incone from 1975 to 1985
results from the two-fold effects of revenue increas2s and operating cost controls . Most of the revenue increase comes from
higher freigh~ volume and favorable changes in freight mix,
and reflects anticipated traffic growth and aggressive marketing.
The effects on consolidation, ratio~alization, and rehabilitation
greatly impact operating expense . Total operating expense in
1985 is $79 mil lion less than in 1976, even though ConRail will be
handling more traffic.
Although improvement is shm·m for all operating expense ca~egories,
the ~ost significant efficiencies and cos~ savings are reflected
in transportation expense ~·1hich is reduc.ed frcm 45 pe;cent of
revenue in 1976 to 39 percent of revenue in 1935. The reduction
results from rehabilitation of the railroad netv;o;k and from the
implen:ntation of improved car handling procedures and systems.

2.

The levels of operational efficiency which will be achieved by
ConRail are expected to be better than railroad in~ustry averages .
In 1985 ConRail is expected to have an operating ratio {ope~ating
expenses divided by operating revenues) of 71.7 , which compares
very favorably ~tlith the current operating ratios of a11 of the
solvent railroads in the industry.

3.

SIJch op~-rating efficiencies can, hm·Jcver, only be achieved at
the expe~sc of ~assive invest~ent in fixed plant. Th~ cost
of r~habilitating ConRail's facili+ies d~rir.g the 1976 to 1935·
time period is esti~ated to be $1.9 billion in 1g73 dollcrs
and $3.9 billion in inflated dollars.

4.

In order to support a negative cash flow from operetions in the
early yeJrs, and then to fund th2 necessary nassive investments
in fixed plant, ConRail will have to accumulate significant
amounts of d~bt . By 1985, ConRail's fin~ncial structure, v1hen
inflation is taken into account, will contain so~e $500 nillion
in equipment obligations and some $3 billion in "other 11 debt .

5.

Despite the high level of operational efficiency achieved by
ConRail in 1935, its debt load will be so g~eat and its interest
charges so high that when the effects of inflation are considered,
both nat income and fixed charg2 charge CQverage will be low. It
is unlikely that the private sector ~·10uld find Conqai1 an attractive debt investment and the $3 billion in "other., debt \·iOuld
probably need to be Federally funded or Federally supported. In
1985, ConRail's fixed charge coverage is projected to be 1.61,
\'Ihich is far below any ct.~toff point normally accepted by private
sector investors.

6.

The level of Federal funding is far beyond the (!rr.OU:1t \·;hich \·!ere
::onter.:plated by the Regional Rail Reorganization P.ct, \·;nich nm·1

provides only $1 billion. Moreover, Fed~ral inv~lve~ant in that
•
•
• ..1 1n
°
amounL or .J:.1nanc1ng
wou 1d mean ~na~-f. th.e p2r1o~
wn1cn ~ere~ han
50 percent of ConRail's c!ebt ',•Jculd ba "Federa1u t:ou1d b2 Aore than
twenty years , during vthich tir:;e the majority of ConRail 's board
\·muld be appointed by the Governnent .
<.
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Passenger Service in Region ·
USRA includes a general discussion and analysis of t~e present condition
and expected r.arket for rail passenger service in t~ Region, and concludes
that only in the Northeast Corridor is there sufficient justification to
sup~ort the expenditures required to upgrade th= rai]~oad for high speed
passenger serv1ce.
,

.

-~

coexistence of freight and passenger servi~ on the NEC \•;il1
result in either exorbitantly high investment cost tiD install ac!ditional
freight trackage or ir.clud2 cap3.city constraints that •,.ril l result in the
inability to handle the expected patronage and provi'die adequate service
to shippers. As a result, the USRA is reco~mending ffihe removal of most
of the through freight traffic from the Penn Central t:EC right-of-way
and upgrading parallel routes to ha~dle thi s freight ~raffic . It is
estimated there is an approxir.~~e 4:1 capital cost ~vantaqe in Javor of
the USRA r:=co::r::;endation. Because of the decision tm lr:iove the freight off
the Penn Central right-of-\•/ay, the m:c rail properti:fes are not included
in the PSP.
By 1982,

9

The PSP does not provide recommendations regarding ownership and
oparational responsibilities of the NEC but s~~marizes three alternatives:
Federal Corpo~·ation/Regional Authority, Amtrak, ar.d a Fixed
Plant Entity . The latter being a variant of ConFac.

1.

A

2.

Finally, the PSP states the Department is preparing a detailed
plan for specific improvernent to the tiEC v:hich \·Jill be av9-ilable at the ti~e of the Final System Plan.

3.

USRA sum~arizes current Amtrak service deficiencies as: equipment failures; on time perfor~ance and reservation grievances.
It suggests that a strategy be developed (as in the Amtrak Fiveyear Plan) to concentrate funding to major improve~ents of a
small nu~ber of Corridors. Three major criteria (previously us2d
by DOT in developing the original Amtrak route structure) \-.:ere
used:
.end point cities with Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Area (S~SA) pop~lation of one million ·parsons or more .
. distance of 300 miles or less between points .
. rail right-of-way with potential for upgrading to
speeds competitive with highway.

a~erage

In addition to major iDjJrove:nent of the ~;orthe~st Corridor, the Association
recommends the develop~ent of 16 passenger corridors:
,; A

"'

Chicago to Ni htaukee
Ne•,'l York to Buffalo
Chicago to St. louis
Chicago to Detroit *
Detroit to Cincinnati
Pittsburgh to Indianapolis
Chicago to Cincinn~ti .
Cleveland to Pittsburgh:
Cleveland to Cincinnati
Cleveiand to Buffalo~
Philadelphia to Pittsburgh
Hashington to Pittsburgh
Hashington to Norfolk
Detroit to Buffalo *
Cleveland to Chicago
Indianapolis to St. louis

Transit Time

Number of Daily
round trios

1 '15"

10
(4)

7'20"
4'30"
5'00 11
5'30"
7'30"
6'15 11

3'00"
5'30"
3'15"
7'00"
6'00"
4'00"
5'00 11
5'45 11

4'00u

( 4 )3 round-tt·ips Buffalo to Syracuse; 4 rot.:nd-trips Syracuse to

7 round-trips Albany to New York.
* No service presently.
Alba~y;

4

4
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
l
3
2

(

10

I

This results in a 20 percent increase in daily train miles offer~d
(from 75,000 to 90,000) while increasing the current a !1~ual o~2ra
ting dcfici t less than 7 percent. In additio:1 the result :d11 be· an
integrat~d network of corridor trains offering service to ~ajar
pJpulation centers in the region.
1

In general, it is assumed th~t full imple~entation of the reco:.~ended
concept aft2r cc~pletion o~ the detailed planning and rarket analysis
required would take from ~hree tc seven years. In ~ost cases the
proposed speeds cannot be obtained without significant right-of-way
improvement. In addition, time is required to rreet equip:r:ant needs·
either through ne\'1 production or rr.ajor refurbi sh:n:nt .

~

....

-

·t

'
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·~·

CONTROLLED TRANSFER

Some believe that a more desirable restructuring than that
proposed by USRA could be effectuated by transferring the properties
of the bankrupts to existing solvent railroads.

Such an approach is

called "controlled transfer."
The ultimate objective of controlled transfer is to effect an
industry structure in the Midwest and Northeast region which will
improve the level of service, economic efficiency and viability
of the region's rail industry and avoid nationalization.

Other objec-

tives related to the implementation of the desired industry structure
include:

minimizing Federal financial assistance; avoiding unneces-

sary industry instability; and minimizing'the time required to
complete the process.
A principal advantage of controlled transfer is that it permits
a realignment of the industry's competitive structure and, thereby,
effects a fundamental improvement in the economic efficiency of the

•
-2region's rail system.
following factors.

The potential benefits of this derive from the

First, intra-regional transfers of a parallel type

will permit a significant reduction of the region's excess rail
capacity.

Excess capacity has been identified in numerous studies

as a fundamental cause of the region's rail viability problem.

Second,

transfers of an end-to- end type, primarily inter- regional, could lead
to the establishment of a national rail system in which a greater
proportion of the origin to destination movements are under the
control of a single management more capable of providing competitive
service with alternative modes.

A further advantage of end-to-end

mergers is a lessening of the inter-regional rate division problem,
one which could be corrected either through end-to-end transcontinental mergers or regulatory reform.
A second principal advantage of cor1:trolled transfer is that it
relies upon private enterprise to manage the region's rail system
(albeit initially aided by Federal

fi~ancial

assistance).

The advantage

of this derives from the observation that incentives for and pressures
upon private enterprise are more likely to result in efficient operations than would result from a publicly controlled ConRa i 1.

Controlled

transfer of all the bankrupt properties to solvent railroad::. would
avoid the inherent problem of a publicly controlled ConRail.

A

related management advantage of controlled transfer is that it

-3disaggregates the region's railroad problem (as embodied in the
bankrupt estates) into smaller and, thereby, more manageable portions
and spreads the "management" problem among two or more proven,
successful management teams.
Another potential advantage of controlled transfer is that it
will be able to employ the financial resources of the acquiring railroads.

To the extent that the acquiring carriers contribute financially

to the acquisition and rehabilitation of the bankrupt properties, the
Federal financial exposure will be reduced.
Under a successful controlled transfer process, solvent railroads in the Northeast and/or in other parts of the country would
purchase and operate properties of the Penn Central and other bankrupt
lines in the Northeast.

Negotiations would be conducted with the

solvent railroads in order to arrive at an agreement for acquisition
of the properties either from ConRail or directly from the estates of
the bankrupt railroa-ds.

There are numerous control elements about

which the transfer process can be structured.

These include the size

and vehicle of Federal financial assistance, the manner in which the
properties are packaged, the timing of the property transfer, and
eligibility standards for solvent participation.
The process will be designed so that, if it does not result in
the establishment of a more efficient and viable railroad operation than

---=----~--

--- -

-4would be achieved by a permanent operating ConRail, ConRail would
be created or continued as proposed in the PSP.

Thus, in any event,

the level and extent of service designated in the PSP would be provided.
It is not clear yet how the solvent railroads will respond to this
opportunity, but some solvent railroads already find the proposition
worthy of exploration.

While the USRA Board has selected the

Three Carriers East system structure, it has not decided whether
to recommend a controlled transfer process.

...
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jobs, energy shortages, and degradation zations. . a.nd governmental_ entiti~s ~led(
Title 49-Transportation
oomments in response to this publicatiOn
of the environment.
CHAPTER II-FEDERAL RAILROAD AD.To facilitate this transition, the Con- &nd eaoh comment was given due con
DEPARTMENT
OF gress provided for basic entitlement sideration by FRA. As a result of the
MINISTRATION,
TRANSPOFfTATION
funds and discretionary funds, under comments received, and the passage of
[FRA Ecbn.omic Docket No. 3, Notlce No. 2] section 41)2 of the Act, as a source of Pu'b. L. 93-488 <October 26, 1974) which
amended the Act, several substanPART 255-ASSISTANCE TO STATES AND assistance for the continuation of local tive changes are being made in the
LOCAL AND REGIONAL TRANSPORTA· rail services in the region. Basic entitleTION .AUTHORITIES IN THE REGION ment funds are to be applied first to regulations.
The following issues were the subject
FOR CONTINUATION OF LOCAL RAIL those eligible rail services to be disconSERVICES UNDER SECTION 402 OF tinued as a result .of the implementation of the comments: (1) Eligibility of rail
TITLE IV OF THE REGIONAL RAIL RE· of the Final System Plan and which the services for Title IV assistance under the
state determines should be continued. Act; (2) funding for State rail pla~ing;
ORGANIZATION ACT OF 1973
In addition to meeting any deficien- (3)definitive criteria which FRA Will apProcedures and Requirements Regarding
cies in the basic entitlement funds as ply in accepting or rejecting the State
Applications and Disbursement
provided in subsection 402(b) <D of the Rail Plan; (4) extension of the time
Proposed procedures and requirements Act, discretionary funds will be available pe1iod for the States to submit the State
regarding the filing of applications for for the following purposes:
Rail Plan; <5> availability of data to the
and disbursement of rail service contin1. To assist an eligible applicant to Sllates whic'h will be needed in the foruation subsidies under section 402 of the pay allowable planning costs expended mulation of the State Rail Plan; (6)
Regional Rail Reorganization Act of in developing its State Rail Plan, pro- definitive criteria which will be used in
1973 ("Act"> (45 U.S.C. § 701 et. seq.) vided that the Final System Plan is ap- aW'alrding discretionary funds; (7) use of
were published in the FEDERAL REGISTER proved by the Congress and the ~~te basic entitlement funds for acquisition
on April 5, 1974 <39 FR 12528). Section Rail Plan is approved by the Adnurus- &nd modernization; (8) eligibility for
402 of the Act establishes a transitional trator and provided further that this rail service continuation subsidies after
program, whereby the Secretary of assistance in the aggregate shall be receiving &n acquisition or modernizaTransportation ("Secretary") or his dele- limited to five percent of the total Fed- tion loan or both; <9l standards for
gate, in accordance with the regula.tions eral funds otherwise provided to the detennining a designated State agency;
issued by the Department of Transpor- State under section 402 of the Act. The (10) eligibility of a local or regional
tation shall provide financial assistance Federal share of an applicant's allow- transportation authority to receive basic
to a State or a local or regional trans- able planning costs may not exceed 70 entitlement funds directly; (11) requireportation authority in the northeast and percent of these costs. An applicant ~ay ment that a local or regional transportamidwest region of the United States for expend additional funds for plannmg tion authority contribute at least a 30
the continuation of local rail services.
percent matching share of the total proother than its matching share.
section 402 of the Act provides that
2. To assist the States in providing rail gram; (12) eligibility of the States of
a State in the region is eligible to receive service continuation subsidies to those Wisconsin, Kentucky, and Missouri for
assistance if:
.
rail services to be discontinued as a basic entitlement funds; and (13) regu(-·
1. The State has established a State result of the implementation of the Final lations for filing applications for assist
Rail Plan for rail tra.nsportation and System Plan in instances where basic ance under section 403 of the Act. Eac
local rail services which is administered entitlement funds are used to the maxi- of these issues is discussed below.
· or coordinated by a designated State mum extent available but are insumcient
There was objection to the requirement
agency and such plan provides for_ t_he to provide for the continuation of these in the proposed regulations that only
equitable distribution of such subsidies services;
those local rail services proposed to be
among State, local, and regional trans3. To assist an eligible applicant in a discontinued or aba.ndoned under section
portation authorities;
State contiguous to a State in the region 304 of the Act as e. result of the adoption
2. The State agency has authority and having a portion of its territory located of the Final System Plan could be conadministrative jurisdiction . to develop, in the region, which is not eligible for tinued, acquired or modernized with secpromote, supervise, and support safe, basic entitlement funds under subsection t.ion 402 assistance. The Congress has
adequate, and emcient rail services:. e~ 402(b) (1) of the Act in providing rail amended title Act in Pub. L. 93-488 to
ploys or will employ, directly or mdi- service Con:tinuation subsidies;
clarify the eligibility requirement under
4. To assist an eligible applicant in the section 402 and § 255.3 of the regulations
rectly, sumcient trained and qualified
personnel; and maintains ?r wil~ mll:in- acquisition and modernization of rail has been revised accordingly. The statutain adequate programs of mvestigatiOn, properties as provided in sections 402 tory amendment is as follows:
research, promotion, and dev:elopment (b) (2) s.nd 403 of the Act; and
• • • Rail freight services eligible for rall
5. To assist an eligible applicant in service continuation subsidies pursuant to
with provision for public participation;
3. The State provides satisfactory as- providing rail setvice continuation sub- aubsection. (b) of • • • section [ 402] are( A) those rail services of rallroads ln. resurance that such fiscal control and sidies to the remaining rail services in
fund accounting procedures will be the region whch are eligible under sec- organization. in the region which the final
adopted as may be necessary to assure tion 255.3 of the regulations, other than system plall does not designate to be
proper disbursement of, and accounting those discontinued in response to the con.tin.ued:
(B) those rall services ln the reglon whlch
for, Federal funds paid under Title IV Final System Plan, and which have been
identified in the State Rail Plan as can- have been. at any time durin.g the 5 year
of the Act to the State; and.
period prior to the date of enactment of this
4. The State complies with the regu- didates for subsidy, in instances where Act, or which are subsequent to the date of
basic entitlement funds under subsection en.actmen.t of this Act, owned, leased, or
lations of the Secretary issued under 402(b)
(1) of the Act are insumcient to operated by a State agency or a local or
this section.
ensure continuation of these services.
regional transportation authority or with
The section 402 assistance program
respect to whlch a State, a political subdiviIn
reviewing
requests
for
discretionary
under the Act is meant to facilitate the
sion. thereof, or a local or regional transportafunds,
the
Federal
Railroad
Administratransition from the existing rail system
tion. authority has invested at any time durin the region to a more emcient system. tion ("FRA") will give consideration to ln.g the 6 year period prior to the date of
this
general
set
of
prioritJi.es.
enactment of this Act, or invests subsequent
During .this period of transition, inter~
As previously noted, proposed proce- to the date of en.actmen.t Of thls Act, substanassistance will enable States and localldures
and
requirements
regarding
the
tial sums for improvement or mainten.an.ce
ties to continue local rail services which
are not designated for preservation in filing of 8/pplications for and disburse" of rail service; and
(C) those rall services ln the region. wlth,
the Final System Plan, but should be ment of rail service continuation subsito which the Commission. lssues \ (
continued at least on an interim basis dies under section 402 of the Act were respect.
certificate
of abandonment effective on. o
due to the excessive cost of abandon- published in the FEDERAL REGISTER o_n after the date
of enactment of this Act.
·
ment of these services in terms of lost April 5, 1974. Numerous persons, orgaru-
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Clarification was also sought as to has modified this submission date in the
The Gtates also luquired as to the
whether costs incurred by a State in regulations to afford the States addi- meaning of the proviso in subsection
developing its State Rail Plan for rail tional time to develop the State Rail 403(a) of the Act and its reference to
transportation and local rail services Plan. Paragraph <d> of § 255.9 of the section 402 of the Act, and whether an
would have to be borne exclusively by regulations provides that Phase I of the entire State would be barred from obthe State, or whether these costs were State Rail Plan shall be submitted to taining rail service continuation subeligible for consideration as part of its the Administrator by May 15, 1975. Phase sidies, if it obtained a loan for a parshare of a rail service continuation sub- n of the State Rail Plan shall be sub- ticular rail service in the State. In Pub.
sidy. FRA has concluded that a State mitted to the Administrator for approval L. 93-488, the Congress amended this
may· use a reasonable proportion of its within 30 days after the date of approval Proviso to clarify that a particular rail
Federal funds to assist in the develop- of the Final System Plan by the Con- service for which an applicant receives
ment of the State Rail Plan, provided gress. Approval of the State Rail Plan a loan under section 403 of the Act is no
that the Final System Plan is approved shall be evidenced by written notification longer eligible to receive a rail service
by the Congress and the -State Rail Plan to the State. Inasmuch as the States will continuation subsidy under section 402
is approved by the Administrator. This have knowledge of the Final System Plan of the Act.
·
assistance in the aggregate shall be lim- during the period the Congress is conSeveral comments expressed dissatisited to five <5> percent of the total Fed- sidering it, sumcient time is provided for faction with the manner in which the
eral funds otherwise provided to the completion of Phase n of the State Rail State agency has been or will be desState· under section 402 of the Act. The Plan. States encountering unusual dif- ignated to administer or coordinate the
Federal share of an applicant's allowable ficulties in meeting this requirement may State Rail Plan for rail transportation
planning costs may not exceed 70 percent apply to the Administrator for a waiver and local rail services. Citizen input to
of these costs. An applicant may expend under § 255.17 of the regulations. How- the designation or planning processes, or
additional funds for planning other than ever, FRA believes that the actions of vigorous Federal controls, were sought
its matching share.
the United States Railway Association to ensure that the designated State
Some States requested that FRA de- ("Association") in providing the States agency reflects the public interest. The
velop definitive criteria to be used in with the data necessary for the prepara- Act, however, does not make any pr~
accepting or rejecting the State Rail tion of their State Rail Plans, and in vision for FRA intervention into the desPlan. The only criterion which FRA will otherwise aiding a State or a local or ignation process. Thus, FRA will accept
employ in accepting or rejecting a State regional transportation authQrity in its the designation of a particular State
Rail Plan will be whether it complies planning efforts, as well as the assist- agency 1f it determines that it meets
with the requirements of the statute and ance of the Rail Services Planning omce, the requirements under section 402(c) of
regulations, as required under subsection will make the need for waiver the excep- the Act. In addition, paragraph (a) of
402(c) of the Act.
tion rather than the rule.
§ 255.9 of the regulations does require a
Many States urged that the regula- Stat~ to provide an opportunity for
To assist the States in responding
quickly to the Final System Plan to fa- tions provide that all commercial and public and private agencies, and other
cilitate a rapid review of a staie Rail financial data relevant to tbe restructur- interested persons, to participate in the
Plan by FRA, and to assess the States' ing process be made available to a State, development of the State Rail Plan.
total funding requirements, provision has or a local or regional transportation auIt was also contended that a reading
been made in paragraph ~b) of § 255.9 thority, to assist them in formulating the of sections 402 and 403 of the Act made
of the regulations for a two phase State State Rail Plan. They further urged that local or regional transportation authorplanning process. Phase I and Phase n definite procedures be established to ities eligible to receive basic entitlement
of the planning process will constitute guarantee that the States receive data f'!-llds directly. FRA disagrees with this
on a timely basis. The Association is VIew because subsection 402(b) <1> of
the State Rail Plan.
Phase I of the State Rail Plan will be currently rece1vmg, compiling, and the Act provides that each State is enrequired to explain in detail how the making available to the States data with titled to receive these funds and does not
State intends to conduct its assistance respect to those services of the railroads make any reference to local or·regional
program. This shall include identifica- in reorganization which may be threat- authorities. The only sections making
tion of the data to be acquired on the ened with discontinuance as a result of local or regional authorities eligible to
rail system ih the State, the methodology the implementation of the Final System receive direct assistance are sections
to be used in determining which essen- Plan. The Association has indicated its 402<b> (2) and 403 of the Act. However,
tial rail services should ·be continued the willingness to work with the States in local or regional transportation authorcriteria to be employed in ranking these analyzing the services of the other rail- ities may only be direct recipients of disservices according to their service prior- roads in the region which are candidates cretionary funds under section 402 of
ity, and an explahation of the goals to for assistance. Therefore, FRA does not ~e Act if their projects are consistent
be used in the development of the State believe it is necessary to promulgate With the State Rail Plan and they are
Rail Plan. The States will be required regulations regarding data availability. eligible under paragraph <b> of §255 5
An issue raised by the comments but of the regulations.
· ·
to apply the Phase I methodology, criteria, and goals to Phase n of the state not addressed in the proposed rules is
Similarly, it was argued that the
Rail Plan in response to and consistent whether definitive criteria would be de- matching share requirement under secveloped and employed with respect to the tion 402 of the Act refers only to a State
with the Final System Plan.
In Phase ll, the States shall identify: availability of discretionary funds. Dis- and not to a local or regional transportacretionary funds under subsection 402 tion authority, Comments cited subsec1. The specific data utilized;
2. The specific services which should <b> (2) of the Act will be available on the tion 402<a> of the Act, which refers only
be continued as determined by the ap- basis of the criteria discussed in para- to Federal and State matching shares.
plication of the Phase I methodology graph (b) of § 255.7 of the regulations. This section, however, makes clear that
criteria, and goals;
'
It was further submitted that a read- with respect to· basic entitlement funds
3. The order of funding priority of ing of sections 402 and 403 of the Act in- the Federal share shall be 70 percent and
those services;· and
the State share shall be 30 percent. With
4. The amount and form of the assist- dicates that a State may utilize basic respect to discretionary funds, the State
entitlement· funds for acquisition and share shall be a minimum of 30 percent.
ance required.
Another comment was that the re- modernization. The FRA does not agree Thus, the Federal share may not be more
quirement that a State submit its State with this view. Only subsection 402<b> than 70 percent, but may be less with
Rail Plan to the Administrator within 45 <2> of the Act specifically authorizes the respect to the discretionary portion of
days of the date of the submission of Secretary to provide discretionary funds the )>rogram. This ratio is also mainthe Final System Plan to the Congress "for the purposes enumerated in section tained with respect to section 403 asdoes not allow sufficient time for com- 403" which includes acquisition and sistance. Accordingly, FRA has concluded
that it was the intent of Congress that
Plete and comprehensive planning. FRA modernization.
the Federal share may not exceed 'lO
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percent of either the basic entitlement or
the discretionary programs and that all
participants in these programs must provide their matching shares. However, a
State or a local or regional authortty
may. obtain its matching share from
shippers or other available sources.
It was further contended- that the
State of Wisconsin should be eligible for
basic entitlement funds, in accordance
with the definition of the term "region"
under subsection 102(13) of the Act.
However, FRA has concluded that only
those States enumerated in subsection
10203) of the Act as existing entirely
within the region, including the District
of Columbia, were intended-to be eligible
to receive basic entitlement funds. Wisconsin, together with the States of Missouri and Kentucky, remain eligible to
apply for discretionary funds, provided
they comply with the requirements of
subsection 402(c) of the Act and with
the regulations.
There was also a request that the final
regulations include a provision implementing section 403 of the Act. Regulations for section 403 of the Act will be
published separately.
In consideration of the foregoing,
Title 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations is amended by adding a new Part
255, to read as follows:
"REGULATIONS

Sec.
255.1
255.3
255.5
255.7
255.9
255.11
255.13
255.15
255.17

GoVERNING APPLICATIONS
DISBURSEMENTS

AND

Definitions.
Applicability.
Elig! bill ty.
Ra11 Servtce Continuation Assistance.
Requirements for State Rail Plan for
Rail Transportation and Local RaU
Services.
Applloatlons.
Disbursement of Rail Service Contln·
uatlon Assistance.
Reoor<l. Audit, and Explanation.
Waivers and Modlfl.oatlons.

AUTHORITY: Regional Rail Reorganization
Act of 1973, as amended, 46 u.s.c. 701 et. seq.,
The Department of Transportation Act, 49
U.S.C. 1651 et. seq.
REGULATIONS GOVERNING APPLICATIONS

§ 255.1

Definitions.

As used in this part(a) "Act" means the Regional Rail
Reorganization Act of 1973, as amended.
(b) "Administrator" means the Federal Railroad Administrator or the Deputy Administrator or his or her delegate.
<c) "Applicant" means the designated
State agency of a State in the region or
a local or regional transportation authortty in tJhe region meeting the requirements of § 255.5.
(d) "Association" means the United
States Railway Association.
(e) "Basic entitlement funds" means
each State's share -Of the appropriated
sums allocated to the States as provided
in subsections 402(b) (1) and 402(i) of
the Act for each fiscal year for the continuation of local rail services.
(f) "Commission" means the Interstate Commerce Commission.
(g) "Designated State agency" means
the State agency designated in the State

Rail Plan to ailminister or coordinate
(b) Those rail services in the regio~
that plan as Provided in subsection 402 which have l;>een at any time during th
<c) (1) of the Act and paragraph <a> of 5 year period prior to the date of enact-

255.5
<h> "Discretionary funds" means financial assistance, in addition to the
basic entitlement funds, as provided by
subsections 402<b) (2) and 402(i) of the
Act.
(i) "Final System· Plan" means the
plan of reorganization for the restructure, rehabilitation, and modernization
of railroads in reorganization prepared
under section 206 and approved under
section 208 of the Act.
(j) "Office" means the Rail Services
Planning Office established in the Commission under subsection 205 (a) of the
Act.
(k) "Rail properties" means assets or
rights owned, leased, or otherwise controlled by a railroad which are used or
useful in rail transportation service; except that the term, when used in conjunction with the phrase "railroad
leased, operated, or controlled by a railroad in reorganization,'' may not include
assets or rights owned, leased, or otherwise controlled by a Class I railroad
which is not wholly owned, operated, or
lea8ed by a railroad in reorganization
but is controlled by a railroad in reorganization.
m "Railroad in reorganization"
means a railroad which is subject to a
bankruptcy proceeding and which has
not been determined by a court to be reorganizable or not subject to reorganization under section 207 <b> of the Act. A
bankruptcy proceeding includes a proceeding under section 77 of 'the Bankruptcy Act Cll U.S.C. 205) and an equity
receivership or equivalent proceeding.
<m> "Rail service continuation subsidies" means subsidies calculated in accordance with the provisions of subsection 205(d) (3) of the Act to cover the
costs of operating adequate and efficient
rail service in the region, including
where necessary, improvement and maintenance of tracks and related facilities.
<n) "Region" means the States of
Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana,
Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampghire, New Jersey, New
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia; the
District of ColUDibia; and those portions
of contiguous States in which are located
raU properties owned or operated by
railroads doing business primartly In.
those jurisdictions <as determined by the
Commission by order, set out in AppendixB>.
(o) "State" means any State or the
District of Cohlmbia.
(p) "State in the region" means the
States enumerated in subsection 102<13)
of the Act.
§
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ment of this Act, or which are subsequent to the date of enactment of this
Act, owned, leased, or operated by a State
agency or a local or regional transportation authority or with respect to which
a State, a political subdivision thereof, or
a local or regional transportation authority has invested at any time during
the 5 year period prtor to the date of enactment of this Act, or invests subsequent to the date of enactment of this
Act, substantial sums for improvement
or maintenance of rail service; and
(c) Those rail services in the region
with respect to which the Commission
issues a certificate of abandonment effective on or after the date of enactment
of this Act.
§ 255.5

Eligibility.

(a)_ State in the Region. A.State 1n the
region is eligible to receive basic entitlement funds and discretionary funds if:
(1) The State has established a State
Rail Plan for rail transpOrtation and
local rail services which meets the requirements of § 255.9 and which is administered, or coordinated by a designated State agency, and such plan provides for th.e equitable distrtbution of
such subsidies among State, local and
regional transportation authortties;
<2) The State agency has authority
and administrative jurisdiction to de-c
velop, promote, supervise, and support
safe, adequate and emctent local rail
services; employs or will ~mploy, directly or indirectly, sufficient trained and
qualified personnel; and maintains or
will maintain adequate programs of
investigation, research, promotion, and
development with provision for public
participation;
(3) The State provides satisfactory
assurance that such fiscal control and
fund accounting procedures will be
adopted as may be necessary to assure
proper disbursement of, and accounting
for, Federal funds paid under this program to the State; and
(4) The state complies with the requirements of the Administrator prescribed in this part and with the terms
and conditions included in the grant of
assistance.
<b> 'Contiguous States. A state contiguous to a State in the region having
a portion of its territory located in the
region as determined by order of the
Commission, is eligible to receive discretionary funds, provided that the approved State Rail Plan may be limited to
that portion of the State which is within
the region, and the designated state
agency may be either a State ~ency if it
meets the conditions of paragraph (a) of
§ 255.3 Applicability.
this section, or a local or regional transThe provisions of this part are ap- portation authority within the region if it
plicable to rail freight services as fol- meets the conditions of paragraph <c>
lows:
(a) Those rail services of railroads 1n of this section.
(c) Local or Regional Transportation(
reorganization in the region which the
final system plan does not designate to Authority in the Region. A local or re- \
be continued;
gional transportation au~ty in the
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region is eligible t-o receive discretionary othendse provided to the State under
section 402 of the Act. The Federal share
funds if:
(1) Its application is consistent with of an applicant's allowable planning
costs may not exceed 70 percent of these
an approved State Rail Plan;
(2) It provides assurances that it has costs. An applicant may expend addiadequate authority and administrative tional funds for planning other than its
•
jurisdiction and fiscal controls consist- matching share.
(ii) To assist the States in providing
ent wilih those required by paragraphs
rail service continuation subsidies to
(a) (2) and <3) of this section; and
<3> It complies with the regulations those rail services to be discontinued as
of the Administrator prescribed in this a result of the iJ:nplementation of the
part and with terms and conditions in- Final System Plan in instances where
basic entitlement funds are used to the
cluded in the grant of assistance.
§ 255.7 Rail &rvice t_:ontinuation As- maximum extent available but are insufficient to provide for the continuation
sistance.
of these services;
<a> Basic Entitlement Funds. 0)
<iiD To assist an eligible applicant in
Basic entitlement funds are to be allo- a State contiguous to a State in the
cated to each State in the region in the region, having a portion of its territory
ratio which the total mileage in each located in the region, which is not eliState measured in point to point length gible for basic entitlement funds under
<exclusive of yard tracks and sidings) subsection 402(b) (1) of the Act, in probears to the total rail mileage hi all the viding rail service continuation subsidies;
States in the region. The Administrator
<iv) To assist an eligible applicant in
has determined that the total track mile- the acquisition and modernization of rail
age of all States in the region Is 61,184 properties as provided in sections 402(b)
miles; that the total track mileage in (2) and 403 of the Act; and
each State in the region and their ratio
(v) To assist an eligible applicant in
to the total track mUeage in ·the region
providing rail service continuation subis as follows:
sidies to the remaining rail services in
the region which are eligible under
Percent Percent ol
§ 255.3, other than those discontinued in
basic enof total
State
State
miles ill
titlement
mileage
response to the Final System Plan, and
region
which have been identified in the State
Rail Plan as candidates for subsidy, in
3
1,666
2.7
Maine._-----------instances where basic entitlement funds
"'ow Hampshire______
3
1.3
817
under subsection 40~(b) (1) of the Act
3
1.3
766
Termont ____ -------.lfassachusetb ____
3
1,430
2.8
are insufficient to ensure continuation of
3
1.1
664
Cow1ect.icut...-------these services.
3
30
District of Colnmbis_
0
.2
3
146
RhodeYork
Ialand
•••• ----.
New
__________
9.1
9.1 In reviewing requests for discretionary
5, 5!15
2.8
3
1, 742
New Jersey_-------funds, the Administrator will give conPennsylvania ____
10
13.5
8,273
Dlllaware______
sideration to this general set of priorities.
.5
3
291
3
1,110
1. 8
Maryland __ ---------(2) The Federal share of the total cost
6.4
6.4
3,895
Virgi11ia_
----------West Virginia.-____
5.8
5.8 of accomplishing those purposes for
3,560
10
12.8
7,804
which discretionary funds are provided
Ohio_--------------10.5
10
6,405
Indiana_--------shall not exceed 70 percent of that cost.
Michigan ________
10.1
10
6,159
10
The applicant shall provide the remain17.7
10,822
Illinois.
der of the cost. The applicant's share
<2> The Federal share of the total may not be augmented by any Federal
cost of providing rail service continua- funds, directly or indirectly, unless the
tion subsidies under subsection 40:J(b) (1) funds are provided through a Federal
of the Act shall be 70 percent of that program which specifically authorizes the
cost. The .balance of such cost shall be augmentation of a non-Federal share of
provided by the State and the· State a federally subsidized program with
share may not be augmented by any these funds.
(c) Term of Rail Service Continuation
Federal funds, directly or indirectly, unless the funds are provided through a Subsidies. Rail Service continuation subFederal program which specifically au- sidies between a State or a local or rethorizeS the augmentation of a non- gional transportation authority, and the
Federal share of a federally subsidized Corporation or other respollS'i!ble person
<including a Government entity) may
program with. such funds.
(b) Discretionary Funds. (1) In addi- not exceed a term of two years.
(d) Return of excess funds. Basic ention to meeting deficiencies in the basic
entitlement funds as provided in sub- titlement funds which are not expended
section 402(b) (1) of the Act, discretion- or committed by a State for rail service
ary funds will be available for the fol- continuation subsidies as provided in subsection 402(b) (1) ·of the Act during the
lowing purposes:
(i) To assist an eligible applicant to ensuing fiscal year shall be returned to
pay allowable planning costs expended the Administrator who may use these
in developing its State Rail Plan, pro- funds as provided in subsection 402
vided that the Final System Plan is ap- (b) (2) of the Act.
(e) Ineligibility for subsidy after reproved by the Congress and the State
'lail Plan is approved by the Adminis- ceipt of a section 403 loan. Any rail servrator and provided further that this as- ice for which a State or a local or resistance in the aggregate shall be limited gional .transportation authotity receives
to five percent of the total Federal funds a loon under section 403 of the Act is

no longer eligible for a rail service continuation ·subsidy under section 402 of
the Act.
& 255.9 Requirements for State Rail
Plan for Rail Transportation and
Local Rail Services.

<a) State planning process. Consistent
with the purposes of the Act, the State
Rail Plan required under§ 255.5(a) shall
be based upon a comprehensive and coordinated planning process for the provision of rail transportation services in the
State, which are essential to meet the
economic, environmental and energy
needs of the citizens of that State, and
to provide for the development of a coordinated an!,l balanced transportation
system within the State· or the affected
portion thereof. This plan shall be developed with opportunity for participation by public and private agencies having authority and responsibility for rail
activity in the State and adjacent States
where appropriate. Provision shall be
made for affording interested persons,
such as users of rail transportation, labor
organizations, local governments, environmental groups and the public generally, timely opportunity to express
.their views in the development of the
State Rail Plan. As part of the planning
process, the designated State agency
shall establish procedures whereby local
and regional transportation authorities
may review and comment on appropriate
elements of the State Rail Plan.
(b) Contents of the State Rail Plan.
The State Rail Plan for rail transportation and local rail services shall be
submitted to the Administrator in two
phases.
(1) As Phase I of the State Rail Plan,
a State shall submit a design of the State
planning process which is consistent with
the purposes of the Act and shall include:
(i) An identification of the daita. to be
acquired on the rail network and rail
services in the State <see paragraph (b)
(2) <iv> of 255.9), the sources of this
data, and the methodology to be employed in data collection. In considering
the scope of data collection activities
and subsequent analysis, it is anticipated
that time constraints and limitations of
the state-of-the-art will require that the
State provide a broad overview of all rail
services in the State while concentrating
most of its efforts on the servioes for
which it expects to require assistance in
the immediate future.
(ii) Methodology to be used in the
planning process, including that to be
used in. selecting essential lines to be
considered for assistance, and indicating
consideration of the advisory criteria
published by the Office under subsection
205(d) (4) of the Act.
(iii) Criteria for setting pr1orities for
rail service to be considered for assistance. In determining which rail services
will receive assistance, a State should
give first consideration oo eligible rail
freight services to be discontinued as a
result of implementation of the Final
System Plan.
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<iv) An explanation of the goals or
philosophical framework to be used in
guiding the development of the State
Rail Plan. Part of this explanation should
be specifically devoted to the expectations of the State for the future of ran
services which receive a subsidy subsequent to the expiration of the rail service
continuation subsidy under the Act, including such considerations as likelihood
of profitability, continued State or local
subsidY, assistance under section 403 of
the Act, substitution of alternate modes,
and other long-term alternatives.
<v> Description of the methods by
which the State will involve local and
regional transportation authorities in its
rail planning process, including its meth~
ods of providing for the equitable distribution of subsidies among State, local,
and regional transportation authorities.
<vi) A management plan for the development of the State Rail Plan which
shall include an identification of responsible individuals and a flow chart of ac~
tivities with milestones.
<2> Phase II of the State Rail Plan
shall:
(i) Contain general information with
respect to the physical plant, traffic, and
service characteristics of the existing
rail system within the State;
<11) Describe the planning process
utilized in the development of the state
Rail Plan, specifying the particulars as
to data· sources, assumptions, and special problems or conditions which may
be essential to the understanding of the
setting in which the State Rail Plan was
developed;
(iii) Classify the ran system within
the state into the following categories:
<A> Rail services in the Final System
Plan;
<B> Rail services of railroads which are
not railroads in reorganization which are
continuing in operation;
<C> Rail services of railroads in reorgariization which are not included in the
Final System Plan;
<D) Rail services of railroads in re~
organization for which a State does not
wish to receive assistance; and
(E) Rail services for which a State
wishes to receive assistance <subsidy, acquisition, or modernization) ranked in
descending order of service priority as
determined by the specific application of
the methodology, criteria, and goals d~
scribed in Phase I of the State Rail Plan
and the relevant social, economic, environmental, and energy considerations,
including an estimate of the amount of
the Federal share of the assistance required for these services, designated as
basic entitlement funds or discretionary
funds;
<iv) Contain C.etailed and specific
knowledge of the services for which assistance is requested, including: traffic
density of the line; pertinent costs and
revenues; a survey of the condition of
the plant, equipment, and facilities; an
economic and operational analysis of
present and future rail freight service
needs; the potential for moving rail traffic by alternate modes; the relative eco-

nomic, social, and environmental costs
and benefits involved in the use of alternate modes, including costs resulting
from lost jobs, energy shortages, and the
degradation of the environment; the
competitive or other effects on or bY
profitable railroads; methods of achieving economies in the cost of rail system
operations including consolidation, pooling, and joint use or operation of lines,
facilities, and operating equipment;
analysis of the potentials for rehabilitation and modernization of equipment,
track, and other facilities; and an analysis of the effects of abandonment with
respect to the transportation needs of the
State;
(v) Include a statement of the longterm strategy that the State will apply
to those rail services to receive assistance, including such considerations as:
continuing subsidy; acquisition and modernization; termination; and the provi~
sion of substitute services; and
(vi) Include a statement for those
services to be acquired which describes
the conditions and requirements of these
services, such as the rolling stock and
the track improvements needed to provide minimum service.
<c> Adoption of State Rail Plan. An
original and nine <9> copies of each
Phase of the State Rail Plan, and any
amendments thereto, shall be submitted
with a certification by the Governor, or
by his or her delegate, that the submission constitutes the State Rail Plan
or portion thereof established by .the
State as provided in section 402(c) (1) of
the Act.
<d> Submission and Review of State
Rail Plan. Phase I shall be submitted bY
May 15, 1975, to the Administrator for
review. Phase II shall be submitted to
the Administrator for review within 30
days after the date of approval of the
Final System Plan by Congress. To ap.
prove the State Rail Plan the Administrator must notify the State in writing.
If the Administrator determines that the
State Rail Plan is not in accordance with
this part, he will notify the State setting
forth his reasons for such determination,
and afford the State an opportunity for
a hearing and to amend its State Rail
Plan to bring it into compliance with the
Act and this part. Where hearings in accordance with subsection 402 <h> of the
Act are necessary, they shall be conducted on an expedited basis to afford the
State maximum opportunity to submit
an acceptable State Rail Plan on a timely
basis.
<e> Review of amendments and modifications with respect to the State Rail
Plan. State Rail Plans are to be reviewed
and amended to reflect any changes
which would affect the determinations
and classifications made under paragraph <b> (2) (iii) of § 255.9. All such
amendments shall be subject to the same
review and approval procedures as the
original State Rail Plan.
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State agencies and to ensure that
and regional proposals are consis
with the State Rail Plan, applications fo
assistance shall be submitted by or under
the coordination of the designated State
agency. All applications for assistance,
whether by the designated State agency
or a local or regional transportation authority, shall be consistent with the approved State Rail Plan.
<b) Contents. Each application for assistance shall include:
( 1) Full and correct name and principal business address of applicant;
(2) Name, title and address of the person to whom correspondence regarding
the application should be addressed;
(3) Detailed description of the services
for which assistance is sought, together
with a map of those rail services, and
certification as to their inclusion in the
State Rail Plan;
(4) Evidence of review and coordination within the State in accordance with
the applicable sections of the approved
State Rail Plan as provided in paragraphs <a> and (b) of§ 255.9;
•
(5) Estimate of the total amount· of
assistance required to continue each
service and the Federal share of such assistance, designated as basic entitlement
funds or discretionary funds. Where applicable, this amount shall be calculated
utilizing the standards for determining
"revenue attributable to the rail properties", "avoidable costs of providing serv~
ice", and "reasonable return on th
value", as established by the omce und
subsection 205(d) (3) of the Act. (These
standards are set out in § § 1125.4, 1125.5,
and 1125.7 of 49 CFR Part 1125.)
(6) Evidence of applicant's ability and
intent to furnish its share of the total
assistance;
(7) Description of the arrangements
which the applicant has made for operation of the rail services to be subsidized
including copies of the proposed operating agreements, leases or other compensation agreements under which the service is to be provided;
(8) Assurance by the applicant that
the Federal funds provided under the
Act will be used solely for the purpose
for which the assistance is sought;
(9) Evidence that the applicant has
established such fiscal control and fund
accounting procedures as may be necessary to assure proper disbursement of,
and accounting for, Federal funds paid
to the applicant under Title IV of the
Act;
OO> Evidence· that the applicant has
the statutory authority and administra.tive jurisdiction to develop, promote,
supervise and support safe, adequate, and
·efficient rail services; that it employs or
will employ, directly or indirectly, sufficient trained and qualified personnel;
that it maintains or will maintain adequate programs of investigation, research, promotion and development with
§ 255.ll Applications.
provision for public participation; an(
(a) Coordination and clearance. To that it has the statutory and other au\.
ensure coordination with appropriate thority to perform its obligations under

(j

the Act and the regulations under this
part;
·
01) An opinion of the counsel for applicant showing that he or she is familiar with the corporate or other organizational powers of the applicant, that
the applicant is authorized to make the
application, and that the applicant has
the requisite authority to carry out actions pmposed in the application and to
assume the responsibilities and obligations created thereby;
<12> Certification that the applicant
is in compliance with Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 252. 42 U.S.C.
2000d et seq. ("Civil Rights Act"l, and all
requirements imposed by Title 49, Code
of Federal Regulations, Department of
Transportation, Subtitle A, Office of the
Secretary, Part 21, Nondiscrimination in
Federally-Assisted Programs of the Department of Transportation ("Civil
Rights Regulations"), and other pertinent directives, and that, in accordance
with the Civil Rights Act, the Civil Rights
Regulations, and other pertinent directives, no person in the United States
shall, on the grounds of race, color, or
national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of,
or be otherwise subjected to discrimination under any program or activity for
which the applicant receives assistance
from the Federal Railroad Administration, and the applicant will promptly take
any measures necessary to effectuate this
agreement; and
03) Such other information as the
Administrator may require.
<c> Execution and Filing of Application. (1) Each origina.I application shall
bear the date of execution and be signed
by the Chief Executive Officer of the applicant. Each person required to execute
the application will execute a certificate
in the form of Appendix A to this Part.
(2) Each original application and certificate, and nine copies thereof, shall be
filed with the Federal Railroad Administrator, Department of Transportation,
400 7th Street SW., Washington, D.C.
20590. Each copy shall show the dates
and signatures that appear in the original and shall be complete in itself.
(d) Review and Approval of Applications. Applications for rail service continuation assistance are to be submitted
to the Administrator for review and approval. In order for an application to be
approved, the Administrator must notify
the applicant in writing. If the Administrator disapproves all or part of an
application, he will advise that applicant
in writing of his reasons for such disapproval. These reasons may include insufficiency of the application, inconsistency with the approved State Rail Plan,
or insufficiency in the amount of appropriated funds available to the Administrator. With respect to applications for

discretionary funds, the Administrator
shall determine whether sufficient appropriated funds are available for a
particular service in view of the general
set of priorities set forth in paragraph
(b) (1) of§ 255.7.
§ 255.13 Di•hurst'nwnt of Rail St'rvicc
Continuation Assistance.

(a) Rail Service Continuation Subsidies. After receipt, review and approval
of an application meeting the requirements of § 255.11, the Administrator will
enter 1nto a grant agreement with an
applicant for the Federal share of the
estimated amount of subsidy necessary to
continue the service described in the application. The Federal share of this
amount shall be payable pro rata at the
end of each quarter of any fiscal year
during the term of the grant agreement;
provided that:
(1) After nine months from the date of
the execution of the grant agreement,
the estimate may be revised to reflect the
actual revenues, costs, and rate of return
over that period; and
(2) The final payment under the grant
agreement shall only be made on the
basis of an audit which has determined
the actual revenues, costs, and rate of
return over the entire term of the agreement;
Provided, however, That the amount of
Federal assistance may not be increased
unless the Administrator determines that
the applicant has fulfilled its responsibilities for ensuring the proper and efficient administration of its subsidy
program, the required State or local
matching funds are available, and the
necessary Federal fUnds are available.
(b) Rail Service Acquisition and Modernization Assistance. After receipt, review and approval of an application for
acquisition or modernization assistance
under 402(b) (2) of the Act which meets
the requirements of § 255.11, the Administrator will enter into a grant agreement for the appropriate Federal share
of the allowable costs of acquisition or
modernization as determined by the Administrator. The terms of payment of
the Federal share shall be set forth in
the grant agreement.
§ 255.15 Record, Audit, and Examination.

(a) Each recipient of financial assistance under this section, whether in the
form of grants, subgrants, contracts,
subcontracts, or other arrangements,
shall keep such records as the Administrator shall prescribe, including records
which fully disclose the amount and disposition by such recipient of the proceeds 6f such assistance, the total cost
of the project or undertaking in connection with which such assistance was
given or used, the amount of that por-

tion of the cost of the project supplied
by other sources, and such other records
as will facilitate an effective audit.
(b) The Administrator and the Comptroller General of the United States, or
any of their duly authorized representatives shall, until the expiration of 3 years
after completion of the project or undertaking referred to in paragraph (a) of
this section, have access for the purpose
of audit and examination to any books,
documents, papers, and records of such
receipts which in the opinion of the
Administrator or the Comptroller General may be related or pertinent to the
grants, contracts, or other arrangements
referred to in such paragraph;
§ 255.17

ASAPH H. HALL,

Deputy Administrator.
APPENDIX A-CERTIFICATE

The following Is the form of the certUicate
to be made by each person signing an
application.
------------------ certifies that he Is the
(Name of Person)
Chief Executive Officer of ----------------·
(Name of Agency)
that he Is authorized to sign and file with
the Federal Rallroad Administrator this application; that he has carefully examined
all of the statements contained In the application relating to ________________ ; that
(Name of Agency)
he has knowledge of the matters set forth
therein and that all statements made and
matters set forth therein are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, Information and bellef.
(Date)

(Signature)

Subscribed and sworn to before me the
____ day of ------------• 19 .•.
APPENDIX B

By order dated January 23, and supplemental order dated May 23, 1974, [Ex Parte
No. 293, and Northeastern Railroad Investigation (Definition of the Midwest and Northeast Region)] the Commission has included,
in addition to the jurisdictions specifically
named, the following: (1) Points in Kentucky in the Louisville Kentucky, Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area as used in the
latest national census; (2) Points in Missouri
in the St. Louis, Missouri, Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area as used In
the In test na tiona! census;
and
( 3)
Kewaunee and Manitowoc, and the Port of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
[FR Doc.75-2434 Filed 1-27-75;8:45 am)
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Waivers and Modifications.

The Administrator may, with respect
to individual requests, upon 'good cause
shown, waive or modify any requirement
of this part not required by law, or make
any additional requirements he deems
necessary.
This notice is issued under the authority of 49 U.S.C. 1651 et. seq.
Issued in Washington, D.C. on January 22, 1975.

;
;

\

CONFAC
There are at least four possible structures for a privately owned
ConFac which would own the roadbed, finance its rehabilitation, and
lease it back to ConRail. None of those structures present any net
financial benefits in comparison to a single ConRail structure. The
only· thing achieved by any of these structures is shortening the time
period of government representation on the board of ConRail.
'.

There are two general types of ConFac structures involving

government ownership: a wholly owned government corporation and a

(

mixed ownership corporation. Each assumes.that ConFac will acquire
the roadbed from ConRail and finance its rehabilitation; ConRail would
operate over those rehabilitated tracks and pay a user charge which
cloes not include state and local taxes or service of the rehabilitation
debt. Due to the favorable user fee charged to ConRail for operating
over those properties, each structure would offer important cash flow
benefits to ConRail. The mixed ownership corporation would also
result in improvement of the value of ConFac's stock, but it is not
clear that the wholly owned ConFac wou1d have that effect.
Both of the ConFac structures involving government ownership
fail to reduce the total dollar amount of Federal financial assistance
necessary. Indeed, the structures provide strong incentives for opening

2
up the Federal treasury to payment of the cost of acquisition and
rehabilitation of rail lines nationally. Moreover, they would eliminate
incentives for the operating carrier to operate efficiently since such
deficit operations could be financed by reduction of the user charge tht. ~
each carrier pays. Most importantly, ConFac would result in unlimited Federal involvement in the ownership and maintenance of
railroad right-of-way and would thereby also result in substantial
Federal involvement in rail operations.
From a management standpoint ConFac presents significant
difficulties in the separation of the operating function
from that of
.

(

the maintenance of right-of-way. It would also have a significant

'-

· impact on labor management relationships since a major part of the
work force would be government employees. Finally, ConFac would
greatly inhibit future adjustment of the region's and the Nation's rail
system to meet changing conditions of the regional or national economy.
The United States Railway Association, in its preliminary system
plan, raised the issue of whether a ConFac structure would have a
beneficial impact on meeting the goals of the Act. At its meeting on
May 22, the USRA Board of Directors agreed unanimously

t~at

ConFac

is not .desirable and would not be recommended in the final system plan.
However, the final system plan would include a discussion of its
advantages and disadvantages, together with the other options and
proposals for government financing of the railroads.

•
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DOT
May 2, 1975

SUMf~ARY

OF THE RSPO EVALUATION OF THE PSP

I.
1.

Executive Summary

The RSPO analysis purports to show that $1.4 billion in federal grants
and a matching amount from internal and private sources would be sufficient to assure ConRail viability. Unfortunately, the analysis relies
upon U.S.R.A. pro forma projections, Hhich aJ'e recognized throughout the
RSPO evaluation as being overly optimistic. ~1onies not provided by the
RRR Act would be proved by The National Transportation Rehabilitation
and f·1oderni zati on Act of 1975 \'lhi ch has been drafted by RSPO. This bill
cans tor $6.25 billion for rail rehabilitat·ion to be financed by a fuel
tax. When match1ng funds from railroads and state/local governmehts are
added to the federal share, about $12 billion are expected to be invested
1n railroads during the five years of the rcc•s proposed progr·am.
11

11

2.

The RSPO favors the ~1ARC-EL industry structure over the Three Systems
East which it would accept. It would not accept a THo Systems East
that Hould result, if either Chessie or N&1~ did not play. In reviewing
the PSP, RSPO accepted without independent analysis the rejection by
USRA of 108 coordination projects proposed by 25 railroads. t·1any of
these would be candidates for control transfer.

3.

RSPO would have ConRail continue operating all branch lines for two
years while accurate data were being collected.

4.

The Office is optimistic that labor will negotiate to modernize work
rules and is of the view that Congress clearly expected them to be
.. reasonably cooperative
11

5.

•

RSPO suggests replacing government membership on ConRail 1 s Board with
ICC oversight of its management.
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II.

Summary of RSPO Evaluation of the PSP

The RSPO has produced a 543 page evaluation of the PSP. The bulk of the
report is a reproduction of Volume II of the PSP annotated with public
response and RSPO comrnent. The main body is a set of four chapters each
of which is a critique of USRA•s analyses of principal issues: (1) industry structure, (2) financial viability, (3) light-density line, and
(4) other analyses (marketing and containerization, personnel, passenger
service, and energy and environmental impacts). This is sandwiched
betv1een a brief summary of public response (Chapter 1) on each of these
issues (except marketing and containerization) and a statement of RSPO•s
plan for not only financing and managing ConRail but for funding the
rehabilitation and modernization of the national rail system. The
principal recommendations made to USRA are presented at the beginning
of the report. These are reproduced here as Attachment A and highlighted
in the executive suwmary.
The lack of 11 Specificity 11 in the PSP is the one criticism that appears
repeatedly throughout the Evaluation. The Office states that the Final
System Plan (FSP) should be a 11 prospectus. 11 However, the RSPO neglected
to sumnarize in one convenient place and in an organized fashion its
list of items suffering from lack of specificity. The Office could
provide a public service by drafting its own outline of the FSP, including
a 11 Clear and unambiguous., statement as to the level of specificity it sees
necessary for each detail in the FSP.
The Office had a 11 field day 11 pointing out the inconsistencies and general
problems that resulted from a lack of editing of the PSP as an entity and
from the lack of time available to the USRA staff to coordinate the
chapters--especially the Financial Analysis.
Chapter 1 - Public Response to the Plan (pp 9-18)
The RSPO offers a 10 page summary of public comment on the PSP from 1900
witnesses and 500 documents. Comments are organized for each of seven
principal issues (which are treated by RSPO in subsequent chapters).
Passing reference is made to the role of RSP0 1 s 29 outreach attorneys
but no explanation or evaluation of this role is offered. Curiously,
RSPO plans no subsequent publication or analysis of public comment
beyond these l 0 pages ~tlhi ch is a major shift in the policy Hhi ch resulted
in a 3 volume-517 page critique of the February 1974 Report by DOT.

-3Chapter 2 - Regional System Analysis
A.

The Three Carrier System (pp 19-32)

The RSPO concludes that the recommended industry structure "Three
System East" (ConRail, Chessie, and N&';/) is acceptable but not the best
solution in thei1~ vie1-:. The Office favors establishment of the l·1idAt1antic/Erie Lackawana System (MARC-EL). The Two System solution which
would develop if either Chessie or NM~ refused to play is unacceptable
to RSPO.
The basic problem that RSPO has with the Three System East structure
is that it sees the resulting level of competition as token rather than
substantive in nature. In fact, Chessie and N&H would lose traffic
originating in the markets of the LV, CNJ, and Reading. RSPO wants
protective conditions developed for·these solvent carriers.
The RSPO conducted its own operating analysis of the region and
offers detailed technical comments on USRA's mainline identification,
capacity analysis for mainlines and yards, and equipment utilization
estimates.
1.

RSPO disputes five lines now operated as main lines that are
excluded from the PSP.

2.

Choices of four mainline routes by USRA are also challenged.

3.

Two short mainline segments in the Northeast Corridor are
claimed by RSPO to have insufficient capacity for anticipated
traffic levels.

4.

USRA's yard planning is judged inconsistent and overly optimistic. Forecasts for four yards in particular are inconsistent
with the Office's own observations in the field.

5.

USRA's forecast of a 31 percent improvement in car utilization
is dismissed on the grounds that other railroads have not been
able to achieve such improvements.

RSPO basically agrees with the USRA approach to designing a rehabilitation program but is troubled by a lack of an accurate and consistent
estimate of unit costs. The evaluation offers seven widely different
estimates that appear in the PSP.
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Each coordination project listed in the PSP is analyzed in detail
in Appendix A of the Evaluation. It is worth noting, however, that
the RSPO accepted uithout any independent analysis USRA' s judgment on
what projects v10uld be rejected on the grounds that they "cannot nm·1
ba found not to materially impair the profitability, either singly or
cumulatively, of any railroad in the Region or ConRail." These 108
projects proposed by 25 railroads are listed in Appendix D-3, part I
of the PSP. In fact, the RSPO made a rather strange and seemingly
inconsistent judgment as to its l~esponsibilities \'/hen it excluded
·these projects from its analysis.
B.

Alternative Regional Structures (pp

32~36)

In evaluating industry structures the RSPO considered "the ability
of each to achieve effective competition \·lithout sacrificing the goal
of financial self-sufficiency." However, only two options are treated,
Two Carrier System and i·,1ARC-EL, and no other options are even referenced
including the many variations analyzed by USRA. The analysis is generally a qualitative one, although a map is presented and reference is
made to the numbers of branch lines, stations, and carloads involved
in the MARC-EL proposal.
The RSPO is concerned about the impact on the solvents if LV, CN~
and Reading ceased to exist, yet they see the Super-N&W or the SuperChessie (but less so) that Hould develop in the Two System solution as
counter to the goals of the Act.
The preferred solution of the Office is a MARC-EL system consisting
of the LV, CNJ, Reading, Lehigh & Hudson River Railroads, and a reduced
Erie Lackawana. EL lines in Indiana, Illinois, and most of Ohio v1ould
be taken over by ConRail under this structure. The bases of this choice
are that MARC-EL:
1.

will save rail service on 28 lines to 89 stations, for almost 20
thousand carloads;

2.

will provide competitive local service to more areas;

3.

will maintain established carrier-shipper sales and service
..relationships ("the intangible asset");

4.

will maintain the classical advantage of smaller railroads over
larger ones in maintaining "personal interaction with shippers";

5.

will preserve the historical feeder function to the solvents and
maintain the classic principle of dependency among railroads;

.
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6.

will avoid the necessity of bargaining with the solvents v1ho
are 11 hesitant" and "demanding concessions ...

RSPO counters USRJI 's arguments against ttt\RC-EL by notinq:
1.

shippers demand continuation of current levels of completion;

2.

anyv1ay, t1ARC-EL waul d not generate unnecessary competition any
more than the other alternatives;

3.

rehabilitation would not differ much from USRA's system.

Chapter 3 - Financial Analysis (pp 37-47)
The RSPO has not presented alternative finaricial projections to those
contained in the PSP, nor has it definitely stated that the projections
in the PSP are inaccurate and should not be considered realistic. Rather,
the RSPO has chosen to strongly imply, in discussing each of the individual
items in the financial statements separately (i.e. revenues, rehabilitation
costs, and \'larking capital needs), that the projections in the PSP are
"overly optimistic."
The RSPO evaluation is very critical of the lack of full disclosure with
regard to the content of the financial projections in the PSP. It is
pointed out that the projections are not for the recommended industry
structure, that it is very hard to ascertain the amounts of the rehabilitation costs included in the projections, that it is impossible to determine the size and the nature of the labor force in ConRail, etc. As a
result the 1ack of adequate disclosure, the RSPO strongly recommends that
the Final System Plan be considered in the same sense as a prospectus
filed with the SEC and that all relevant information be fully disclosed.
A full listing of the financial elements vJhich the RSPO t~ecommends should
be disclosed in the Final System Plan is contained in the 'Financial Considerations .. portion of the principle recommendations.
1

In summarizing the public comments regarding the financial aspects of the
Preliminary System Plan made during public hearings, the RSPO document
notes that the overvJhelming majority of parties v1ho chose to com11ent
considered the PSP projections to be overly optimistic. Also noted is
that many parties were critical of USRA's use of "modified betterment ..
accounting rather than traditional ICC "betterment" accounting. As noted
above, the RSPO implicitly agrees with the view that the projections are
overly optimistic. The RSPO does not agree, however, with the criticism
of USRA's departure from normal ICC accounting and is in fact, very critical of the ICC's traditional methods and espouses going even beyond
11
modified betterment" accounting to the use of ••ctepreci ati on" accounting.
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In concert with its "$12 billion financing plan'' for saving the nation's
railroad system, the RSPO evaluation contains some projections for ConRail's
capital structure if the Feder~l Government were to provide grants ~or 50
percent of the rehabilitation costs. The RSPO analysis purports to show
that with $1.4 billion in Federal grants ConRail could be made viable and
could finance its additional needs in the private sector. The main limitation to the RSPO analysis, ho;·Jever, is that it relies upon USRA's pro forma
projections, 1·1hich are recognized elsewhere in the RSPO evaluation as being
overly optimistic.

Chapter 4- Light Density Line Analysis (pp 49-57}
(See also Appendix B: Light Density Line Review, pp 135-538, and Appendix
C: Subsidy Analysis, pp 539-543.)
The RSPO is highly critical of USRA's light density rail line analysis
because of inadequacies in the data base and in the method for the allocation of costs to each line. The RSPO recommends that branch line
abandonment be de 1ayed for two years and that the 1i nes in dispute continue to receive service via ConRail. During these t\'IO years ConRail.
would gather revenue and cost data for each line that would be the basis
for deciding abandonment.
ConRail would be subsidized by the Federal Government for these t\'IO years
of operation for 100 percent of the losses incurred, estimated by RSPO to
be $35.4 million (excluding rehabilitation costs). This estimate made use
of USRA cost and revenue data but rested on two significant changes made
to the Association's analysis:
1.

elimination of indirect and overhead cost items, and

2.

reduction of norn1alized maintenance costs to $1,000 per track mile
(approximately one-fourth of the USRA estimate}.

When the USRA costing methodology is used, the cost of this hypothetical
two-year service continuation subsidy rises to $63.3 million (exclusive
of subsidy costs for the rejected subsegments of some 25 branch. lines
slated for partial inclusion in the final system). This cost level, \'lhile
almost double the RSPO estimate, is still well within the bounds of the
$180 million authorized by the 1973 Act.

-7.Chapter 5 - Other Analyses
A.

Marketing Rail Freight Service (pp 59-61)

RSPO notes that the economic forecasts have not been based on analyses
of changes in each of the underlying industries that generate rail traffic.
The forecasts of ConRail coal traffic are criticized for considerinq
national growth iD coal production and not limiting analysis to growth of
mines potentially served by ConRail. Further, RSPO notes that no consideration is given to developments with water carriers or to technological
changes that would affect the demand for rail services.
Curiously, the RSPO chides USRA for not doing rate structure analyses
which the Office admits has deficiencies.
The Office notes that it "finds it difficult to understand why Penn
Central is not a profitable railroad 11 and infers that it certainly expects
ConRail "to be a successful and profitable rai 1road. 11
B.

Intermodal Services (pp 61-65)

RSPO has done an in-depth analysis of USRA's proposal for expansion
of TOFC/COFC services which provides a useful perspective on claims ~f
future groi'Jth for intermodal traffic. The report notes that these forecasts are critical to ConRail's financial viability. HO\'/ever, RSPO is
concerned with the fact that the USRA work has inconsistencies; Penn
Central has been selling some truck lines; and the PSP has not allocated
funds for expansion of trucking operations.
C.

Personnel Planning and Policies (pp 66-69)

RSPO is greatly concerned that the manpO\·Jer planning process will not
be handled properly. It is concerned about the depersonalization of the
process, the lack of input from employees (both labor and management), and
the failure to consider "quality" of employees (seniority not withstanding).
The Office notes that the PSP infers that very little use will be made
of the $250 million labor protection fund provided in Title V of the RRR
Act. Their calculations indicate a reduction of 5200 employees by 1985
including retirees who represent 30 percent of the v,rork force, l'thi ch "would
not be expected to have a very harsh impact on the ... fund ... The Office
is optimistic that labor will negotiate to modernize work rules and is of
the vi e~·J that Congress clearly expected the unions to be "reasonably ,
cooperative ...

D.

Passenger Service (pp 69-71)

The RSPO is concerned Hith the proposal that Amtrak operate the NEC.
It criticizes USRA's methodology in identifying "other routes" and regrets
that USRA was given the task.
E.

Environmental and Energy Assessment (pp 71-76)

RSPO has problems with USRA's methodology for analyzing environmental
impact and presents tv1o examples of an approach it prefers. The Office
points out that USRA neglected to analyze the impacts of mainline consolidations and other significant operational changes.
Chapter 6 - Funding and Management (pp 77-85)
This chapter presents the RSPO's plan for saving the railroads and, in
fact, all the "basic transportation facilities" in the United States.
The plan is for a five-year Federal grant-in-aid program based on 50-50
matching funds for railroads which would be financed with a fuel tax.
Although not included in this report, the draft legislation prepared by
RSPO requests $6.25 billion for rail rehabil'itation, most of which would
be matched by private rail roads for a net investment of about $12 billion.
(Research for vehicle improvement is the program for the other surface
modes.) The impact of this plan on Conrail is discussed above (Chapter 3).
RSPO has the view that rehabilitation will solve the railroad problem. It
recognizes that if this belief should prove to be in error, "nationalization
might then be the only answer .... "
RSPO also sees the government role on the ConRail Board of Directors as
potentially damaging to the financial viability of ConRail. It presents
a lengthy statement of arguments against federal membership and argues
that taxpayer protection could be provided by ICC overvi e\·J of ConRail
operations and management. The full text of RSPO's analysis of the management problem is presented as Attachment B.
The chapter includes a reviev1 of the financial outlook for the rail industry
and a summary of alternative fund·ing proposals (nationalization, nationalization of the right-of-v1ay, rail trust fund, subsidy equalization, regulatory reform, guarantees, and grants). In general, these are objective
discussions (except the Office "doubts" that regulatory reform is "any
sol uti on to the near-term prob 1em") and the Office begs off commenting
on specific proposals such as $.1143 to nationalize the right-of-way and
the Shapp Rail Trust Fund.

Attachrn::nt A

PRINCIPAL RECOi·i:·!ENDATIONS
from the "Evaluation of the U.S. Railway Association•s Preliminary System Plan"
0

•

•

Having reviewed the Preliminary System Plan and the public testimony which has
b.cen submitted, the Office makes the following principal :recommendations to the
Association :

THE FINAL SYSTEM PU".N
The Final System Plan should describe the physical chracteristics of the new
rail system clearly and unambiguously. It should include naps depicting in detail
the railroad lines and other transportation properties which are to be included in
the ConRail system or systems, or which are to be acquir!d by other carriers. It
should contain a legally sufficient description of all properties to be acquired by
ConRail.
The Final System Plan should be a prospectus providing full and fair disclosure
of all facts which might materially affect ConRail's potent.lll success, including the
cost and timing of programs for rehabilitating properties to be acquired; ConRail's
ability to attract traffic and transport it at a profit; its capiul requirements and the
. availability of the needed capital from public and private rources; and the anticipated return on that capital.

THE STATUTORY GOALS
The ~sociation should give full consideration to the sxial goals enumerated
in section 206 (a) of the Act which it appears to have sul:nrdinated to the single
goal of system profitability.
The Association should not assume, as !t appears to luve done hitherto, that
all unprofitable rail services arc local in nature so that tleir continuation is the
3

responsibility of State and local governments or rail service users. Rather, it should
recognize that some such services may be needed to further the national interest
as expressed in the Act's social gaals, and that the responsibility for their continua~
· tion falls upon the Association and up~n ConRail.

•
THE REGIONAL SYSTEr,,
The Association should give further consideration to the creation of the "1\:fidAtlanticjEL" System, built around the lines of the Lehigh Valley, the Reading,
the Centrai Railroad of New Jersey, the Lehigh and Hudson Ri\'er, and the eastern
portion of the Erie Lackawanna, as a means of meeting the essential transportation
requirements of the Region and of providing necc~sary competition for ConRail.
• The Office agrees witt'l the Association that the Three Carrier System which
it proposes would satisfy the goals of the Act and reasonably meet the needs
of the Region, but \vc do not believe it to be the best solution.
Failure of either the Norfolk & \Vestem or the Chessie System to participate
in the Thr~~ Carrier System would lead to the establishment of a Two Carrier
System which would not provide an acceptable restructuring alternative.
• ,Establishment of the ~1id-AtlanticjEL System to 5.erve approximately the
eastern half of the Region \vould retain existing competition in the Northeast
without artifically creating new competition, and would preserve independent
access to important East Coast markets for the principal solvent railroads in
the Region.
The Association shou!d give further consideration to the capacity of certain
lines proposed for use as through freight routes to handle the projected ConRail
traffic, and, in particular, lines upon whicn it is proposed to reroute
. through freight
.
traffic now handled over the Northeast passenger corridor.
The Association should clearly spell out ConRail's responsibilities to the other
carriers in 'the region for the maintenance of through routes and joint rates, and
consideration should be given to the development and application of any necessary
protective conditions.
The Association should reassess its estimates of yard capacities, which appear
to the Office to be unduly optimistic.
The Association should initiate studies looking toward coordination and consolidation in terminal areas. Despite the complexity of a terminal rationalization
project, and despite the fact that detailed analysis and final implementation \vould
be ConRail's responsibility, the importance of t~rminal area improvements to the
viability of the regional system demands that this task be undertaken without delay.
The Association should clarify its position with respect to the many proposed ·
.coordination projects listed in the Preliminary System Plan. The Final System Plan
should provide for the joint use of rail facilities by more than one carrier wherever
this would be feasible and cost-effective.

°

I
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FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS

'-~

The Association shc,uld assure ~hat the Final System Plan embodies full and
f3:ir disclosure of all the r;ertint::nt financial and operational facts and risks with such
detail, accuracy, and cbrity as to facilitate analysis and elicit confidence in the
integrity of the pro form2 financial statements.
The Final System Pb.n should disclose• The identity of the management of ConRail with sufficient detail as to the
background, qualiE:::ations, and potentially conflicting interests, if any, of the
directors and principal officers as will permit informed assessment by interested
parties of their abilities to achieve the results projected in the pro formas.
• The values of the rail properties to be acquired by ConRail or other carriers
j
pursuant to the Final System Plan.
• The capital structure of ConRail; the values of the securities to be issued by it;
the "other benefits," as required by section 206(f) of the Act; and the values
of the considerations to be e..xchanged by other railroads in the Region for properties or rights to be conveyed to them.
0 The manner in which employee stock ownership plans may be utilized for
meeting ConRail's capital requirements, as required by section 206 (e) ( 3) of
the Act.
8 The proposed treatment of leased lines and the effects of such treatment on
ConRail's pro forma balance sheets, income statements, and funds requiremmts.
,I
• The extent, if any, to which the pro forma projections apply to a system structure other than the one actually proposed in the Final System Plan, and the
degree of similarity of such other structure to the actual proposal.
• All the significant assumptions: calculations, data and estimates affecting the
pro forma income statements, balance sheets, and funds requirements statements in such detail as will permit the application of customary analytical and
verification techniques.
• The degree, if any, to 'vhich the reimbursement provided for in section 509 of
the Act will fail to cover ConRail's employee protection costs.
• Pending or anticipated litigation, if any, which might materially affect the
financial self-sufficiency of ConRail or the value of its securities.
• The amount, if any, of liability for unfunded pension benefits.
• Separately, the amounts of equipment rentals expected to be paid and ·to be
received, by type of equipment, for each pro fonna year.
0

LOCAL SERVICE

The Association should scrutinize with great care the results of any attempt,
based upon purely statistic:.1l methods, to identify particular rail facilities as redundant, and should test any such statistical conclusions in the light of empirical
evidence of local conditions.
5

The Association should consider lines as segments of a total system and evaluate their capabilities for contributing to overall system efficiency, rather than
requiring that each line or mile of track meet a test of independent profitability.
The Association should review the underlying data relied upon by it in making
light-density line decisions in light of the evidence submitted to the Office and summarized in Appendix B to this report.
The Association should review its light-density line methodology with a view
toward assuring that• The lines and line segments to be reviewed as light-density lines are selected on
a rational basis.
• Due consideration is given to the potential for industrial growth of the area
served by each line subjected to the light-density analysis.
• Out-of· service lines that would meet important service needs if restored to .
operation or that have the potential for becoming profitable are not overlooked.
• All revenue sources for each line are properly identified.
Costs be calculated on the assumption that operations will be conducted efficiently and not on the basis of operations utilizing obsolescent facilities.
• Return on investment not be included as a cost; or if it is to be included, that
it be based on actual property values, less the cost of dismantling and disposition.
0 The cost figures used in the light-density line analysis represent, wherever
possible, actual costs incurred rather than estimates made by those not personally aware of local conditions or based on system-wide averages.
'TI1c Association should review its decisions resulting in the exclusion of lightdensity lines from the ConRail Sy_stem from a broad perspective to assure that they
would not result in the complete withdrawal of ConRail from a particular market
area ,..-hich, while it might not support all present rail services provided by the
bankrupt carriers, would support at least some of those services.
The Association should consider the overall impact of the elimination of lightdensity lines on ConRail and the railroad industry as opposed to the impact on the
particular railroad currently serving the line.

°

TRANSPORTATION DATA
The Association should assure that a comprehensive information system be
installed in ConRail which would provide complete and accurate data upon which
to base management decisions at all levels of operations.

MARKETING
The Association should continue its efforts to develop an enlightened marketing strategy, including a regional industrial development strategy, for ConRail's
consideration. In doing so, it should reassess its freight revenue forecasts in the light
of realistic appraisals of the outlook for the business activity of the Region and of
indl.Lc;try served by ConRail.
6

INTERMODAL SERVICES

'-._..

The Final System Plan should contain ·pro forma estimates as to the effects
on ConRail's net income of the greatly expanded TOFC/COFC services proposed
in the Preliminary System Plan.
The Associadon should consider the extent to \vhich cooperation with motor
carriers could achieve coordinated coordination efficiencies and service advantages,
thus maximizing ConRail's earnings potential.

PERSONNEL PLANNING AND POLICY
The Association should recognize that the Final System Plan's, policies and
programs affecting personnel \vill be of major importance, and they should be reviewed by experienced, understar..ding personnel experts before their release. TI1e
Association should not commit ConRail's management to rigid negotiating positions
in advance of collective bargaining.
ConRail management should initiate meani11gful discussions as soon as possible .
with contract and non-contract employees or their representatives.
The Final System Plan should make full and fair disclosure as to its personnel
plans and policies, their effects on ConRail's finances, and their effects on the
employees.

PASSENGER SERVICES
The Association should include in the Final System Plan a clear designation
of the entity to own the Northeast Corridor; the price, conditions and timing of
the transfer of O\'>'nership; and the entity to be responsible for Corridor operations
and on \vhat terms. It should give can~ful consideration to the potential disadvantages of designating Amtrak or some other entity without demonstrated railroad
operating capabilities as the operator of the Corridor Services.
The Association should consider the advisability of doing in-depth studies of
at least some of the passenger routes outside the Northeast Corridor which it has
proposed for upgrading.
The Association should detail in the Final System Plan those lines over which
are performed commuter services operated under contract to regional transportation authorities, the duration of those contracts, any unique considerations, and the
recommended status of·these lines in the proposed operating plan.

LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS
The Final System Plan should contain the Association's legislative recommendations addressed to• Such changes as the Association thinks desirable in the provisions of section
301 (d) of the Act affecting the composition of ConRt.lil's board of directors .
. • The means to be adopted for financing ConRail.
• Such changes as the Associ~.tion considers necessary to limit or eliminate Con7

Rail's exposure to a deficiency judgment under section 302 (c) ( 2) (C) of
the Act ..
• The action urged t.pon Congress, at page 134 of the Plan, to provide a means
of encouraging the prompt resolution of intcrterritorial divisions disputes.
The Con&rress shotld move promptly to amend the Act to mandate another
approach to the light-d:nsity line problem. The Office recommends that all lines
not recommended for irdusion in th\! restructured rail system be kept in service for
two years by ConRail, "t.'hich would be reimbursed for any losses from the subsidy
funds available under ti:.e Act. During the two-year period, accurate data: would be
assembled and further local-service line analysis performed. At the close of that
period, the individualli:rre retention decisions would be made, with ConRail acquiring the properties to be retained as provided in the Act. The two-year Federal 70
percent matching gram subsidy program would go into effect then for lines not
acquired by ConRail.
The Congress sholli:i consider establishment of a broad-based Federal grantin-aid program to proviie funding to rehabilitate the Nation's railroad properties.
The Office suggests a JIOgram by which matching fund grants would be made
directly to rail carriers '!lr to State transportation authorities for this purpose. It
suggests, also, that thi~ program be financed by the assessment of a tax on the fuel
used by certain surface tmnsportation vehicles and vessels .
.'·

..
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Source:

"Evaluation of the U.S. Railway Association's
Preliminary System Plan"
April 27, 1975

·'

Management

(

The .Associations· expressed belief that. management
with the ability to distingni~h essential goals :md
achie,·e them, and to motivate cmploy<'es, will be the
key ingr<'dieut of the Final System Plan's credibility
has been endorsed elsewhere in this report and in the _ _ .
public romnwnts reeei ,-et! d11ring the hen rings.
The Plan ·s deli<'ately worded refer<'ncc to the desire
to "potentially reduce ~0\·ernment mann~-,rerial im·oh·emcnf' su~gPsts, althou,!!h it a ,·oids so stating. that the
Association may be eoncemcrl with the pro,·iso in
section !301 (d) of the ~\ct. This requires that. so long
as 50 percent or more of ConHaiPs debt is guaranteed
by the rnitcd StatC'S, the mnjOI·ity of the Corporation"s
board of directors shall be go,·ernment nominPes. and
three of the meJnl>ei'S shall he the S<'ct·etary of Transportation and the Chairman and Prcsid<'nt of the
Association. Based on the Plan ~s 0\"er-optimistic pro
formas, such a situation would obtain for years. primarily hct?:\U!;e of the massin~ rehabilitation co:;ts. "\Vere
it not fot· these rehabilitation costs. the threat of gov·
enunent managerial involvement would be a lesser concern and, as discussed abO\·e. there are other ways than
ConFac to fund the rehabilitation.
If the section :301 (d) proviso is a concern, as it well
might be. the Office thinks it preferable that this be
openly disclosed. discussed and resolved without resort to subterfuge ot· obfuscation. Below are some considerations wit.h respect to which the Association might
wish to entertain responses from the public and its
elected representatives. In listing these considerations,
the Office does not necessarily express a vie'v with respect to any of thl'm at this time.
(1} ConRail has incot·porntors. but no management.
It seems imperativE' that a qualified and respected top
management be obtained promptly. The tasks confronting management. would be imposing. but the challenge
and opportunity inspiring if the Final System Plan is
competently constructed. Expressed in blunt tenns, a
politically-dominated board might not attract m:magement. capable of assuming responsibility for achieving
business goals.
(2) Unless the .Act is clarified, the Amtrak precedent
seems likely not only to cn•ate an obstacle to ConRail
private muket fim•.ncing, but also pc"..Sihly to augment
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(6) The selection process for Secretaries of Trura.
portation or the officers of the Association does not nee. I
essarily insure that they will have experience or exper. ,
ti!'\0 in finance or the operation of a. large. eomplex, nnrl
highly compl'titil·e transportation ent~rprise.
(7) Lnstly. the specification of the nnmf'd g'O\·erntnE>n•
officers pa.,·es the way for built-in conflicts of interf:st.
The Secretary of Transportation is responsible for re~
ulating ConRail's safety of operations and that of its 1
competitors. He awards funds for highway construction
and other transportation purposes that would benefit
C-onRaiFs competitors. The officers of the .\ssociation
are ConRairs bankers. Tnte, bankers serve on the
boards of prh·ate corporations. but the government us•Ially has frowned on the practice. Section 10 of the
Clayton Act is specifically intended to prohibit it. Certainly the ~overnmenfs investment should be protected,
but control of the Board is not necessar~· for this purpose.. Two or three directors of outstandin~ business
capabilities could assure that. the go\·ernment's interest
is represented, and the Corporation would~ in any e\'"ent,
be requin·d to report reg-ularly to the Interstate Commerce Coinmission nnd other g'O\·ernment bodies.
If the Association does not. believe the Congressional
intent that Con Rail he a profitable corporation to boa
serious one, the fore;:!oinl! considerations are immatl'rial
to the Final S~·stem Plan. If, however. the _\.ssociation
does bclie,·e that ConRail should be mana:;:r~d with
profit-making- intent~ and if it considers any of these
considerations to impose matl'rial ohstack~, it should
bare its concl'rn to the puhlic and to Congress, with rec·
ommendations for action.
Precedent c:m be cit£'d for changl's in srction 301(d)
of the .\ct . .\lthou~h commercial ]endl'rs ha \·e at tirm~s
controlll'd the man:t;:!<'lllents of their horrowl't'S, this is
usua1Jy a course adoptl•d with reluctance, the results of
which h:wc not always been fortunate.
The Pacific Railroad .\ct of lSG-1 (1!3 Stnt. ~;i6) made
a\·ailable substantial frOVcmment loans and ~rants to
the Central Pa<"ific (now Southern Pacific): the Union
Pacific; and Leavenworth, Pawnee & "\•stem (now
part of the Union Pacific.) The go\·ernml'nfs junior
lien bonds were 50 percent of the authoriz,:d debt of
these companies. but. it Mminated only;; of 1"nion Pacif·
ic's 20 dirl'ctors~ and none for the othl'r comp:tnies. The
Northern Pacific. also g-ranted major gowrnment assistance in 181!4 and subsequently. had no go,·ernment nominl'<'S on its board.
The H£'eonstruction Finnn<'e Corporation and the
Public Works .\dministration did not insi:-t on control·
ling the hoards of directors of the railroads to which
they made loans; althon~h it did at tinw::> ir tpo:;c limi·
tations on the comp<'nsation of the dchtot· railroads' of·
ficers nnd attorneys, primarily as an inducement to
prompt repayment of the debt. It also !'ometinw.s as·

the scope of any Tucker Act award.. Amtrak. Wlder the
19i0 Rail Passenger Act. was to be a "for-profit" corporation. It has not been. and apparently has no intention
· h<-<'omin!! onE'. Railro1d <'omn:mies
whi<'h ttrrned
.
\.._.- aSSC'n~f'r operations 0\·er to it and ''"ere required to
sub~crib<> to its capital stock han•, at the demand of
t.ht>ir n.itditors, written the stock down a zero value
immE>diately upon re<'~ipt. Burlington Xorthern, for
example. has written oft' .Amtmk stock for which it paid
$a3.4 million. and P('nn Central ha,; r~sern~d $52.4- million in anticipation of a similar loS3. If ConRail has a
politically-dominated Board. this pnocedent is likely to·
cause the recipients of its stock or other securities to
accord them similar ,·alue. or be required by their auditor·s ot· regulators to do so.
There is a ditferenc~ between the two situations. Railroads subscribin::r to .Amtrak shares did so Yoluntarily~
to escape their passenger losses. The holders of ConRail stock ''"ill receive it inYoluhtarily through a reorganization "cram-d0\¥n~' process. The creditors of
the bankrupts may be expected to make the most of this
point in the Court of Claims. If by the time of trial
ConHnil has a record of substantial earnings. the value
of tlw compnrison of course would be diminished. .
(3) The SuprC'me Court. at page 46 of its decision
upholding the constitutionalit-y of the Act~ dealt with
'•t> creditors~ argued that. ConRait by renson of its
\"l'mruc·nt-contmllNl Board. will be a federal instru"'-1ffentnlity. ':The responsibilities of the ft~dHal directors
are not. different from those of ot.her directors-to opernte Conmil at n profit for the benefit. of the shan•holders.~~ If the shareholdus cannot control ConRail's
Board, they will ha\·e no opportunity to direct its finnn<"ial or husin<'ss policil's and no etTective voice in its
rnnna!!Pilll.'nt. The Court. nppears to be inYiting ConRail's shar£>holders. :::houltl thC'y <'Oille to feel that. the
Corporat-ion is opC'rat£>d for political, rather than profitmaximizin:.r purposes. to file deri\·ath·e stockholders'
suits ngninst the ~OYernmcnt-nominnted directors.
Whl'thet· tlw ;:!O\·ernml'nt c.ould proprrly reimburse dir-ectors for los.<=es incurr<'d through such suits is unclear.
But innstors probably will not assign high inwstment
quality to securities of a corporation the management
of which must bt> sued to make it perform in a businesslike mauncr. unl<>ss thl':-e securities are guaranteed.
(4) ConRail's stock, being essentially non-voting,
mn.y not be elig-ible for Jisting on any major ('XChange,
ancl thus mny ha\·e limited marketability.
( 5) The gon't1Hnent's representatins on the Board
may, in fact, <>lltertain onl~· profit-making thou~hts, but
unless the Corporation is outstandingly profitable, who
'} bl•lien• it~ The jud~rl'nt of any rorporation uire<:'is fnllible, and sometimes thl' best husim•&; decisions
must take- account of political and SCX'i:tl consid<'rations.
Rut so lonl!' ns til<' Bo:ml is controlled h~· political nominees, investors will lxdic,·e it to be politically motivated.
~·
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....x:nilro:tds (the Daltimcre & Ohio fo;- example)
..., ... · sistcd
in oliaini1ig high-caliLt>r mnna:.,TCmcnt for reasonable

considered in relation to the funding, rehabilitation'nnd
manngement problems of railroads outside the Re~..jon.
It believes that private ownership and management of
the Xation·s railroads can Lc preserved, if that is the
public·s wish, but nor. wit.hom some public assistance. It
urges that aU the funding appronches discussed above
be considered objectively by the _\ssociation in fonnu·
luting the Final System Plan.

salaries. It is ~cnemlly thought that the RFC operated
businrsslikr way and amply protect!:'d the goyernlt·s interests.
To sum up, the Office believes that the problems of
prodding funding and management for ConRail are inter-related and that nny solutions to them should be
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STATEMENT BY U.S. SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION WILLIAM T. COLEMAN, JR.,
ON THE RAILROAD REVITALIZATION ACT AT THE WHITE HOUSE NEWS CONFERENCE,
WASHINGTON, D.C., MONDAY, MAY 19, 1975
President Ford is sending the Railroad Revitalization Act to Congress
today. This legislation is designed to meet i11111ediate and desperate needs
of the Nation's railroads.
Directly or indirectly, every American is served by low cost, fuel
efficient rail transportation. The railroads are a pivot point for
our entire economy. And-- the railroads are in deep trouble.' A number
are bankrupt. Others are on the brink of financial collapse. The terrible
deterioration of track and rail cars prevents efficient operation. The
Railroad Revitalization Act will begin a long overdue effort to restore
and revitalize thts essential industry by eHm1nating excessive regulatory
restrictions and by providing critically needed financial assistance.
A major cause of the deterioration of' the railroad industry is an
overly restrictive Federal regulatory system.
The regulatory process has retarded technical innovation, impeded
economic growth and hampered the improvement of services.
The Railroad Revitalization Act will remove unnecessary and excessive
regulatory restraints. The main thrust of the reforms is to place greater
reliance on competitive forces, while preserving protection for shippers,
carriers and labor.
The ratemaking provisions of the Act will cause a reduction of
rates that are too high and unfair to shippers, and will cause an increase
of rates that are too low and not compensatory to carriers.

- more -

- 2-

Railroads will be able to adjust their rates within a no suspend zone, ..
without fear of suspensions. The ICC would also b~ prohibited from holding
up a rate of a carrier for the purpose of protecting a carrier of a different
mode of transportation.
11

Among the other regulatory reforms proposed are an acceleration of the
Icc•s review process in cases of new services requiring a capital investment
of $1 million or more dollars, restrictions on the anticompetitive activities
of rate bureaus, an improvement in intrastate ratemaking procedures, and the
prohibition of discriminatory taxation of railroad properties.
Regulatory reform is one part of the long term restoration process.
To meet the immediate need for essential improvements in roadbed, track,
terminals and other operating facilities, the Act provides $2 billion in
loan guarantee authority.
Loans guaranteed under the prov1s1ons of the Act may be financed
through the Federal Financing Bank, thus enabling railroads to borrow at
rates more advantageous than private financial markets. Additionally, the
Secretary of Transportation would be authorized to defer principal and
interest payments, thus making feasible major rail undertakings that hold
little prospect of short-term payoff, but which would improve earnings
over the long-term.
Duplicative and redundant facilities are another major cause of the
poor financial health of railroads. If we are to prevent the westward
spread of the chaos now existing in the Northeast, a restructuring and
streamlining of the National rail system must be set in motion. The
ponderous and laborious deliberations of the ICC are not adequate to meet
this need.
As a condition of receiving loan guarantees under the Act, we propose
that a railroad may be required to enter into an agreement to restructure its
facilities. Such restructuring could be in the form of merger, consolidation,
sale or acquisition of assets or joint operation.
The procedures proposed by the Act would enable a coordinated DOT-ICC
decision on such agreements within nine months, in stark contrast to the
Icc•s 12-year deliberation in the case of the Rock Island.

####

FACT SHEET
THE RAILROAD REVITALIZATION ACT
The President is transmitting to Congress today the Railroad
Revitalization Act which will eliminate excessive and antiquated regulatory restrictions, increase competition in the railroad
industry, improve customer services, strengthen the ability of
the railroads to adjust to changing economic conditions, and provide financial assistance in the form of loan guarantees to help
the railroads make needed improvements in their facilities.
This is the first piece of the President's overall program to achieve
fundamental reform of transportation regulation. Similar reform
measures for truck and airline regulation will follow shortly. Taken
together, these proposals, representing the most comprehensive
approach to reform in ~he long history of economic regulation of the
transportation industry, will substantially benefit consumers annually
and conserve scarce energy resources.
BACKGROUND
This legislation builds on the Transportation Improvement Act which
was introduced in the 93rd Congress. Congress also considered the
Surface Transportation Act. A modified version of that bill, incorporating many features of the TIA, was passed by the House, but
final action was not taken by the Senate. This legislation proposes
a number of fundamental changes designed to significantly reduce
government intervention in the day-to-day business of the railroads
and their customers.
PRINCIPAL OBJECTIVES OF THE LEGISLATION

1.

To provide for more efficient, more competitive, and thus less
costly rail transportation. This Act will substantially increase
reliance on normal competitive market forces to set shipping
rates. It is specifically designed to cause a reduction in rates
which are too high and are inequitable to shippers and consumers.
For the first time, railroads will be able within reasonable limits
to adjust rates without ICC interference. In addition, the regulatory decision making process will be simplified, thereby eliminating the high costs involved in lengthy litigation.
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2.

To increase intermodal competition and encourage a better
utilization of resources by assuring that goods are transported
by the most efficient means of transportation. The present
regulatory process enables the ICC to hold railroad rates at
unreasonably high levels in order to protect other modes of
transportation from the effects of competition. As a result,
traffic which can most economically be moved by rail is often
diverted by the rate structure to other forms of transportation.
This results in higher shipping costs and consumer prices.
By providing for greater pricing flexibility, shippers will be
able to take greater advantage of low cost, energy efficient
rail transportation. Substantial fuel savings will also result
from these reforms.

3.

To eliminate certain antitrust immunities which permit carriers
to set and hold rates at unreasonably high levels. At present
rate bureaus or carrier associations sanctioned by the ICC are
permitted to act collectively to establish rates and charges for
transportation services. Their actions are now immune from
Federal antitrust laws to which nearly every other business in
the country is subject. The proposed legislation seeks to prohibit rate bureaus from engaging in certain specified rate making
activities which serve to stifle competition and discourage new
service innovation. For example, it will prohibit rate bureaus
from discussing and agreeing on rates involving only one railroad.
The legislation will make anticompetitive rate bureau activities
subject to normal antitrust prosecution, while preserving their
legitimate service functions.

4.

To assure that regulation provides adequate protection to consumer
interests. The Administration does not seek to eliminate all regulation. For example, the protection of shippers and carriers from
predatory pricing practices is a proper function of government.
This legislation carefully preserves regulation which acts to serve
the public interest .. The user of rail transportation services is
assured an appropriate right of redress for what he considers to
be an unfair or illegal rate and the legitimate interests of competing carriers are protected as well.

5.

To provide needed financial assistance to the railroad industry.
An efficient, financially sound rail system is a great national
asset. The legislation would provide up to $2 billion in Federal
loan guarantee authority to finance improvements in rights of way,
terminals, rail plant facilities, and rolling stock. Naturally,
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these loans will be subject to specific conditions in order to
assure that the capital improvements being financed will contribute to the overall efficiency of railroad operations.
6.

To encourage speedy and rational restructuring of the railroads
which will improve their economic health. At present, our railroads are in serious need of restructuring. Basically, the
problem is one of excess capacity in some areas, including, for
example, excessive duplication of parallel mainlines, and inadequate capacity in other areas. This contributes significantly to
the uneconomic and inefficient operation of the railroads. In the
past, efforts to restructure the system through merger or various
cooperative agreements between railroads have been thwarted by
cuml::ersome regulatory procedures.
This legislation establishes a new procedure which will enable
the Secretary of Transportation, as a condition for granting
financial assistance, to require applicants to undertake fundamental restructuring actions. This provision will permit the
Secretary and the ICC to expedite many merger proceedings and
facilitate some of the restructuring necessary to preserve a
viable private sector rail industry.

SECTION-BY -SECTION ANALYSIS

1.

Railroad Ratemaking and Abandonment. This section more
clearly defines the principles of ICC ratemaking powers in terms
of particular actions that may or may not be taken. For example,
the ICC may not find rates too low if they cover a carrier's costs;
the ICC is prohibited from protecting one carrier against competition from a carrier of another mode; the ICC is instructed to consider the effect of rates on transportation efficiency in exercising
its decision making authority, etc.
The RRA also establishes new procedures to ensure adequate
prior notice of proposed rail abandonment actions.

· 2.

Anticompetitive Practices of Rate Bureaus. This portion of the

bill provides for the removal of antitrust immunities from certain
anticompetitive rate bureau practices. Such action will prohibit
collusion on rates for single-line freight movements; limit participation in rate actions to those carriers actually involved, and
prohibit joint actions to protect or request suspension of rates.

4.

In addition, the bill requires rate bureaus to maintain voting
records on each of their members which are open to public
inspection, and requires bureaus to act within 120 days on any
rule, rate, or charge appearing on its docket.
3.

Intrastate Railroad Rate Proceedings. The Act gives the Interstate Commerce Commission authority to determine an intrastate
rate which is the counterpart of an already approved interstate rate
in the event that the appropriate State agency has failed to take
final action on a rate change within 120 days from the time it was
filed by a carrier.

4.

Suspension of Railroad Rates. One of the basic purposes of the
RRA is to provide increased pricing flexibility for the railroads.
Section 5 of the Act establishes a phased approach to providing
the necessary flexibility and specifically limits ICC suspension
powers. It permits railroads to adjust rates up or down without
fear of ICC suspension so long as the change is within certain
percentage limits: 7 percent in the first year; an additional 12
percent in the second year; and another 15 percent in the third
year. Such an approach will result in the creation of a controlfree "zone of reasonableness" of approximately 40 percent during
a three-year phase-in period. Following the third year, the ICC
may not suspend a rate decrease for being too low, so long as a
carrier's costs are covered. Similarly, rate increases of 15
percent or less will not be subject to ICC suspension. In cases
where the ICC retains the power to suspend rates, they will be
required to make findings such as a court does when it issues a
temporary restraining order -- that the action will result in
immediate and irreparable damages.
In addition, the bill sets a 7-10 month time period for completion
of hearing procedures in rate cases. In cases involving large
capital expenditure ($1, 000, 000 or more), the ICC will be required
to act within 180 days after the filing of the notice of a proposed
tariff. To encourage investment and provide a period of stability,
such rates may not be suspended or set aside for a period of five
years.

5.

Railroad Revenue Levels. The Act provides that the ICC shall
prescribe uniform criteria for determining the financial condition
of a railroad, including such things as estimating the rate of return
on capital and adequacy of cash flow.
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6.

Discriminatory Taxation. Section 7 of the RRA adds a new
provision to the Interstate Commerce Act prohibiting the levying of discriminatory State or local property taxes on common
carriers, thus eliminating excess taxes on railroads of approximately $55 million annually.

7.

Uniform Cost and Revenue Accounting. This section requires
the ICC and the Department of Transportation to study and
recommend uniform cost accounting and revenue accounting
methods for rail carriers. Present accounting systems are
outmoded and inadequate to resolve the complex cost accounting
problems of modern transportation firms.

8.

Financial Assistance. The Act authorizes the Secretary of
Transportation to issue loan guarantees of up to $2 billion for
the purpose of financing improvements in rights of way, terminals,
rolling stock, and other operational facilities. These loan guarantees will be based on (a) the contribution the proposed improvement will make to the betterment of our nation's rail system,
(b) the ability of the recipient to repay the loan, and (c) the recipient's ongoing program to upgrade his physical plant. As a
condition for granting the assistance, the Secretary may require
the applicants to undertake specific restructuring actions. This
section establishes a new procedure by which the Secretary, the
Attorney General, and the ICC can expedite approval of restructuring activities and assure a proper balance between competitive
interests and transportation needs.
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RAILROAD REVITALIZATION ACT
ANALYSIS OF THE NEED FOR THE BILL

In 1974, the Administration proposed the Transportation Improvement Act of 1974 ("TIA"), which was designed to deal with a
number of problems affecting the rail industry.
Extensive hearings
were held on the TIA and on alternative rail improvement
legislation, the Surface Transportation Act ("STA").
The House
passed a modified version of the STA which incorporated many
of the concepts of the TIA, but the bill did not reach the floor
of the Senate.
The Railroad Revitalization Act ("RRA") builds
upon the experience of the TIA and STA.
Like the TIA and STA,
the basic thrust of the RRA is three -fold:

1.

Improve the regulations under which railroads
operate and promote economic efficiency and
competition;

2.

Provide neces.sary financial assistance to
rationalize and modernize rail facilities; and

3.

Encourage restructuring of the nation's rail
system to improve its long term viability.

There follows an outline of the major rail industry problems
which the bill addresses, along with an analysis of the effect
of the bill in redressing these problems.
Improvements in Ratemaking
The current system of rate regulation severely limits an
individual railroad's freedom to establish rates and innovative new
services.
As a consequence, it has created serious rigidity
and distortions in railroad service and rate structures.
This
rigidity has hinderad the introduction of new services and
prevented railroads from responding effectively to the needs of
the changing transportation market.
It has also interfered with
the establishment of cost-related rates and has prevented railroads
from offering shippers the lower rates which would attract them
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from relatively less efficient modes.
Greater flexibility in
ratemaking is essential to allow railroads to attract traffic by
offering shippers the opportunity to share in the financial
advantages offered by lower rail costs of long-haul main line
operations.
Efficient allocation of transportation resources requires that
low-cost carriers have wide latitude to set rates to reflect their
efficiencies as long as those rates do not fall below variable
costs.
Available evidence indicates that some railroad rates
are far above the fully allocated costs of providing service while
others do not even cover their variable costs.
This results in
some shippers subsidizing other shippers and in misallocation
of traffic among competitor modes.
Railroads should be able
to attract additional traffic by reducing rates on overpriced rail
service and removing the subsidy from that traffic which is not
paying its way.
The time, expense, delay and uncertainty
associated with obtaining rate bureau approval and then Interstate
Commerce Commission approval to adjust rates have stifled the
adjustment process.
This has resulted in many railroad rates
being held at levels far above the economic cost of providing
the service.
As a result, it appears that traffic which could be
moved most economically by a well-maintained rail system is
moving by other modes.
This results in higher shipping costs
and higher prices to the ultimate consumers.
The basic thrust of the bill is to place greater reliance on
competitive forces in ratemaking while preserving the protection
for shippers and carriers of appropriate regulatory supervision.
Giving greater scope to individual carrier initiative in rate setting
will result in improved service, a more economical distribution
of traffic among the modes, and a lower and more equitable
overall freight bill.
To provide for greater rate flexibility and to expedite the hearing
process, the bill would set a definite time limit for completing
rate -increase hearings at the ICC, establish a no-suspend zone
in which carriers could introduce nondiscriminatory rate changes
without fear of Commission suspension, and provide that rates
which are compensatory could not be attacked as being too low.
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Specifically, the bill would require the Commission to complete
its rate hearings and render a final judgment within seven
months of the time the rate was scheduled to go into eff.act.
This time limit could be extended an .itional three months if
the Commission made a written report to Congress explaining
the need for the delay.
At present, there is no time limit for
Commission hearings, and this provision should greatly expedite
Commission proceedings.
The bill would also create a no-suspend zone in which increases
or decreases could not be suspended pending investigation for
being too high or too low, although they still could be suspended
for violating sections 2, 3, or 4 of the Interstate Commerce Act,
which are the basic sections prohibiting discrimination and prejudice
to either an individual shipper or community.
The no-suspend zone would be phased in over a three-year period
(up to 7 percent rate increases or decreases in the first year;
12 percent in the second year; 15 percent in the third year; and
thereafter 15 percent for increases, with no limit for decreases).
This no-suspend zone is a refinement of the approach proposed
in the TIA which did not include a provision for phasing.
It is
similar to, but of longer duration than, the provision in the
House-passed STA.
The no-suspend zone will allow carriers to
respond rapidly to market conditions and will improve the rate
decision making process.
Today, rate cases are often decided
in a world of hypotheticals and "maybe's". Where rate proposals
are suspended by the ICC, the hearing on the lawfulness of the
rate is without the benefit of real world experience regarding the
effect of the rate.
The no-suspend provision will change this
process, and allow rates within the zone to go into effect prior
to hearing, thus providing concrete facts for the decision maker.
We note that the Commission in its latest rate case, Ex Parte 313,
has agreed not to suspend any of the proposed increase at least
until protests can be received and considered.
The bill will also
provide that the ICC must make findings similar to those required
in temporary restraining orders before allowing a suspension.
The present regulatory process has also resulted in the rates of
one ·m ode being held high by the ICC to protect another mode,
causing a waste of resources, adversely affecting the financial
condition of the more efficient mode, and increasing the total cost
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to shippe.r s and ultimately to consumers. Section 15(a) of the
Interstate Commerce Act was amended by the Congress in 1958
in order to allow carriers reater ratemaking freedom t o meet
the competition of carrier
f other modes.
While the ame ndment was a step in the right direction, the full benefits of
greater intermodal competition have not been realized be c ause
the amendment has been interpreted by the ICC to allow them
to hold the rates of one mode above the rates of anothe r mode
to protect that mode.
The bill meets this problem by prohibiting
the ICC from holding the rates of a carrier of one mode p to a
particular level for the purpose of protecting the traffic of a
carrier of another mode.
The bill also provides that a railr oad
rate' which equals or exceeds variable cost cannot be found to be
unjust or unreasonable on the basis that it is too low.
This
provision will lead to greater flexibility in transportation rate making.
The net result will be a more efficient trans portation
system.
Time, eltpense, delay and uncertainty associated with the re gulatory
process have also discourages experimentation and i mpede d the
introduction of service innovations.
The bill addresses the problem
by providing that, where a tariff proposed by a railroad would
require a total capital investment of $1 million or more by the
carrier or a shipper or receiver, or other interested party, the
ICC must determine, within 180 days from the date the carrier
files a notice of intention to publish the tariff, whether t he proposed
tariff would be lawful.
This procedure, similar to the one approved
by the House in the STA, would also protect those rates from
being attacked for a reasonable period of time, thus giving a
carrier the certainty necessary to undertake major inve~ tme nts.
Contrary to eco:~~o l.nic sense, some rates are below costs. It
is estimated that about 10 percent of all rail revenue is derived
from traffic that does not cover the variable cost of the service.
~e bill confronts this problem in two ways.
First, it would
prohibit the Commission upon complaint from approving rate
decreases which lower the rate to a noncompensat<U'y leve l .
Second, with respect to existing noncompensatory rates, the bill
would prohibit the Commission from disapproving any increase
which brings a noncompensatory rate to a compensatory l evel.
These provisions will provide a significant source of additional

'--..-J'
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revenue to the railroads and ease the burden on those shippers
who have been making up the difference.
The amounts which
must be made up on other traffic is in the hundreds of millions
of dollars annually.
Correcting this practice will reduce the
misallocation and waste of resources both within transportation
and in the economy at large.
Restriction of Anticompetitive Practices of Rate Bureaus
To as sure that the rate flexibility proposed above is used
properly, the RRA proposes significant changes to the provisions
in the 1nterstate Commerce Act pertaining to rate bureaus.
Under
the present Section 5 (a) of the Interstate Commerce Act, the carriers
subject to the Commission's jurisdiction are permitted to act
collectively and collusively in establishing rates and charges for
transportation services.
Such concerted action, when taken
pursuant to an agreement approved by the Interstate Commerce
Commission is immune from the antitrust laws which apply to the
mainstream of American business.
Rate bureaus or carrier
associations have been established pursuant to carrier agreements
approved by the ICC.
These rate bureaus are the vehicles through
which carriers make decisions regarding the rates which the
member lines shall charge.
Although rate bureaus provide a number of valuable services
to their members and to the shipping public, they also dampen
competitive forces in the ratemaking process and discourage
pricing flexibility and service innovation.
As a consequence,
they have interfered with the establishment of rates based on
the costs of the most efficient carrier and have provided a
mechanism through which carriers seek to and do set and hold
rates above a competitive level.
The associations provide a number of administrative services to
carrier members, such as arranging for the interchange and
facilitation of traffic moving over the lines of two or more
carriers, the publication of rates, and the collection of statistics
on traffic movements, rates charged, and related costs.
The
bill would not affect these administrative types of rate bureau
activities.
Rather, it is addressed only to those activities of
the rate bureaus which interfere with efficient allocation of
resources.
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Some time ago, the Interstate Commerce Commission instituted
a general investigation into the activities of rate bureaus in
Ex Parte 2 97, Rate Bureau Investigation.
While this proceeding
will consider a number of important regulatory issues in
connection with the activities of rate bureaus, it is not progressing
rapidly.
And, of course, the outcome of the proceeding is
uncertain at this time.
The bill addresses those aspects of
rate bureau operations that clearly are in need of change.
Therefore,
while the Department commends the ICC for instituting this investigation,
the proposed legislative action is needed and offers the best prospect
for reducing the anticompetitive influence rate bureaus have on
ratemaking.
The Department 1 s proposal is designed to imp.l'ove the ability of
carriers to initiate rate changes and respond to competitive forces
while enabling the rate bureaus to continue providing constructive
administrative services for their members and the shipping public.
The bill prohibits railroad rate bureaus from voting on single
line movements and limits consideration of joint line rates to
those railroads which hold themselves out to participate in the
joint movement.
The bill also prohibits rail rate bureaus from
taking any action to suspend or protest rates.
Thus, on single
line rates individual railroads will have complete freedom to
propose rates based on the cost of the most direct routing, while
on joint rates the influence of carriers not participating in the
joint movement will be reduced.
The bill also requires all rate bureaus to dispose of proposed
rate changes within 120 days from the ti'me they are filed.
It
requires all rate bureaus to maintain and make available for
public inspection the records of the votes of members.
These
provisions are designed to bring about speedier rate bureau
treatment of proposed rate changes and to encourage greater
initiative by individual carriers in making rate changes.
While some antitrust immunity is retained for joint rates, the
proposed legislative change with respect to single line. rate
agreements would exert a competitive influence upon joint rates
because carrier territories overlap and single line rates are
often competitive with joint line rates.
In connection with the rate bureau provisions of the bill,

several
matters should be made clear.
Firstly, rather than indicating
all of the many rate bureau activities which might be permitted
under a Commission-approved agreement, the thrust of these
changes is to indicate those specific rate bureau activities that
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cannot be approved by the Commission and which will no longer
be immunized from the operation of the antitrust laws.
The
Commission retains its present authority to review and app.ro:e .
all rate bureau agreements and to impose such add~tiona~ hmitatlons
and conditions on the activities of rate bureaus as 1t beheves
are reasonable and necessary.
Secondly, a single line carrier wili often be in competition with
two or more carriers offering a joint rate and through route.
As long as no concerted action is involved, nothing in this
proposal would prohibit a single line carrier from individually
establishing a rate competitive with a joint rate established
through the rate bureau mechanism.
Thirdly, the bill is not intended to preclude discussions or
agreements relating to across -the -board percentage changes
in freight rates during the first three years after enactment;
after that time, they would not be allowed except with respect
to general rate increases based on increases in fuel and labor
costs.
Finally, the feature of this proposal that prohibits the Commission
from approving rate bureau agreements that allow the rate
bureau to protest or otherwise seek the suspension of an
individual carrier's rate does not preclude one or more carriers
from exercising their right of petition under other provisions
of the Interstate Commerce Act and it is not meant to repeal the
decision of the Supreme Court in Eastern Railroad Presidents
Conference v. Noerr Motor Freight, Inc., 365 U.S. 127 (1961).
To the extent the antitrust laws are applicable in this area,
however, this feature of the bill will permit their operation.
Railroad Abandonment Procedures
Unlike the TIA, the RRA does not propose to change the substantive
standard for abandonment.
The RRA changes relate primarily
to procedure for initiating abandonments.
The provisions of
the bill dealing with abandonment provide a mechanism for providing
adequate prior notice to interested parties of abandonments
being considered by the railroads.
This assures a more consistent
and reasoned evaluation of proposed abandonments by all concerned
parties, and allows local communities adequate time to plan
and evaluate all alternatives.
The section also provides a
mechanism through which States and localities can assure continued
rail service on lines that are losing money where they are willing
to make up the losses.

8
Intrastate Ratemaking
A significant loss of revenue to the railroad industry has resulted
from the failure of State regulatory agencies to act more promptly
to adjust intrastate rates in accordance with ICC -approved changes
in the level of interstate rates.
The bill is designed to correct
this problem by transferring to the ICC, exclusive jurisdiction
over intrastate rates which are the counterparts to already approved
interstate rates whenever State regulatory agencies have not
adjusted appropriate intrastate rates promptly.
Intrastate traffic accounts for about 12 percent of the total traffic
carried by the railroad industry.
The revenue loss to the railroad
industry because of State failure to adjust intrastate rates to the
level of interstate rates approved in a series of ICC General
Increase Proceedings (Ex Parte Nos. 256, 259, 262, 265, 267,
291, 305, and 310) was well over $100 million on a cumulative basis.
By depriving railroads of badly needed revenues, these time lags
further weaken the financial condition of the railroad industry.
In light of the serious financial difficulties facing the railroad
industry today, it is imperative that intrastate ratesbbe adjusted
promptly in accordance with changes in the level of interstate rates.
In addition, the general public is adversely affected by this regulatory
lag because without these needed revenues, the railroads 1 ability
to provide and improve service to both intrastate and interstate
shippers is impaired.
Discriminatory State and Local Taxation of Interstate Carriers
Discriminatory taxation of interstate carriers by State and local
governments is widespread.
As a result of State discriminatory
taxation of railroad property., the railroad industry pays approximately
$55 million annually in additional taxes.
Such discriminatory
taxation places an unjust burden upon these carriers and contributes
to their financial problems by taxing them at a higher rate than
similar property of other businesses in the same taxing jurisdiction.
The bill would prohibit discrimination in assessing the property
of interstate carriers and in establishing tax rates for such property.
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The purpose of the provision is simply to remove an inequitable
burden from interstate carriers.
Of course, any saving to the
railroad and other interstate carriers from elimination of
discriminatory taxation will remove a source of revenue from
State and local governments.
Removing this source of revenue
abruptly could have a serious impact upon State and local budgetary
planning and result in a substantial hardship.
Therefore, the
bill provides a three -year moratorium before compliance with
its substantive provisions will be required.
This period should
provide State and local governments ample time to make appropriate
plans with respect to the potential revenue losses and temper
any adverse financial effects the provision might otherwise have.
Uniform Cost Accounting
The present railroad cost accounting and revenue accounting
system employed by the ICC is outmoded and inadequate.
The
Commission's cost system relies on broad averages rather than
specific experience of individual carriers.
Moreover, the
accounting system from which the cost data are deriQed is based
upon outmoded classifications and specifications that no longer
relate to the carrier's actual financial transactions.
In addition,
the accounting procedures utilized are not adequate to resolve
the complex cost accounting problems which characterize modern
transportation firms.
For more than a decade the ICC has had pending several proceedings
dealing with the issue of developing an improved uniform cost
accounting system.
Docket 34013, Rules to Govern the Assembling
and Presenting of Cost Evide nee, and Docket 34013 (Sub-No. 1),
Cost Standards in Intermodal Rate Proceedings.
The proceeding in
Docket 34013 was instituted by an order of the Commission dated
April 16, 1962, and the Commission's decision was issued in 1970
(337 ICC 298).
In February 1971, the Commission issued a new
order reopening the case.
In the sub-proceeding, which was
initiated in early 1969, the Administrative Law Judge issued an
initial dec is ion on May 7, 1973.
The development of improved cost and revenue accounting procedures
is absolutely essential to improved regulation of transportation.
The bill would give priority and direction to the ICC's efforts and
would require the ICC jointly with the Secretary of Transportation
to study and recommend uniform cost accounting and revenue
accounting methods for rail carriers, and to issue regulations
prescribing new uniform cost and revenue accounting methods within
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two years from the date of enactment of the bill.
Financial Assistance through Loan Guarantees
An efficient, financially sound rail system is a great national
asset.
The railroad system in the United States is experiencing
severe financial difficulties.
Modernization of both the regulatory
system and physical plant is essential to the long term viability
of the nation's railroads.
The ratemaking and related regulatory improvements proposed
in the Department's bill are a vital first step.
There remains
the task of rationalizing and upgrading the facilities and equipment
necessary to provide efficient rail transportation service.
Substantial parts of the rail plant in the United States are in a
deteriorating state and the general deterioration of plant and service
which is now prevalent in the East and Midwest could spread
to other portions of the country.
0
Because of the industry's low rate of return, railroads are generally
unable to generate adequate internal capital to make needed capital
improvements.
The investment community has been reluctant to
provide further external capital because of the limited security
that is afforded due to the heavy level of existing liens on rail
properties.
Marginal railroads can obtain financing for rolling
stock but only at high interest rates.
The bill would provide up
to $2 billion in Federal loan guarantee authority to finance improvements in rail plant facilities, track, terminals, and rolling stock.
Loans guaranteed by the Secretary could be financed through the
Federal Financing Bank at interest rates below the rates available
in the private market.
Also, the provision is written in broad
terms to allow financing with deferral of interest and principal
payments.
The conditions precedent to the guarantee would assure
that the capital improvement would make a significant contribution
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to the overall efficiency of rail operations.
Thus, the loan
guarantee provisions of the bill are designed to encourage needed
long-term restructuring of the existing rail system.
The bill authorizes the Secretary to guarantee railroad loans
for plant improvements based on the following criteria:
1.

The contribution which the improvement will
make to the establishment of a rational, efficient,
and economical national railroad transportation
system;

2.

The ability of the railroad requesting the loan
guarantee to repay the loan;

3.

The railroads 1 ongoing programs to upgrade
plant facilities •

In connection with loan guarantees for rolling stock, the Secretary
is required to consider the pre sent and future need for rolling
stock and the protection of the United States afforded by the
marketable nature of such stock in the event of default.
It
further requires him to consider the effect of realizable improvements in freight car utilization.
For any loan guarantee, the bill requires the Secretary to consider
among other things the expected return on investment of the
proposed improvement, and the potential for intermodal connections
and substitutions.
These criteria are designed to help achieve
through the loan guarantee program the needed modernization of
the existing rail system.
The bill would also authorize the Secretary to condition the granting
of loan guarantees on an agreement among applicants or other
railroads to restructure their facilities.
Such restructuring c auld
include merger, consolidation, sale or acquisition of assets, or
joint use of facilities.
Such agreements would be voluntary and the
Secretary could not require a railroad to enter into such an agreement except as a condition for loan guarantee.
The essential
purpose of this provision is to improve the efficiency of the nation's
railroads by eliminating duplicative and excessive facilities.
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The Interstate Commerce Commission, in its interpretation of
section 5 of the Interstate Commerce Act, has hindered this
needed restructuring by failing to reach a decision upon proposed
agreements within a reasonable time and by dissipating the
benefits of proposed agreements by imposing third-party conditions
to such agreements.
This bill will remedy these two defects by
providing a new hearing procedure and new definition of "public
interest" where restructuring accompanies financial assistance.
Essentially, the bill calls for a two-part procedure.
Agreements
will first be considered by the Secretary in a public procedure
similar to that used in rulemaking.· Notice of the agreement will
be given to the public, and comments may be made in writing
or in an informal oral hearing.
The Secretary may then initially
approve the agreement which contains the restructuring terms
if it is in the public interest and certify the agreement to the
ICC.
The ICC will then have 6 months to decide whether the
agreement is in the public interest.
The ''public interest'' is
defined in the bill to mean that (1) the efficiency gains of the
transaction substantially outweigh any adverse effects on competition,
and (2) there are no substantially less anticompetitive alternatives
to the transaction.
Unless the ICC specifically finds, by ''clear
and convincing evidence,'' that the proposed agreement is not in
the public interest, it must approve the agreement.
The Act, in
addition to its concern for the preservation of competition, makes
specific provision for the rights of labor and shippers.
If the
ICC should fail to act within the specified time, it must certify
the proceeding back to the Secretary, and the Secretary with
the concurrence of the Attorney General, must, on the basis of
the ICC proceedings and his own information and data, approve,
modify, or reject the proposed agreement in accordance with
the public interest standard.
Both the final decisions of the
Secretary and the ICC can be appealed to the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
Rolling Stock Scheduling and Control System
One of the basic problems in the railroad industry is the low rate
of freight car utilization.
An average freight car moves loaded a
total of only 25 days and moves empty only 18 days out of a calendar
year.
Thus, for approximately 322 days in a calendar year, or 88
percent of the time, the average freight car stands idle in railroad
yards or at customers' siding.
Improving freight car utilization
would result in substantial benefits to the railroad industry and the
shipping public by reducing the railroad industry's need for capital
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expenditures and reducing operating costs. Freight car ownership
represents about 25 percent of the railroad industry's net investment.
A 20 percent increase in car fleet productivity, for example, would
reduce the annual needs of new cars by approximately 10, 000 to
15, 000 cars. This would enable the railroad to save as much as
$300 million in new car purchases annually.
Achieving a more efficient utilization of the car fleet requires a more
effective system of car fleet management. Although individual railroads
have made some progress in developing better control over their car
movements, this Nation still lacks an effective national freight car
control system. Such a system has been made possible by recent
advances in communications~ computer data processing, and applied
mathematical analysis. In order to take advantage of these developments and expedite and assure the development of an effective rolling
stock scheduling and control system, the bill authorizes the Secretary
to conduct research into the design of a national rolling stock scheduling
and control system which would be capable of locating and expediting the
movement of rolling stock on a national basis.

Section-by-Section Analysis of a Bill

To amend the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, to
modernize and reform the regulation of railroads, to allow
more flexibility in establishing rates, to provide adequate
prior notice of the abandonment of rail lines, and to assist in
the financing of rail transportation and to develop a rolling
stock scheduling and control system, and for other purposes.
Sec. 1.

Cites the proposed Act as the "Railroad

Revitalization Act 11 •
Railroad Ratemaking and Abandonment

•

Sec. 2(a)(l).

Amends section 1(5) of the Act by (i)

incorporating the definition of 11 rates 11 and, with some modification,
certain ratemaking considerations now appearing in Section 15a(l)
of the Act; (ii) adding to the existing requirement that rates be
just and reasonable a provision that a compensatory rate may
not be held to be unjust or unreasonable because it is too low;
(iii) incorporating provisions from subsections 15a(2) and (3)
requiring the Commission to consider the effects of rates on the
movement of traffic and the need for adequate and efficient
railway transportation service, and prohibiting the Commission
from holding up to a particular level the rate of a carrier or
freight

fo~warder

subiect to the Act to protect the traffic of

a carrier of another mode; (iv) providing that a carrier's rate is
compensatory when it equals or exceeds the particular carrier's
variable cost of providing the specific transportation to which the
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rate applies; and (v) prohibiting rate decreases below variable
cost,

and prohibiting the Commission from disallowing a carrier's

rate increases

where the increase does not increase that rate

beyond the carrier's variable cost.
(5).

Strikes the existing paragraph (22) of section 1

of the Act (paragraph 22 is restated in paragraph 26) and adds
paragraphs (22) through (26) establishing new rail abandonment
•
procedures to ensure adequate prior notice of rail abandonments,
as follows:
(22)(a).

Within 90 days after enactment of the bill, the

Secretary of Transportation (hereafter "the Secretary"),

in

consultation with the Commission, must develop and publish
standard-s for the classification of low density railroad lines
according to their level of usage and probable economic viability.
(22)(b).

Within 90 days of the publication, each railroad

must submit to the Secretary and the Commission a schedule
of low density lines, as determined by applying the classification
standards.
(22)(c).

A car;rier may initiate an abandonment proceeding

by filing a notice with the Commission at least 90 days prior to
the proposed date of abandonment.

Unless a line has been listed

for at least 6 months on the schedule required by subparagraph (b),
it may not be abandoned if it is opposed by a user or State or
local government served by the line.

3.

(22) (d).

If the Commission permits abandonment of a line,

it must calculate the difference between the "revenue attributable
to the line" and the "cost of operating the line".
(23 ).

If a State or local agency or shipper notifies the

Commission of its intention to provide an operating subsidy
and the Commission determines that the State or local government
has or will acquire within six months the legal capacity to
provide the subsidy or that the shipper is willing and able to
provide the subsidy, it may order an additional postponement
for not more than six months to implement a subsidization plan.
If the Commission determines that the revenues for the line,
including the subsidy, are at least equal to the cost of operating
the line, the Commission must order continued operation of the
line.
(24).

The Secretary and the Commission are required

to develop within 90 days following the date of enactment of the
bill interim standards for determing the "cost of operating the
line" and "revenue attributable to the line".
recognize that "cost" means all costs,

Such standards must

including capital recovery

and a reasonable return on investment, which would change if
the line were abandoned,

and "revenue" means all revenue which
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would be lost if the line were abandoned.

The interim standards

must be adopted by the Commission and within one year +:he
Secretary, in consultation with the Commission, must develop
final standards for determining these terms and those standards
must be adopted by the Commission.
(25).

Provides that if the Commission permits abandon-

ment, it shall impose labor protection at least equal to the 4 year
protection provided in section 5 (2) (f) of the Interstate Commerce
Act.
Rate Bureau Procedures
Sec. 3 (a).
(1).

Amends section 5a of the Act by:
Amending paragraph {3) to require that all

rate bureaus maintain records of the votes of their members
on each matter voted on, and that the records of all rate bureaus
be available to public inspection through the Commission.
{2).

Renumbering the existing paragraphs (7)

through (10) as (8) through (ll) and adding a new paragraph (7)(A)
prohibiting agreements among railroad carriers that (i} permit
discussions, agreements or voting on a single -line movement;
(ii) permit carriers that do not hold themselves out to participate

in a joint movement to participate in the consideration of
rates related to the movement;
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or (iii) permit joint consideration or action protesting or seeking
to sus pend rates.

As used in paragraph (7), a "movemt..nt" is

the transport of a commodity between any two points for which
a tariff has been filed.

Paragraph 7 (B) precludes discussions,

agreements, and votes relating to across-the-board percentage
changes in freight rates three years after the enactment of
this Act except for general rate increases based solely on
increases in fuel or labor costs.
(3).

Making a conforming amendment to

(4).

Requiring every rate bureau to take final

paragraph (9).

action within 120 days on any rule,

rate,

or charge docketed

with it.
(b)

Invalidates all agreements to the extent they permit

actions prohibited by the new paragraph (7).
Intrastate Railroad Rate Proceedings
Sec. 4.

Amends section 13 of the Act by adding a new

paragraph (5) vesting the Commission with exclusive authority to
determine and prescribe an intrastate rate which is a counterpart to an approved intrastate rate if a carrier has filed with
the appropriate State agency a change in an intrastate rate,
and the State agency has not finally acted on the rate change
within 12 0 days from the filing of the rate .

6.
Suspension of Railroad Rates
Sec.

5.

Amends section 15(7) of the Act to provide that:
(1)

The Commission may initiate hearings with

respect to new rates upon complaint or upon its own initiative
and after hearing issue an appropriate order.

Hearings must

be completed within. 7 months of the date the rate was scheduled
to become effective, unless the Commission reports to the
Congress the reason it is not possible to comply with this
requirement.

If a report is made the Commission must still

complete the hearing within 10 months of the date the rate was
scheduled to go into effect.
the rate goes into effect.

If the hearing is not completed,

That rate may be later contested,

but the burden of proof shifts to the complainant.
therefore,

This section,

preserves the existing burden of proof presently

provided in the Interstate Commerce Act.
(2)

This section institutes a 4-year phasing to

allow for more rate flexibility and limits the Commission's
suspension power.

A rate may still be suspended for 7 months

(or for 10 months if the report to Congress is made) but a rate
may not be suspended on the ground that it exceeds a just and
reasonable level or that it is below a just and reasonable level
if the rate increase or decrease is within certain percentage limits.

7o/o for the first year; 12o/o for the second year; and 15o/o for the
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third year.

After the end of the third year,

rate decreases may

not be suspended for being unreasonably low and rate increases
may not be suspended if not more than 15o/o.
limits are yearly aggregates.

The percentage

This limitation upon the Commission's

sus pension power does not apply to general rate increases or
to challenges to the increase or decrease under sections 2,

3,

and 4 of the Act, but in order to suspend under these sections
or any other section the Commission must make findings similar
to those a court would have to make to issue a temporary restraining
order.

It should also be noted that the limitations upon the

Commission's suspension power does not affect the Commission's
power to make a final determination.
(3)

If the hearing involves a proposed rate increase

and the rate is not suspended pending hearing, the Commission
must require the carrier to keep an account of all amounts it
receives because of the increase, from the date the rate became
effective until an order is issued, until seven months elapse
(or ten months if the hearing is extended) whichever is sooner.
Interest must be paid by the carrier at a rate determined by
the Commission,

but in no event may the interest rate be lower

than the rate on three month government securities.
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(4)

This section provides a special procedure

for the initial consideration and subsequent consideration of
tariffs requiring large capital expenditures.

A carrier is

authorized to file a notice of intention to file a tariff when the
implementation of the tariff would require a total capital investment
of $1, 000, 000 or more by the carrier,

or a shipper or receiver,

or other interested party, individually or collectively.

The filing

must be ace ompanied by a sworn affidavit as to the investment
required.

An interested person may request a hearing,

and the

Commission must hold a hearing, but it can be an informal hearing.
Unless the Commission determines within 180 days from the date
of filing that the proposed tariff would be unlawful, the carrier may
file the tariff anytime thereafter and it may not be suspended or
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set aside as being unlawful under parts 1,

2,

3,

or 4 of the Act,

but it may be set aside if found to be noncompensatory.
(5)

After two and half years after the initiation of

the no-suspend zone, the Secretary of Transportation, in consultation
with the Commission is to make a report to Congress, indicating
the effects of the rate flexibility introduced by this Act upon the
efficiency of the national transportation system.
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Railroad Revenue Levels
Sec. 6.

Amends section 15a of the Act by repealing

all of its provisions and re-enacting certain of them in the
new section 15a and others in section 1(5) of the Act (section
2 of the bill).

Also provides that the Commission, in

determining adequacy of revenue,

shall prescribe uniform

criteria for estimating the rate of return on capital, cost
impact of changes in the general level of prices, and adequacy
of cash flow.
Prohibiting Discriminatory Taxation
'-._-

Sec.

7.

Adds a new section 26 to the Act prohibiting

the levying of discriminatory State or local property taxes on
common carriers subject to regulation by the Commission.
Uniform Cost and Revenue Accounting
Sec.

8.

Requires the Commission,

jointly with the

Secretary, to study and recommend uniform cost accounting
and revenue accounting methods for rail carriers.

The

Commission would be required to issue regulations prescribing
the uniform cost and revenue accounting methods within two
years from the date of enactment of the bill.

10.

Railroad Loan Guarantees
Sec.

9.

Authorizes the Secretary to guarantee any lender

against the loss of principal and interest on securities,

obligations,

or loans issued for the purpose of financing the acquisition,
construction, maintenance,
(i)

or development of:

track and roadbed subject to projected traffic
usage of at least 5 million gross ton-miles
per mile of road per year;

(ii)

electrical,

communication,

and power

transmission systems;
(iii)

signals;

(iv)

terminal facility modernization and
consolidation;

(v)

new and rebuilt rolling stock; and

(vi)

computer based data and information
system.

Prior to making a guarantee the Secretary must make several
findings which are designed to assure adequate protection to the
U.S. in the event of default,

and to assure that the improvements

will contribute to a more rational, efficient, and economical rail
transportation system.

In addition, the Secretary must make a

11.
finding that adequate labor protection,
been provided.

of at least 4 years, has

Different findings must be made with respect

to guarantees for ro11ing stock.

Loan guaranteed by the

Secretary pursuant to Act may be financed through the Federal
Finane ing Bank.

The guaranteed amounts outstanding at any

one time may not exceed $2, 000, 000, 000.
Railroad Restructuring
Sec. 10.

This section would authorize the Secretary to

condition the granting of loan guarantees on an agreement among
the applicants or other railroads to restructure their facilities.
Such restructuring could include merger, consolidation, sale
or acquisition of assets, and joint use of facilities.

Such

agreements would be voluntary, and the Secretary could not
require a railroad to enter into such an agreement except as
a condition for loan guarantee.
These agreements would be approved in a new two part
procedure with a new "public interest test".

The ICC in its

interpretation of Section 5 of the IC Act has hindered needed
restructuring of the railroads by failing to reach a decision within
a reasonable time and by dissipating the benefits of proposed agreements
by imposing unnecessary

third party conditions to such agreements.

This section will remedy these two defects by requiring a new
procedure for consideration of proposed agreements and new definition
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of "public interest.". Agreements will first be considered by
t}J.e Secretary in a public procedure similar to that used ::n rule
making.

Notice of the agreement will be given to the public, and

comments may be made in writing or in an informal oral hearing.
The Secretary will then initially approve the agreement which
contains the restructuring terms if it is in the public interest and
certify the agreement to the ICC.

The ICC will then have 6 months

to decide whether the agreement is in the public interest.

The

"public interest" is defined in the bill to mean that (1) the efficiency
gains of the transaction substantially outweigh any adverse effects
on competition, and (2) there is no clear and substantially less
anti-competitive transaction available.

Unless the ICC specifically

finds, by "clear and convincing evidence, " that the proposed
agreement is not in the public interest, it must approve the agreement.

The Act, in addition to its concern for the preservation

of competition, makes specific provision for the rights of labor
and shippers.

If the ICC should fail to act within the specified

time, it must certify the proceeding back to the Secretary, and the
Secretary, with the concurrence of the Attorney General, must,
on the basis of the ICC proceedings and his own information and
data, approve, modify, or reject the proposed agreement in
accordance with the public interest standard.

Both the final

decisions of the Secretary and the ICC can be appealed to the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
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Rolling Stock Scheduling and Control System
Sec. 11.

Authorizes the Secretary to promote the development

of the design of a national rolling stock scheduling and control
system, and requires the Secretary to develop recommendations
for implementing a system.

The Secretary is also required to

study, and develop recommendations for participation by individual
railroads in a national system.
National Transportation Policy
Sec. 12.

Amends the National Transportation Policy which

precedes the various parts of the Interstate Commerce Act to ·
recognize the importance of competition.

LtJ

Section-by-Section Analysis of a Bill

To amend the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, to
modernize and reform the regulation of railroads, to allow
more flexibility in establishing rates, to provide adequate
prior notice of the abandonment of rail lines, and to assist in
the financing of rail transportation and to develop a rolling
stock scheduling and control system, and for other purposes.
Sec. l.

Cites the proposed Act as the "Railroad

Revitalization Act".
Railroad Ratemaking and Abandonment
Sec. 2(a)(l).

Amends section 1(5) of the Act by (i)

incorporating the definition of"rates'' and, with some modification,
certain ratemaking considerations now appearing in Section 15a(l)
of the Act; (ii) adding to the existing requirement that rates be
just and reasonable a provision that a compensatory rate may
not be held to be unjust or unreasonable because it is too low;
(iii) incorporating provisions from subsections 15a(2) and (3)
requiring the Commission to consider the effects of rates on the
movement of traffic and the need for adequate and efficient
railway transportation service, and prohibiting the Commission
from holding up to a particular level the rate of a carrier or
freight fo;-warder subject to the Act to protect the traffic of
a carrier of another mode; (iv) providing that a carrier's rate is
compensatory when it equals or exceeds the particular carrier's
variable cost of providing the specific transportation to which the
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rate applies; and (v) prohibiting rate decreases below variable
cost, and prohibiting the Commission from disallowing a carrier's
rate increases

where the increase does not increase that rate

beyond the carrier's variable cost.
(5).

Strikes the existing paragraph (22) of section 1

of the Act (paragraph 22 is restated in paragraph 26) and adds
paragraphs (22) through (26) establishing new rail abandonment
procedures to ensure adequate prior notice of rail abandonments,
as follows:
(22)(a).

Within 90 days after enactment of the bill, the

Secretary of Transportation (hereafter "the Secretary"), in
consultation with the Commission,

must develop and publish

standards for the classification of low density railroad lines
according to their level of usage and probable economic viability.
(2 2) (b).

Within 90 days of the publication, each railroad

must submit to the Secretary and the Commission a schedule
of low density lines, as determined by applying the classification
standards.
(22)(c).

A carrier may initiate an abandonment proceeding

by filing a notice with the Commission at least 90 days prior to
the proposed date of abandonment.

Unless a line has been listed

for at least 6 months on the schedule required by subparagraph (b),
it may not be abandoned if it is opposed by a user or State or
local government served by the line.

3.

(22) (d).

If the Commission permits abandonment of a line,

it must calculate the difference between the "revenue attributable
to the line" and the "cost of operating the line",
(23 ).

If a State or local agency or shipper notifies the

Commission of its intention to provide an operating subsidy
and the Commission determines that the State or local government
has or will acquire within six months the legal capacity to
provide the subsidy or that the shipper is willing and able to
provide the subsidy,

it may order an additional postponement

for not more than six months to implement a subsidization plan.
If the Commission determines that the revenues for the line,

including the subsidy, are at least equal to the cost of operating
the line, the Commission must order continued operation of the
line.
(24 ).

The Secretary and the Commission are required

to develop within 90 days following the date of enactment of the
bill interim standards for determing the "cost of operating the
line" and "revenue attributable to the line".

Such standards must

recognize that "cost" means all costs, ·including capital recovery
and a reasonable return on investment, which would change if
the line were abandoned,

and "revenue" means all revenue which

4

would be lost if the line were abandoned.

The interim standards

must be adopted by the Commission and within one year i:he
Secretary, in consultation with the Commission, must develop
final standards for determining these terms and those standards
must be adopted by the Commission.
(25)..

Provides that if the Commission permits abandon-

ment, it shall impose labor protection at least equal to the 4 year
protection provided in section 5 (2) (f) of the Interstate Commerce
Act.
Rate Bureau Procedures
Sec. 3 (a).
(1).

Amends section Sa of the Act by:
Amending paragraph (3) to require that all

rate bureaus maintain records of the votes of their members
on each matter voted on, and that the records of all rate bureaus
be available to public inspection through the Commission.
(2).

Renumbering the existing paragraphs (7)

through (10) as (8) through (11) and adding a new paragraph (7) (A)
prohibiting agreements among railroad carriers that (i) permit
discussions, agreements or voting on a single -line movement;
(ii) permit carriers that do not hold themselves out to participate

in a joint movement to participate in the consideration of
rates related to the movement;
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or (iii) permit joint consideration or action protesting or seeking
to sus pend rates.

As used in paragraph (7), a "movemt..nt" is

the transport of a commodity between any two points for which
a tariff has been filed.

Paragraph 7(B) precludes discussions,

agreements, and votes relating to across-the-board percentage
changes in freight rates three years after the enactment of
this Act except for general rate increases based solely on
increases in fuel or labor costs.
(3).

Making a conforming amendment to

(4).

Requiring every rate bureau to take final

paragraph (9).

action within 120 days on any rule,

rate,

or charge docketed

with it.
(b)

Invalidates all agreements to the extent they permit

actions prohibited by the new paragraph (7).
Intrastate Railroad Rate Proceedings
Sec. 4.

Amends section 13 of the Act by adding a new

paragraph (5) vesting the Commission with exclusive authority to
determine and prescribe an intrastate rate which is a counterpart to an approved intrastate rate if a carrier has filed with
the appropriate State agency a change in an intrastate rate,
and the State agency has not finally acted on the rate changE)
'

within 12 0 days from the filing of the rate.

f

6.
Suspension of Railroad Rates
Sec.

5.

Amends section 15 (7) of the Act to provide that:
(1)

The Commission may initiate hearings with

respect to new rates upon complaint or upon its own initiative
and after hearing issue an appropriate order.

Hearings must

be completed within 7 months of the date the rate was scheduled
to become effective, unless the Commission reports to the
Congress the reason it is not possible to comply with this
requirement.

If a report is made the Commission must still

complete the hearing within 10 months of the date the rate was
scheduled to go into effect.
the rate goes into effect.

If the hearing is not completed,

That rate may be later contested,

but the burden of proof shifts to the complainant.
therefore,

This section,

preserves the existing burden of proof presently

provided in the Interstate Commerce Act.
(2)

This section institutes a 4-year phasing to

allow for more rate flexibility and limits the Commission's
suspension power.

A rate may still be suspended for 7 months

(or for 10 months if the report to Congress is made) but a rate
may not be suspended on the ground that it exceeds a just and
reasonable level or that it is below a just and reasonable level

if the rate increase or decrease is within certain percentage limits.
7o/o for the first year; 12% for the second year; and 15o/o for the
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third year.

After the end of the third year,

rate decreases may

not be suspended for being unreasonably low and rate increases
may not be suspended if not more than 15o/o.
limits are yearly aggregates.

The percentage

This limitation upon the Commission's

sus pension power does not apply to general rate increases or
to challenges to the increase or decrease under sections 2, 3,
and 4 of the Act, but in order to suspend under these sections
or any other section the Commission must make findings similar
to those a court would have to make to issue a temporary restraining
order.

It should also be noted that the limitations upon the

Commission's suspension power does not affect the Commission's
power to make a final determination.
(3)

If the hearing involves a proposed rate increase

and the rate is not suspended pending hearing, the Commission
must require the carrier to keep an account of all amounts it
receives because of the increase, from the date the rate became
effective until an order is issued, until seven months elapse
(or ten months if the hearing is extended) whichever is sooner.
Interest must be paid by the carrier at a rate determined by
the Commission,

but in no event may the interest rate be lower

than the rate on three month government securities.

8
(4)

This section provides a special procedure

for the initial consideration and subsequent consideration of
tariffs requiring large capital expenditures.

A carrier is

authorized to file a notice of intention to file a tariff when the
implementation of the tariff would require a total capital investment
of $1, 000, 000 or more by the carrier,

or a shipper or receiver,

or other interested party, individually or collectively.

The filing

must be accompanied by a sworn affidavit as to the investment
required.

An interested person may request a hearing,

Commission must hold a hearing,

and the

but it can be an informal hearing.

Unless the Commission determines within 180 days from the date
of filing that the proposed tariff would be unlawful, the carrier may
file the tariff anytime thereafter and it may not be suspended or
set aside as being unlawful under parts 1,

2,

3, or 4 of the Act,

but it may be set aside if found to be noncompensatory.
(5)

After two and half years after the initiation of

the no-suspend zone, the Secretary of Transportation, in consultation
with the Commission is to make a report to Congress, indicating
the effects of the rate flexibility introduced by this Act upon the
efficiency of the national transportation system.

9

Railroad Revenue Levels
Sec. 6.

Amends section 15a of the Act by repealing

all of its provisions and re-enacting certain of them in the
new section 15a and others in section 1(5) of the Act (section
2 of the bill).

Also provides that the Commission, in

determining adequacy of revenue,

shall prescribe uniform

criteria for estimating the rate of return on capital, cost
impact of changes in the general level of prices, and adequacy
of cash flow.
Prohibiting Discriminatory Taxation
Sec.

7.

Adds a new section 26 to the Act prohibiting

the levying of discriminatory State or local property taxes on
common carriers subject to regulation by the Commission.
Uniform Cost and Revenue Accounting
Sec.

8.

Requires the Commission, jointly with the

Secretary, to study and recommend uniform cost accounting
and revenue accounting methods for rail carriers.

The

Commission would be required to issue regulations prescribing
the uniform cost and revenue accounting methods within two
years from the date of enactment of the bill.

10.

Railroad Loan Guarantees
Sec.

Authorizes the Secretary to guarantee any lender

9.

against the loss of principal and interest on securities,

obligations,

or loans issued for the purpose of financing the acquisition,
construction, maintenance,
(i)

or development of:

track and roadbed subject to projected traffic
usage of at least 5 million gross ton-miles
per mile of road per year;

(ii)

electrical,

communication,

and power

transmission systems;
(iii)

signals;

(iv)

terminal facility modernization and
consolidation;

(v)

new and rebuilt rolling stock; and

(vi)

computer based data and information
system.

Prior to making a guarantee the Secretary must make several
findings which are designed to assure adequate protection to the
U.S. in the event of default,

and to assure that the improvements

will contribute to a more rational, efficient, and economical rail
transportation system.

In addition, the Secretary must make a

11.
finding that adequate labor protection, of at least 4 years, has
been provided.

Different findings must be made with respect

to guarantees for rolling stock.

Loan guaranteed by the

Secretary pursuant to Act may be financed through the Federal
Financing Bank.

The guaranteed amounts outstanding at any

one time may not exceed $2, 000, 000, 000.
Railroad Restructuring
Sec. 10.

This section would authorize the Secretary to

condition the granting of loan guarantees on an agreement among
the applicants or other railroads to restructure their facilities.
Such restructuring could include merger, consolidation, sale
or acquisition of assets, and joint use of facilities.

Such

agreements would be voluntary, and the Secretary could not
require a railroad to enter into such an agreement except as
a condition for loan guarantee.
These a.greements would be approved in a new two part
procedure with a new "public interest test".

The ICC in its

interpretation of Section 5 of the IC Act has hindered needed
restructuring of the railroads by failing to reach a decision within
a reasonable time and by dissipating the benefits of proposed agreements
by imposing unnecessary

third party conditions to such agreements.

This section will remedy these two defects by requiring a new
procedure for consideration of proposed agreements and new definition

12

of "public interest."

.

Agreements will first be considered by

the Secretary in a public procedure similar to that used :n rule
making.

Notice of the agreement will be given to the public, and

comments may be made in writing or in an informal oral hearing.
The Secretary will then initially approve the agreement which
contains the restructuring terms if it is in the public interest and
certify the agreement to the ICC.

The ICC will then have 6 months

to decide whether the agreement is in the public interest.

The

"public interest" is defined in the bill to mean that (1) the efficiency
gains of the transaction substantially outweigh any adverse effects
on competition, and (2) there is no clear and substantially less
anti-competitive transaction available.
finds,

by

11

Unless the ICC specifically

clear and convincing evidence,

11

that the proposed

agreement is not in the public interest, it must approve the agreement.

The Act, in addition to its concern for the preservation

of competition, makes specific provision for the rights of labor
and shippers.

If the ICC should fail to act within the specified

time, it must certify the proceeding back to the Secretary, and the
Secretary, with the concurrence of the Attorney General, must,
on the basis of the ICC proceedings and his own information and
data, approve, modify,

or reject the proposed agree·ment in

accordance with the public interest standard.

Both the final

decisions of the Secretary and the ICC can be appealed to the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
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Rolling StocK Scheduling and Control System
Sec. 11.

Authorizes the Secretary to promote the development

of the design of a national rolling stock scheduling and control
system, and requires the Secretary to develop recommendations
for implementing a system.

The Secretary is also required to

study, and develop recommendations for participation by individual
railroads in a national system.
National Transportation Policy
Sec. 12.

Amends the National

Transpor~ation

Policy which

precedes the various parts of the Interstate Commerce Act to
recognize the importance of competition.

1.1

A BILL
To amend the Interstate Commerce Act, as amended, to
modernize and reform the regulation of railroads, to allow
more flexibility in establishing rates, to provide adequate
prior notice of the abandonment of rail lines, and to assist in
the financing of rail transportation, to develop a rolling stock
scheduling and control system, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

That

this Act may be cited as the "Railroad Revitalization Act 1 ;a·

Railroad Ratemaking and Abandonment
Sec. 2.

(a)

Section 1 of the Interstate Commerce Act

(49 U.S. C. 1) is amended by: (1) deleting the present paragraph
(5) and substituting in its place the following:
"(S)(a)
rate, fare,

As used in this section, the term

1

rate

1

means

charge, and _any classification, regulation,

or practice relating thereto.
"(b)

Each rate for a service rendered or to be rendered

in the transportation of passengers or property,
therewith,

shall be just and reasonable,

or in connection

and every unjust and

unreas enable rate is prohibited and declared to be unlawful.
rate that is compensatory may not be found to be unjust or
unreasonable on the basis that it is too low.

A

2

"(c)

In exercising its power to prescribe just and

reasonable rates, the Commission shall give due consideration
to the effect of rates on the movement of traffic by the carrier
for which the rates are prescribed, .and to the need in the public
interest of adequate and efficient railway transportation service
at the lowest cost consistent with the furnishing of the service.
The Commission may not hold the rate of a carrier of one mode
up to a particular level to protect the traffic of a carrier of another
mode, if the rate proposed by the carrier is compensatory.

Where,

after hearing, the Commission finds any rate to be non-compensatory
and unlawful,

it may order that rate to be increased but by only

so much as will make the unlawful rate compensatory.
"(d)

A carrier's rate is deemed to be compensatory when

it equals or exceeds the carrier's variable cost of providing the
specific transportation to which the rate applies.

In determining

whether a rate on traffic moving over lines receiving an operating
subsidy pursuant to paragraph (23) of this section is compensatory,
the Commission shall take into account the compensation received
from the subsidy. · ·
"(e)

In any proceeding instituted upon complaint to

determine the lawfulness of a rate, the Commission may not approve a
carrier's proposed rate decrease which is belo.v the carrier's variable

3

cost of providing the specific transportation to which the rate applies.
and the Commission may not disallow a carrier's proposed rate
increase where the increase does not raise the rate above the
carrier's variable cost of providing the specific transportation.
(2)

striking paragraph (22) thereof and adding the following

new paragraphs:
"(22) (a)

In order to provide advance notice to users and

State and local governments of those ·lines of railroad which a
carrier may seek to abandon because of their low traffic density,
the Secretary,

in consultation with the Commission, shall develop

and publish, within ninety days after enactment of this paragraph,
standards for the classification of railroad lines according to
their level of usage and probable economic viability.

The Secretary,

in consultation with the Commission, may revise the standards
thereafter as necessary to improve the accuracy of classification.
In dete.tmining 'level of usage' and 'probable economic viability'
for purposes of classification, the Secretary shall take into account
such economic, operational,

service, and other factors,

as

appropriate, and may make allowance for variations in these factors
among the various regions of the country and among individual
railroads or groups of railroads.
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11 (b)

Within ninety days after publication of the standards

for the classification of railroad lines, each railroad shall analyze
its rail system in accordance with the standards and prepare
and file with the Secretary and the Commission a full and complete
schedule of its low density lineso

The schedule shall be prepared,

filed and kept current in accordance with procedures prescribed
by the Secretary, in consultation with the Commission.
11 (c)

A carrier may initiate an abandonment proceeding

._rby filing a notice with the Commission at least ninety days prior
to the proposed date of abandonment of a line of railroad,

or

the operation thereof, and certifying that the notice has been-11(1)

served by certified mail upon the Governor

of each State in which all or any portion of the line
of railroad or the operation thereof is proposed to
be abandoned;
11 (2)

served by certified mail on all carriers,

shippers and receivers who have used the line in the
preceding eighteen months;
11

(3)

posted in every station on the line of

railroad; and
11

(4)

published for three consecutive weeks in

a newspaper of general circulation in each county in
or through which said line of railroad operates.

5

For all abandonment applications filed after one year from the
date of enactment of this subparagraph (c), unless at the time
the notice of abandonment is

fil~d

a line of railroad sought to

be abandoned has been listed for at least six months on the
schedule prescribed in subparagraph {b) of this paragraph, a
carrier may not abandon all or any portion of the line,

or

operation thereof, if the abandonment is opposed either by a
person who has used the service provided thereon or which
has operated over such line during the twelve months preceding
the date of filing of the abandonment application,
county,

or by a State,

or municipality served by the line.
11

(d)

Where an application for abandonment of a line of

railroad has been considered by the Commission and the
Commission determines that public convenience and necessity
permits abandonment of the line, upon application by an interested
party it shall determine the extent to which the revenue attributable
to the line or operations in question .of· the applicant or applicants
covers the cost of operating the line .of the applicant or applicants
and the amount of subsidy needed to require continued operation
under subparagraph (23) of this paragraph.

6
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(23)

If the Commission determines that the public

convenience and necessity permit the abandonment of a line of
railroad,

or operation thereof, the Governor of any State or

the authorized representative of any local governing authority in
which all or a portion of the line is located,
receivers of traffic over the line may,

or the shippers or

prior to the effective date

of the Commission's order, notify the Commission and the railroad
of their intention,

individually or collectively, to provide an

operating subsidy to the railroad to assure a continuation of service.
If the Commission determines that the State or local government

has,

or is likely to acquire within a six-month period, the legal

capacity to provide an operating subsidy,

or in the case of

shippers or receivers, that they are willing and able to provide
the subsidy,

it may order an additional postponement of the

abandonment for not more than six months to implement a
subsidization plan.

If the Commission determines that the revenues

attributable to the line including the subsidy are equal to or exceed
the cost of operating the line, it shall order continued operation
of the line thereafter on the condition that the subsidy is provided.
11

(24) (a)

Within ninety days following the date of enactment

of this title the Secretary shall, after consultation with the
Commission, develop interim standards for determining the 'cost

7

of operating the line

1

and the 'revenue attributable to the line 1

as those terms are used in this section.

The Commission shall

promptly adopt and promulgate these interim standards.

Within

one year following the date of enactment of this title, the
Secretary shall, after consultation with the Commission, develop
final standards for determining these terms.

The final standards

shall be adopted and promulgated by the Commission within thirty
days of their receipt and shall be revised from time to time as
the Secretary and the Commission may agree.
"(b)

The standards shall be develped in accordance with

the following definitions and guidelines 11
11

(A)

the 'cost of operating the line' means all of

the applicant's costs (including capital recovery and a
reasonable return on investment) which may change or be
avoided as a result of a decision to abandon the line,

over

a period of time long enough to allow all the cost effects
of the abandonment to be realized;
11

(B)

the 'revenue attributable to the line 1 means

all revenues which would be lost for the applicant if the
line were abandoned;
"(C)

the standards shall not place an unreasonable

accounting burden on the railroads; and
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"(D)

the standards shall permit the separation of

cost and revenue between the railroad operating the line
to be abandoned and other railroads participating in the
traffic originating or terminating on the line.
"(25)

If the Commission determines that the public

convenience and necessity permit the abandonment of a line of
railroad,

or operations there of and if the issuance of the certificate

may affect interests of railroad employees, the Commission shall
impose a fair and equitable arrangement for the protection of
such employees containing benefits no less than those established
pursuant to Section 5 (2) (f) of this Act.
"(26)

The authority of the Commission conferred by

subparagraphs (18) through (22) of this section shall not apply to
the construction, acquisition,
team,

switching,

within one State,

or abandonment of spur, industrial,

or side tracks,
or of street,

located or to be located wholly

suburban,

or interurban electric

railways, which are not operated as a part or parts of a general
railroad system of transportation.
"(2 7) (a)

Any construction,

operation,

or abandonment

contrary to the provisions of subparagraphs (18),

(19),

(20),

or (22)

of this section may be enjoined by any United States district court
of competent jurisdiction at the suit of the United States, the
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State or States affected,

or any party in interest; and any carrier

which,

officer,

or any director,

lessee, agent,

receiver,

operating trustee,

or person, acting for or employed by such carrier,

who, knowingly authorizes' consents to,

or permits any violation

of the provisions of subparagraphs (18),

(19),

(20),

or (22) of this

section shall be subject to a civil penalty of not more than $5, 000
for each violation.
11

(b)

Applications for abandonment filed with the

Commission before the date of enactment of this Act,

shall be

governed by the provisions of section 1 of the Interstate Commerce
Act (49 U.S. C. 1) in effect on the date of the application, except
that the issuance of a certificate authorizing abandonment may
be stayed pursuant to the provisions of section (23) as enacted
in subsection (2) of this section.
Rate Bureau Procedures
Sec. 3.
(49 U.S. C.

(a)

Section Sa of the Interstate Commerce Act

5b) is amended by (1) amending paragraph (3) to

read as follows:
11

(3)

Each conference, bureau, committee,

or other

organization of railroad carriers established or continued pursuant
to an agreement approved by the Commission under the provisions

10.

of this section shall maintain records of the votes of its members
on each matter voted on.
files,

memoranda,

It shall maintain such other accounts,

or other records,

as the Commission may require.

and submit such reports,

The records of each organization

shall be subject to inspection by the Commission and shall be
made available to the public through the Commission.";
(2)

renumbering paragraphs (7) through (10) as (8) through

(ll) and adding a new paragraph to read as follows:
'' (7) (A)

The Commission may not approve under

this section any agreement among railroad carriers that (i) permits
participation in discussions,
classifications,
movements,

agreements or voting on rates,

fares,

allowances or charges relating to single-line

(ii) permits any carrier not holding itself out to

participate in a particular ioint line or interline movement to
participate in discussion-;;,
classifications, divisions,

agreements,
allowances,

or voting on rates,

fares,

or charges relating to

that movement; or (iii) provides for or establishes procedures for
joint consideration or other action protesting or otherwise seeking
the suspension of any rate, fare,
11

(B)

or charge.

After three years from the date o£ the enactment

of this paragraph, the Commission may not approve under this

11

section any agreement among railroad carriers that permits
participation in discussions,

agreements,

or voting on rates

which are of general applicability to all or substantially all
classes of traffic.

This paragraph, however,

shall not apply

to rate changes of general applicability which are based solely
on regional or national increases in fuel or labor costs.
(3)

striking

11

(4),

(5),

inserting in lieu thereof "(4),

or (6)" in paragraph (9) and
(5),

(6),

or (7)"; striking "(9)"

in paragraph (10) and inserting "(10) 11 in lieu thereof; and
(4)

adding a new paragraph (12) to read as follows:
"(12)(a)

A railroad conference, bureau, committee

or other organization established or continued pursuant to any
agreement approved under this section,
upon a rule,

rate,

shall take final action

or charge docketed with it within one hundred

and twenty days from the date of docketing.
(b)

11

Any agreement in effect on the date of enactment

of this paragraph which permits an action prohibited by
section 5a (7) (A) of this Act,

and any agreement in effect three

years after the date of the enactment of this paragraph which
permits an action prohibited by section 5a(7)(B) of this Act is null
and void to the extent it permits the prohibited action,

and any

prohibited action taken under that agreement is subject to the
antitrust laws.

11
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Intrastate Railroad Rate Proceedings
Sec. 4.

Section 13 of the Interstate Commerce Act

(49 U.S. C. 13) is amended by (a) striking the proviso in paragraph
4 and the colon preceding the proviso,

(b) inserting a period in

place of the colon, and by (c) adding a new paragraph (5) to read
as follows:
"(5)

The Commission shall have exclusive authority,

upon application to it, to determine and prescribe intrastate rates
if (i) a carrier has filed with an appropriate administrative or

regulatory body of a State a change in an intrastate rate,
or charge,

or a change in a classification,

regulation,

fare,

or practice

that has the effect of changing the rate,

fare,

the purpose of adjusting the rate,

or charge to the rate

charged on

fare,

or charge,

for

similar traffic moving in interstate or foreign commerce;

and (ii) the State administrative or regulatory body has not acted
finally within one hundred and twenty days from the date of the filing
of the change in the intrastate rates hereunder.

Notice of the

application to the Commission shall be served on the appropriate
State administrative or regulatory body.

The Commission shall

determine and prescribe the rate thereafter to be charged according
to the standards set forth in paragraph (4) of this section.

The

provisions of this paragraph shall apply notwithstanding the laws
or constitution of any State,

or the pendency of any proceeding before
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any State court or other State authority.

11

Suspension of Railroad Rates
Sec.

5.

(a)

Section 15(7) of the Interstate Commerce Act

(49 U.S. C. 15 (7)) is amended to read as follows:
"(7)(a)

Whenever a schedule is filed with the Commission

stating a new individual or joint rate, fare,
new individual or joint classification,
affecting a rate, fare,

or charge, or a

regulation,

or practice

or charge, the Commission may order a

hearing concerning the lawfulness of the rate, fare, charge,
classification,

regulation,

or practice.

ordered upon complaint and,

The hearing may be

if so ordered, without answer or

other formal pleading by the interested carrier or carriers,
but with reasonable notice.

The hearings must be completed

and a final decision rendered by the Commission not later than
7 months after the rate was scheduled to become effective, unless
prior to the expiration of such period, the Commission reports
in writing to the Congress that it is unable to render a decision
within that period, with a full explanation of the reason for the
delay.

If such a report is made to the Congress, the final decision

shall be made not later than 10 months after the rate was scheduled
to become effective.

If the Commission•s final decision is not made

within the applicable time period, the rate, fare,
regulation,

or practice

charge, classification,

shall go into effect immediately or if it is
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already in effect,
fare,

remain in effect.

charge, classification,

Therefore such a rate,

regulation,

or practice may be set

aside thereafter by the Commission if upon complaint of an
interested party the Commission finds the rate,
classification,

regulation,

fare,

or practice to be unlawful.

charge,
In a

proceeding pursuant to the preceding sentence, the burden of
proof shall be upon the complainant.
11

(7) (b)

Pending a hearing instituted upon complaint,

the schedule may be suspended for seven months beyond the
time when it would otherwise go into effect,

or for ten months

if the Commission reports to Congress pursuant to paragraph
(7) (a), except under the following conditions:

(i) in the case of

a rate increase, a rate may not be suspended on the ground
that it exceeds a just and reasonable level if the rate is within
a limit specified in paragraph (7) (c) except that such a rate
change may be suspended under sections 2,

3, and 4 of the Act

pending the determination of its lawfulness; (ii) in the case of a
rate decrease,

a rate may not be suspended on the ground that

it is below a just adn reasonable level if the rate is within a
limit specified in paragraph (7) (c) except that such a rate change may
be suspended under sections 2,

3, and 4 of the Act pending the
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determination of its lawfulness.

In addition, the Commission

may not sus pend a rate under any section of this part U'lles s a
complaint is filed, and the complainant establishes and the
Commission finds that, without suspension the proposed rate change
will cause immediate and irreparable injury to the complainant,
that the complainant is likely to prevail on the merits, and
that suspension is in the public interest.

Nothing contained in

this paragraph shall be deemed to establish a presumption that
any rate increase or decrease in excess of the limits set forth
in paragraph (7) (c) is unlawful or should be suspended.
"(7)(c)
--.....

The limiations upon the Commission's power to

suspend rate changes set forth in paragraph (7)(b)(i) and (ii)
apply only to rate changes which are not of general applicability
to all or substantially all classes of traffic and only when:
"(i)

the rate increase or decrease is filed within one

year of the date of enactment of this subparagraph; the carrier
notifies the Commission that it wishes to have the rate considered
pursuant to this subparagraph; the increase or decrease is not more
than 7% of the rate in effect on the date of enactment; and, the
aggregate of all increases or decreases in the rate sought pursuant
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to this subparagraph do not exceed 7o/o of the rate in effect on
the date of enactment; or
11

(ii)

the rate increase or decrease is filed within

the period commencing one year after the date of enactment of
this subparagraph and ending two years after the date of enactment;
the carrier notifies the Commission that it wishes to have the
rate considered pursuant to this subparagraph; the increase or
decrease is not more than 12o/o of the rate in effect on the last
day of the first year following the date of enactment; and, the
aggregate of all increases or decreases in the rate sought pursuant
to this subparagraph do not exceed 12o/o of the rate in effect on
the last day of the first year following the date of enactment; or
11

(iii)

the rate increase or decrease is filed within

the period commencing two years after the date of enactment of
this subparagraph and ending three years after the date of enactment;
the carrier notifies the Commission that it wishes to have the
rate considered pursuant to this subparagraph; the increase or
decrease is not more than 15o/o of the rate in effect on the last day
of the second year following the date of enactment; and, the aggregate
of all increases or decreases in the rate under this subparagraph
do not exceed 15o/o of the rate in effect on the last day of the second
year following the date of enactment; or
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11

(iv)

the rate increase is filed after three years

have elapsed from the date of enactment of this subpara;;raph;
the carrier notifies the Commission that it wishes to have the
rate considered pursuant to this subparagraph; and the increase
is not more than 15% of the rate in effect on the date of annual
anniversary of the enactment of this subparagraph which immediately
precedes the filing and the aggregate of all increases sought
pursuant to this subparagraph since the date of that anniversary
do not exceed 15%; or
11

(v)

the rate decrease is filed after three years

have elapsed from the date of enactment of this subparagraph
regardless of the percentage of change.
11

(7) (d)

If a hearing of a proposed increased rate, fare or

charge is initiated and the schedule is not suspended pending
hearing, the Commission shall require the carrier to keep an
account of all amounts received because of the increase from
the date the rate became effective until an order issues, until
seven months elapse, or if the hearings are extended pursuant
to paragraph (7)(a), until ten months elapse, whichever is sooner.
The account shall specify by whom and in whose behalf the amounts
are paid.

In its final order, the Commission shall require the

carrier to refund, with interest at a rate determined by the
Commission, but in no event less than the average market yield
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on the day of the filing of outstanding marketable securities of
the United States with remaining periods of maturity of three
months, to the persons in whose behalf the amounts were paid,
that portion of the increased rate or change found to be not
justified.

With respect to any proposed decreased rate or

charge which is suspended, if the decrease or any part of it
is ultimately found to be lawful, the carrier may refund any
part of the portion of the decreased rate found justified provided
it

makes such a refund available on an equal basis to all

shippers who participated in that rate according to the relative
amounts of
11

(7) (e)

tr~ffic

moving at that rate.

Except as otherwise specifically provided, at

any hearing under this subsection, the burden of proof is on
the carrier :to show that the proposed changed rate, fare,
charge, classification,

rule,

regulation,

or practice is compensatory,

just and reasonal:>le, and the Commission shall give to the hearing
and decision of the question preference over all other questions
pending before it and decide the same as speedily as possible.
"(f)

Notwithstanding any other provisions of law,

a

carrier under this part may file with the Commission a notice of
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intention to file a schedule stating a new rate, fare, charge,
classification, regulation or practice whenever the imple·"l'entation
of the proposed schedule would require a total capital investment
of one million dollars ($1, 000, 000} or more, individually or
collectively by the carrier, or a shipper or receiver or agent
thereof,

or an interested third party.

The filing shall be accompanied

by a sworn affidavit setting forth in detail the anticipated capital
investment upon which it is based.

Any interested person may

request the Commission to investigate the schedule proposed to
be filed and the Commission shall hold a hearing, but the hearing
may be informal, and without answer or other formal pleading
but with sufficient notice.

Unless prior to the one hundred and

eightieth day following the filing of the notice the Commission has
determined, after hearing, that the proposed schedule, or any part
thereof, would be unlawful, the carrier may file the schedule
anytime thereafter to become effective after thirty days' notice.
The schedule may not, for a period of five years after its effective
date, be suspended or set aside as being unlawful under sections 1,
2, 3, or 4 of this Act, except that it may be suspended or set
aside after that date if the rate prescribed therein is found to be
not compensatory.
(b)

The Secretary of Transportation shall, in consultation

with the Commission study the effect of the foregoing amendments
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to section 15 (7) on the development of an efficient railroad system.
The study shall ihclude an analysis of the effects of the provisions
upon shippers and upon carriers of all modes and include proposals
for further regulatory and legislative. changes if necessary.

The

Commission shall gather all data relating to the study as requested
by the Secretary, and make such data available to the Secretary.
The Secretary shall transmit results of such study to Congress
within 30 months after the enactment of these amendments.
Railroad Revenue Levels
Sec. 6.

Section 15a of the Interstate Commerce Act

(49 U.S. C. 15a) is amended to read as follows:
"Sec. 15a.

In carrying out its responsibilities under this

part, the Commission shall give due consideration to the need
for revenues sufficient to enable the carriers, under honest,
economical, and efficient management, to provide adequate and
efficient railway transportation service.

In determining the adequacy

of revenues, the Commission shall prescribe uniform methods
and criteria for estimating the rate of return based on costs of
capital and risk, the cost impact of changes in the general level
of prices and wages, and the adequacy of cash flow."
·Prohibiting Discriminatory Taxation
Section 7.

Sections 26 and 27 of the Interstate Commerce

Act (49 U.S. C. 27) are redesignated as sections 2 7 and 28
and a new section 26 is added to read as follows:
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"Sec. 26.

(1)

"(a)

As used in this section--

The term 'assessment jurisdiction 1 means a

geographical area, such as a State or a county,

city or township

within a State, which is a unit for purposes of determining
assessed value of property for ad valorem taxation.
"(b)

The term 'transportation property' means

transportation property, as defined in the regulations of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, that is owned or used by
tf'

any common or contract carrier subject to economic regulation
under parts I, II, III,

or IV of this Act or by The National Railroad

Passenger Corporation.
"(c)

The term 'commercial and industrial property'

means property devoted to a commercial or industrial use,
but does not include transportation property or land used primarily
for agricultural purposes or primarily for the purpose of growing
timber.
"(d)

The term 'all other property' means all

property, real or personal, other than transportation property
or land used primarily for agricultural purposes or primarily
for the purpose of growing timber.

..........
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11

(2)

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 202(b) of this

Act, the following actions by any State,

or subdivision or agency

thereof, whether taken pursuant to a constitutional provision,
statute, administrative order or practice,

or otherwise,

constitute

an unreasonable and unjust discrimination against, and an undue
burden upon interstate commerce and are prohibited:
11

(a)

the assessment, for purposes of a property

tax levied by any taxing district,

of transportation property

at a value which, as a ratio of the true market value of
the property, is higher than the ratio of assessed value
to true market value of all other industrial and commercial
property which is in the assessment jurisdiction in which
is included the taxing district, and which is subject to a
property tax levy;
11

(b)

the collection of any ad valorem property tax

on transportation property at a tax rate higher than the
tax rate generally applicable to all other commercial and
industrial property in the taxing district;
"(c)

the collection of any tax on the portion of

an assessment which is prohibited; and
11

(d)

the imposition of any other tax which results

in discriminatory treatment of a carrier subject to the
Interstate Commerce Act.
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"(3)

.If the ratio of assessed value to true market value

of all other commercial and industrial property in the assessment
jurisdiction cannot be established through the random-sampling
method known as a •sales assessment ratio study 1 ,

conducted

in accordance with statistical principles applicable to that study,
then the following actions are also prohibited:
11

(a)

the assessment of transportation property

at a value which, as a ratio of the true market value
of the property, is higher than the ratio of assessed
value to true market value of all other property which
is in the assessment jurisdiction in which is included
t•

the taxing district, and which is subject to a property
tax levy; or
11

(b)

the collection of an ad valorem property

tax on transportation property at a tax rate higher than the
tax rate generally applicable to all other property in
the taxing district.
11

(4)

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1341, title

United States Code,

28,

or of the constitution or laws of any State, the

district courts of the United States shall have jurisdiction to issue
such writs of injunction or other property process, mandatory or
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otherwise, as may be necessary to restrain any State, or subdivision or agency thereof,

or any persons from violatin:5 the

prohibitions of this section, except that relief may not be granted
hereunder unless the assessed value as a percentage of true value
of the transportation property exceeds by at least 5 per centum the
assessed value as a percentage of true value of other commercial
and industrial property or all other property, as the case may be,
in the assessment jurisdiction.

The jurisdiction of the district

courts shall not be exclusive of that which any Federal or State
court may otherwise have.
'' (5)

This section shall not becorne effective until three

years after the date of its enac tme:-11:.
Uniform Cost and Revenue Accounting
Sec. 8.

The Commis sian shall,

jointly with the Secretary

of Transportation, study and recommend uniform cost accounting
and uniform revenue accounting methods for rail carriers.

Within

two years from the effective date of this section, the Commission
shall issue regulations prescribing the recommended uniform cost
accounting and uniform revenue accounting methods.

In their study

and recommendations, the Commission and the Secretary shall give
due consideration to all items and factors (including the cost of
capital) presently used in the ascertainment of costs for ratemaking
purposes which they deem relevant to the determination of variable
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cost; and they shall consult with and solicit the views of other
agencies and departments of the Federal Government,
representatives of the carriers, their employees,

and the

shippers,

and the public.
Railroad Loan Guarantees
Sec.
11

9(a)

For the purposes of sections 9 and 10,

Secretary" means the Secretary of Transportation except where

otherwise specifically provided.

The Secretary is authorized,

on such terms and conditions as he may prescribe, and with the
approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, to guarantee any
lender timely payment of principal and interest on securities,
obligations or loans, including refinancings thereof, issued for the
purpose of financing acquisitions or improvements specified
in subsection (d) of this section.
security,
thereof,

obligation,

The maturity date of any

or loan, including all extensions and renewals

shall not be later than 30 years from its date of issuance,

nor be later than the end of the useful life of any asset to be
financed by the security,

obligation,

or loan.

The Secretary may

prescribe and collect a reasonable annual guarantee fee and such
additional fees as may be required in his judgment to cover
expenses under the program authorized by this section.
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(b)

All guarantees entered into by the Secretary under

this section shall constitute general obligations of the Cnited
States of America backed by the full faith and credit of the
Government of the United States of America.
(c)

Any guarantee made by the Secretary under this

section shall not be terminated,

cancelled or otherwise revoked;

shall be conclusive evidence that such guarantee complies fully
with the provisions of this section and of the approval and legality
of the principal amount, interest rate, and all other terms of
the securities,

obligations,

or loans and of the guarantee; and

shall be valid and incontestable in the hands of a holder of a
guaranteed security,

obligation,

or loan, except for fraud or

material misrepresentation on the part of such holder.
(d)

The loan guarantees authorized by subsection (a)

of this section may be made for the purpose of financing the acquisition,
construction, maintenance,

or development of the following facilities

and equipment used in the rendering of rail transportation services:
(i)

track,

roadbed and related structures subject

to projected traffic usage of at least 5 million
gross ton-miles per mile of road per year;
(ii)

electrical, communication, and power

transmission systems;
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(iii)

(ii)

signals;

the prospective earning power of the borrower

together with the character and value of the security
pledged, furnish reasonable assurance that the borrower
will be able to repay the loan within the time fixed
and afford reasonable protection to the United States
in the event of a default;
(iii)

the activity to be financed under the guarantee

will enhance the efficiency of rail operations;
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(iv)

the prospective borrower has demonstrated to

the satisfaction of the Secretary that credit is not
otherwise available on reasonable terms;
(v)

the interest rate on the obligation to be

guaranteed is a reasonable rate, taking into consideration
the range of interest rates prevailing in the private
market for similar obligations, and the risks assumed
by the Federal government; and
(vi)

there has been provided for the protection of

the interests of railroad employees which may be
affected thereby, a fair and equitable arrangement
containing benefits no less than those required by and
established pursuant to Section 5(2)(£) of the Interstate
Commerce Act.
{2)

The Secretary may not make a guarantee for the

purpose of improving track or terminal facilities unless he also
finds that the proposed improvements will contribute to the
establishment of a rational, efficient, and economical national rail
transportation system.
(3)

The Secretary may not make a guarantee (a) for

the purpose of the acquisition or rebuilding of rolling stock and TOFC
unless he- finds that --
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(i)

the acquisition or rebuilding is justified

by the present and future need for rolling
stock; and
(ii)

the probable value of the rolling stock or TOFC

will provide reasonable protection to the
United States in the event of a default;
{b)

for the purpose of the acquisition of an information

or data system unless he finds that the proposed acquisition of the
information or data system is consistent with the purposes of
section ll of this Act.
(4)

In making a guarantee for any of the purposes specified

in subsection {d), the Secretary shall also take into account,
the return on investment of the improvement for which a guarantee
is sought, the potential for intermodal connections and substitutions
and for improved utilization of freight cars, the relationship of
the proposed improvement to other improvement plans of the
borrower, the contribution of the improvement to improved rail
transportation service both for passengers and for shippers, and
the contribution of the improvement to the efficiency of the
borrower.
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(f)

The Secretary may prescribe, as he deems necessary

and appropriate,

rules and regulations for the administration

of this section.
(g)

In order to reduce the cost of borrowing under this

section and to assure that the borrowings are financed in a
manner least disruptive of private financial markets and
institutions, the Secretary may enter into agreements with the
Federal Financing Bank under which the Federal Financing Bank
may purchase obligations issued by the borrower and guaranteed
by the Secretary.
(h)

There is hereby created within the Treasury a

separate fund (hereafter in this section called "the fund') which
shall be available to the Secretary without fiscal year limitation
as a revolving fund for the purpose of this section.

The total

of any guarantees made from the fund in any fiscal year shall
not exceed limitations specified in appropriations Acts.

A

business -type budget for the fund shall be prepared, transmitted
to the Congress,

considered, and enacted in the manner prescribed

by law (sections 102, 103, and 104 of the Government Corporation
Control Act (31 U.S. C.
corporations.

847-849) for wholly-owned Government
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(i) (1)

There are authorized to be appropriated to the

fund from time to time such amounts as may be necessary to
provide capital for the fund.

All amounts received by the

Secretary as payments, fees, and any other moneys, property,
or assets derived by him from his operations in connection with
this section shall be deposited in the fund.
(2)

All guarantees, expenses, and payments pursuant to

operations of the Secretary under this section shall be paid from
the fund.

From time to time, and at least at the close of each

fiscal year, the Secretary shall pay from the fund into Treasury
as miscellaneous receipts interest on the cumulative amount of
appropriations available as capital to the fund, less the average
undisbursed cash balance in the fund during the year.

The

rate of such interest shall be determined by the Secretary of
the Treasury.

However, such rate shall not be less than a

rate determined by taking into consideration the average market
yield during the month preceding each fiscal year on outstanding
marketable obligations of the United States with remaining periods
to maturity comparable to the average maturity of loans guaranteed
from the fund.

Interest payments may be deferred with the approval

of the Secretary of the Treasury, but any interest payments so
deferred shall themselves bear interest.

If at any time the Secretary
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determines that moneys in the fund exceed the present and any
reasonably prospective future requirements of the funds,

such

excess may be transferred to the general fund of the Treasury.
(j)

If at any time the moneys available in the fund are

insufficient to enable the Secretary to discharge his responsibilities
under guarantees under this section, he shall issue to the Secretary
of the Treasury notes or other obligations in such forms and
denominations, bearing such maturities, and subject to such terms
and conditions, as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the
Treasury.

Redemption of such notes or obligations shall be made

by the Secretary from appropriations or other moneys available
under subsection (i) of this section.

Such notes or other obligations

shall bear interest at a rate determined by the Secretary of the
Treasury, taking into consideration the average market yield on
outstanding marketable obligations of the United States of comparable
maturities during the month preceding the issuance of the notes
or other obligations.

The Secretary of the Treasury shall purchase

any notes or other obligations is sued under this subsection and
for such purposes the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized to
use as a public debt transaction the proceeds from the sale of
any securities hereafter issued under the Second Liberty Bond Act
and the purposes for which securities may be issued under that
Act are extended to include any purchase of such notes or obligations.
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The Secretary of the Treasury may at any time sell any of .he
notes or other obligations acquired by him under this subsection.
All redemptions,

purchases, and sales by the Secretary of the

Treasury of such notes or other· obligations shall be treated as
public debt transactions of the United States.
(k)

The aggregate unpaid principal amount of securities,

obligations,

or loans outstanding at any one time, which are

guaranteed by the Secretary under this section, may not exceed
$2, 000, 000, 000.
(1)

The Secretary may not pursuant to this section

guarantee any security, obligation,
such security,

obligation,

or loan, if the income from

or loan is excluded from gross income

for the purposes of chapter I of the Internal Revenue Code of

1954.
Railroad Restructuring
Sec. 10.
(a)

FINDINGS.- -The Congress finds and declares that-(1)

Efficient railroads are essential to the commerce

and defense of the country.
(2)

Preservation of a viable private sector rail

industry is in the national interest.
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•

(3)

Existing rail facilities in the United States,

including main line track and branch line track, c..re
excessive in relation to long run demand for rail services.
(4}

This excess capacity impairs the efficiency and

economic health of the rail industry.
(5)

The time, expense and delay associated with

proceedings under the Interstate Commerce Act for
consideration of proposals for consolidation and joint
use of facilities has been an obstacle to removing excess
and duplicative rail plant capacity.
(6)

A vital need exists to reduce this country's

rail plant to the level necessary to meet the public's
long term demand for rail services.
(7)

A clear need exists to expedite the consideration

of proposals which have the effect of eliminating excess
or duplicative facilities.
(8)

Preservation of an effective level of competition

in transportation is essential to shippers and is in the
national interest.
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(b)

PURPOSES. --It is therefore declared to be the purpose

of Congress in this Act to provide for-(1)

An efficient, economical, viable private sector

rail system.
(2)

Greater efficiency of the rail system through

rationalization of facilities which are excessive in relation
to long run demand for rail services.
(3)

Prompt and fair consideration of voluntary

agreements to achieve those objectives.
(4)

The maintenance of an e ffe cti ve le ve 1 of

competition in transportation.
(5)

Federal financial assistance to the railroad

industry where necessary capital cannot be obtained
from private
(c)

sources on reasonable terms.

As a condition for receiving financial assistance pursuant
to this Act, the Secretary may require an applicant to enter
into an agreement with another applicant or with another
railroad with respect to merger, consolidation, control,
joint use of tracks, terminals, or other facilities,
acquisition or sale of assets.

or the

This section does not confer

authority upon the Secretary to require non-applicants to
enter into an agreement with an applicant.
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(d)

Within 90 days of the date of enactment of this Act, the
Secretary shall publish regulations in accordance with
5 U.S. C.

553 prescribing the procedures for applying

for Federal assistance under this Act and the information
and data which must be submitted by each applicant.
(e)

If the Secretary determines to condition the granting

of financial assistance pursuant to section (c), the
Secretary shall provide reasonable notice in the Federal
Register of the application and the proposed agreement.
The Secretary shall also provide written notice to the
Attorney General of the United States and to each Governor
of a state in which any railroad whose property is involved
in the proposed agreement operates.

The Secretary shall

provide an opportunity to any interested person to submit
written comments and shall provide an opportunity for an
informal oral hearing regarding the proposed agreement.
Within 15 days of the Secretary's final date for receiving
the comments of interested persons, the Attorney General
shall review the proposed agreement and the comments
filed and shall advise the Secretary in writing of his views
on its competitive effects.
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(f) The Secretary shall review the written and oral comments.
He shall then give notice in the Federal Register of any
changes in the proposed agreement which he has made after
review of the comments and shall provide an opportunity to
the public to comment on the changes.
(g) The Secretary and the Commission shall administer the
provisions of this Act in light of its declaration and purposes
and the Secretary may modify any proposed transaction to
make it conform to said declaration of purpose.

The

Secretary and the Commission shall consider whether a
proposed transaction is in the public interest.

An agreement

is in the public' interest if (i) the efficiency gains substantially
outweigh any adverse effects on competition; and (ii) there
is no clear and substantially less anti-competitive alternative
available to the proposed transaction for achieving the efficiency
gains and other public benefits.

In determining whether a

proposed agreement is in the public interest, the Secretary
and the Commission shall, among other things, consider the
long-run or short-run nature of any adverse effects or
efficiency gains and shall weigh such effects or gains accordingly.
Where the Secretary approves a transaction hereunder which
would eliminate substantial competition for shippers, then the
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Secretary shall take necessary steps to minimize the loss
of competition to affected shippers; to accomplish this, the
Secretary may, among other things, require that access be
granted on reasonable terms to one or more other carriers
over the tracks and ter·minals subject to the transactlon,
either by the grant of trackage and terminal rights,

or by

the establishment of joint rates and through routes,

or both.

The purpose of this subsection is to improve the efficiency of the
national transportation system while assuring adequate levels
of competition.

This section is intended to protect the vitality

of competition, not individual competitors as such.

The

Secretary may, from time to time, for good cause shown,
impose such supplemental conditions as are necessary to protect
competitive conditions for shippers but shall not impose any
conditions to protect competitors as such.
(h) After completing the procedures called for in the preceding
paragraphs, and within 90 days of the filing of the completed
application, the Secretary shall make a determination whether
the proposed agreement is in the public interest and consistent
with this Act.

If the Secretary makes an affirmative determination,

he shall so certify his findings, the basis therefor, and the
proposed agreement in writing to the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

The Secretary shall provide labor protection at

least equal to the protection afforded by section 5 (2)(f) of the
Interstate Commerce Act.
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(i)

If the Secretary so certifies in accordance with subsection
(h), the Interstate Commerce Commission shall consider

the Secretary's findings and the agreement pursuant to
section 5(2) of the Interstate Commerce Act, except as
hereafter provided.

The Commission must complete any

hearings it deems necessary within 120 days of the receipt
of the certification and must render a final decision within
180 days of the receipt of the certification, unless the
Secretary provides in the certification for longer time periods.
Any hearings deemed necessary shall be held directly
before a panel of the Commissioners of the Interstate
Commerce Commission.

Notwithstanding the provisions

of section 5(2), and the panel shall, without rendering an
initial decision, certify the record to the full Commission for
decision.

The Commission shall not disapprove or modify

an agreement in any way unless the Commission finds there is
clear and convincing evidence the agreement is not in the
public interest as defined in subsection (g).

The protestants

to such an agreement shall have the burden to prove that
such a certified agreement is not in the public interest.

The

Commis sian's decision shall be subject to review as provided
in 28 U.S. C.

2321, as amended, except, that petitions for
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review may be filed only in the United States Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia.

Such proceedings

shall be given priority over other pending matters and
expedited to the maximum extent permitted by the Court's
docket.
(j)

If the Commission shall fail to render a decision under

this Act within the required time period, the Commission
shall certify to the Secretary the proceedings before the
Commission within 3 days of the end of its period for
decision.

The Secretary shall review the record and

all other material and information he deems relevant;
and, with the concurrence of the Attorney General on
is sues relating to competition, he may disapprove, modify,
or approve the proposed agreement in accordance with
the public interest as defined herein.

Agreements

approved by the Secretary pursuant to this Subsection (j)
shall be deemed final,

and of the same force and effect

as if approved by the Commission pursuant to section 5
of the Interstate Commerce Act.
from time to time,

The Secretary may

for good cause, make supplemental

orders as he may deem necessary or appropriate.

Final

decisions of the Secretary pursuant to this subsection
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shall be subject to review under the procedures of
28 U.S. C.

2321 as amended,

provided, that petitinns

for review may be filed only in the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia.

Such proceedings

shall be given priority over other pending matters and
expedited to the maximum extent permitted by the Court's
docket.
(k) Agreements approved pursuant to this section shall not
be subject to the operation of the antitrust laws.
National Rolling Stock Management Information System
Sec. 11.

(a)

The Secretary is authorized to conduct research

and development in order to promote a national rolling stock
management information system which, utilizing advanced
computer and communication techniques, would be capable of
expediting the movement of rolling stock on a national basis.
In conjunction with this task, the Secretary shall study, in
cooperation with the Interstate Commerce Commission and the
railroads the information, functions,

and procedures necessary

to provide efficient and expeditious rail freight service on a
national basis.

Within 2 years from the date of enactment of

this section, the Secretary shall report to the Congress his
recommendations respecting the organization, development, funding,
and implementation of any such system.

In arriving at his

recommendations, the Secretary shall consider:
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(1)

the need for timely and accurate information which

leads to improvements in the movement and utilization
of rolling stock on a nationwide basis, and the efficient
interchange of traffic between carriers at the gateway
terminals;
(2)

the requirements and technological standards

necessary to assure that the advantages to be obtained
from a system accrue to the nation's railroads;
(3)

the requirements and technological standards

necessary to assure the improved movement and
utilization of cars;
(4)

the uniform data and other technological requirements

that must be contained in the rolling stock management
information systems of an individual railroad to permit
efficient linkage of its system with a national system; and
(5)

the economic,

safety, and service benefits to be

derived from implementing improved car management
procedures.
(b)

The Secretary shall conduct a study respecting (1) the

costs to individual railroads of installing compatible rolling stock
management information systems, and (2) the economic,

safety,

and service benefits to be derived from compatible systems.

Not

later than 2 years from the date of enactment of this section, the
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Secretary shall announce his recommendations for the installation
of the system by individual railroads.

The Secretary is authorized

to provide technical assistance to railroads in the implementation
of rolling stock management information systems designed in a
manner consistent with his recommendations.
(c)

The Interstate Commerce Commission, the

Association of American Railroads, and all railroads are required
to furnish to the Secretary such information as he may require
in order to carry out the provisions of this section.
National Transportation Policy
Sec. 12.

The National Transportation Policy (49 U.S. C.,

preceding sections 1, 301,
(a)

adding the word

of the first sentence
(b)

901 and 1001) is amended by:
11

innovative,

after the word

11

11

in the second clause

promote 11 ;

adding a new clause after the second clause of the first

sentence as follows:
11

to promote competition between and among the

various modes of transportation by water, highway,
and rail; 11 and
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(c) adding a new sentence after the first sentence as
follows:
"The Commission in making any decision
under this Act shall recognize the value of
competition in developing, coordinating and
preserving an efficient and economically-sound
national transportation system and shall as sure
that where a particular action would substantially
lessen competition, there is no less anticompetitive
alternative which realizes the efficiency or transportation
needs as effectively. "

12
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6/5/75

NOTE ON GOVERNOR SHAPP' s Rl\IL TRUST FUND PROPOSAL

Governor Shapp has proposed that a Federally sponsored trust fund be
established to make funds available to all railroads to pay for rehabilitating RO',~, modernizing yards and terminals, nevJ communications systems,
signals~ and electrification of main lines.
According to his plan, the
trust fund \vould issue long term bonds totaling $12.9 billion over six
years. Of that, around $2 billion would be available for a revolving
loan fund to pay for nevJ rolling stock. BorrovJings v10uld be repaid by
means of a surcharge on rail freight revenue (it is suggested that half
of the funds generated by ex parte 305 be used). Ninety percent of the
grants from the fund would be distributed based on the proportion of
revenue from each carrier. The remaining ten percent would be discretionary for distribution to the most needy carriers.
Conceptually, the idea of a rail trust fund and the 'apparent linkage
which is constructed betvJeen user charge revenues and government expenditures has) at first blush," some attractiveness. The fund \'/ould generate
money, and that money would be disbursed for the rehabilitation of rail
plant. In that very simple sense, a trust fund approach would accomplish
its objective (just as the hi gh\'lay trust fund got a 1ot of highways bunt).
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There are, hovJever, a number of disadvantages to the use of a trust fund
approach to solve the railroad rehabilitation problem, both generally and
specifically as Governor Shapp has proposed:
(1) It is noH obvious that there is going to have to be Federal financial
assistance for rai 1 road rehabilitation, and the Admi ni strati on h.as just
proposed legislation that will incorporate $2 billion in loan guarantees

for rail road investment, in addition to a vJi de range of very important
regulatory reforms. However, it is not clear at this time to v1hat
extent the railroad_problem, outside the Northeast, requires any Federal
financial involvement beyond that contemplated in the Administration's
program. To impose upon the private sector the amounts of Federal
involvement that are implied by Governor Shapp's trust fund approach
is simply not justified by the information novJ avaiiable.
(2) There is no doubt that rehabilitation of the railroad plant will be of
little lasting value if it is not accompanied by major reforms in
Federal regulation and by rationalization and restructuring of the
current system. Governor Shapp's plan, by focusing on funding physical
plant requii~ements, deals vdth the symptoms and ignores the real problems.

-2(3) Trust funds have an inherent tendency to outlive their usefulness.
They can keep government expenditures flowing into areas of activity
long after those expenditures have ceased to be merited.
(4) As noted above, the ultimate need for Federal

fina~cial involvement
in the railroad industry is, at best, uncertain. An arbitrary formula,
such as a certain percentage of railroad revenues,' is almost certain to
I
give the wrong answer.

(5) While Governor Shapp's rail fund purports to be modeled on the highway
trust fund, it differs significantly in that highway monies are spent
by public bodies on public facilities and all contributors have free
access.
(6} Since
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the rail fund would be used to rehabilitate all rail lines, it
serve to exacerbate the excess capa~ity problem, and in fact
cause lightly used lines to be supported by funds generated by
in greater use.

(7) It is aifficult to see how the 5 percent surcharge can come out of last
year's ex parte 305 funds (in light of the recent court ruling that the
C&O does not have to use ex parte 305 funds for rehabilitation purposes).
The 5 percent would thus have to be a net add-on to whatever the going
freight rates are, and the Governor's program loses some of its "magic"
as the potential for traffic diversion from rail becomes very real. It
is, after all, that potential which partially contributes to low rates
and insufficient rehabilitation money today.
(8) Governor Shapp has not, it seems, considered the inflationary impact
of mandating this large a spending program. Particularly in light of
the fact that there is not generally accepted evidence that the rehabilitation problem is anywhere near $12.9 billion.

